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GRADING SYSTEM

Mint .....................The item is in perfect condition

Near Mint .........Almost perfect, any imperfections will be extremely minor

Excellent ............The item will have had very careful use, with only small imperfections

Good ...................The item will have had more use, showing obvious imperfections

Fair ......................The item will have heavy signs of wear, showing major imperfections & may include repaints

Poor ....................The item will be in a very distressed condition, with many faults

Plus may be used if an item is better than its classification suggests
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General Toys 

3001. Large quantity of children's hardback and softback children's annuals/books along with children's comics comprising of 
Ladybird books, Beano, Dandy and similar along with others to include a quantity of early and similar Ladybird books to include 
"The Bunny-Fluffs Moving Day", "Downy Duckling", "Sunny Days", "The Silver Arrow" along with other Ladybird books, 
hardback and softback books to include a hardback book "Disney's Adventures Of Winnie The Pooh", a hardback book "7 Good 
Night Stories" along with others with softback books including "Paddington's Birthday Party", "The BFG" By Roald Dahl along 
with others. Also to include in this lot is a small number of comics such as Beano, Topper, Dandy and other similar items and 
titles. This is a interesting lot and well worth a sort. Conditions all generally appear Fair to Good but nothing has been checked. 
Please not that due to the weight of this lot shipping is not provided therefore collection only. (2 Plastic Tubs) 

 £10 - £15 

3002. A large quantity of hardback and softback (Mainly Hardback) Childrens/Adult books comprising of early learning, 
special interest, science, comic, annuals, history and other interesting books to include "Warlord" Book For Boys 1984, "Shoot" 
Annual 1987, "Battle Picture Daily" Annual 1978, "Childrens Encyclopedia Of Science", "Childrens Dictionary" (WHS 
Smith-Collins), "The Story Of The Train" By Patrick Whitehouse along with others. Also to include in this lot is some vintage 
early edition school learning books such as "Trees" Stages 1 and 2 (A unit for teachers) "A Students History Of England" By 
S.R Gardener, "School Science Review" (The Journal Of The Association Of For Science Education) along with others. This is 
a interesting lot and well worth a good sort. Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair to Good although northing has 
been checked. Please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only. (2 Plastic Tubs) 

 £10 - £15 

3003. Joal, Meccano, Raleigh, Airfix and similar a quantity of loose and boxed construction, battery operated/electronic kits 
and cycling accessories and similar to include a Joal (Compact) boxed Volvo BML70, a Meccano boxed (Constructo) "Big Truck 
Construction Set", a boxed adman "Grandstand" TV game (3600 Mark 2) along with others. Also to include in this lot is some 
Raleigh cycling parts such as a brake calliper, a rear reflector, a handlebar protection foam with "Raleigh" sleeve and similar. 
Along with these is a quantity of part built/painted Airfix models and Airfix empty boxes (All Poor). Conditions all generally range 
from Poor to Good with nothing in this lot tested or checked for completeness or correctness (This is a interesting lot for anyone 
looking for spare parts). (Small QTY) 

 £10 - £15 
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3004. Corgi a boxed "Truckatronic Convoy" radio controlled battery operated convoy truck and trailer which generally 
appears Good in Fair outer pictorial box and Fair inner polystyrene packing (This has not been tested). Also to include in this lot 
is a small number of collectors catalogues comprising of Britains, Matchbox, Fisher Price and similar to include a Britains 1995 
catalogue, a Britains catalogue 1983, a Matchbox "Power Track" catalogue and others.     (QTY) 

 £30 - £40 

3005. Corgi a metal constructed shop display sign which measures approximately 32CM Wide by 10CM High which also has 
the cardboard backing and string for hanging on the back condition does generally appear Good (Please see Picture). (1) 

 £25 - £30 

3006. Corgi, Matchbox, Majorette and similar a group of unboxed diecast vehicles which also includes a group of military 
vehicles to include a Matchbox Mercedes-Benz "Binz" Ambulance, a Matchbox (Superfast) Military Personal Carrier, a 
Majorette 240 Volkswagen Fourgon "Military Ambulance", a Matchbox (Superfast) Caravan, a Corgi Austin Mini Metro along 
with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good play worn. Also to 
include in this lot is a Matchbox plastic Carry Case "Tragekoffer Mallette" along with 9x plastic carry case trays in black. (QTY) 

 £20 - £30 

3007. Spears Games, Waddingtons, MB Games, Tomy and similar a quantity of boxed vintage and recent issue board 
games, jigsaw puzzles and similar to include Waddingtons boxed board game "Ulcers", MB Games a boxed board game 
"Stratego", MB Games a boxed board games "Turbo", Spears Games a boxed chess set with chess board, a Tomy boxed 
"Kong Man" along with others. Also to include in this lot is a vintage early edition boxed "Escalado". Conditions all generally 
range from Fair to Good although nothing has been checked for completeness or correctness and nothing has been tested. (2 
Cardboard Boxes) 

 £20 - £25 

3008. Corgi, Dinky, Matchbox, Tonka and similar a large quantity of unboxed diecast and tinplate models which includes a 
Corgi Opel Senator, a Corgi Ford Mustang, a Corgi Mercedes-Benz 240D, a Dinky Toys Refuse Wagon, a Tonka truck/trailer 
with bulldozer, a Tonka tractor along with other similar items. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good Playworn. (QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

3009. Corgi & Dinky a unboxed TV and Related group of diecast models to include a Corgi Aston Martin DB5 "James Bond 
007", a Corgi Ford Gran Torino "Starsky And Hutch", a Corgi Jaguar XJS "The Saint", a Dinky USS Enterprise "Star Trek", 
Corgi Batmobile "Batman along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot-please see picture. Conditions all 
generally range from Fair to Good Playworn. (16) 

 £35 - £45 

3010. Dinky 308 Leyland 384 Tractor - blue, red hubs (plastic to front), metal tow hook, plastic figure driver and chimney 
stack - Fair still a bright example of a harder wheel variation colour to find, comes with carded base only which is Fair. 

 £30 - £40 

3011. Britains unboxed Tractor pair (1) Ford 5000 - blue, white, with figure driver; (2) Massey Ferguson - red, white, grey 
hubs and Clifford Series (Corgi copy) Trailer - finished in blue, orange ridged hubs with black treaded tyres - conditions are 
generally Fair to Good. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3012. British made unboxed group to include DCMT Ltd Cement Mixer; Timpo "Police" Car; Chad Valley Austin A40 plus 
others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair. (11) 

 £60 - £70 
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3013. Dinky (Matchbox Dinky the Collection) - "They're Here Now The Dinky Collection" Window Poster mounted into glass 
and wooden frame, plus 2 x unused self adhesive stickers - see photo. 

 £20 - £25 

3014. Unboxed group to include Salza Van; Lion Car DAF; 2 x unconfirmed manufacturer tinplate Cars (one clockwork) plus 
others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair. 

 £50 - £60 

3015. Budgie Toys group to include Horse Box - off white cab, tan back with beige opening doors; Salvage Crane - blue, blue 
ballast and jib, yellow generator (ballast has fatigue and come loose from bed) and 2 x Scammell Scarab (1) "British 
Railways" - maroon and custard and (2) with Covered Trailer - maroon, red, green cover - conditions are Fair to Good Plus. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

3016. Dinky 197 Morris Mini Traveller group of 3 - (1) off white, yellow interior (harder variation to find), silver trim, chrome 
spun hubs - Good (does have paint touch-in to roof edges and front sides); (2) red interior, matt black base and (3) same as (2) 
but gloss black base - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent still bright examples. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3017. Timpo Toys Racer Car - finished in metallic blue, silver trim, ridged hubs with black smooth tyres and another 
(unconfirmed manufacturer) finished in two-tone green, off-white, black hubs (both have been professionally restored). (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3018. Budgie Toys 220 Leyland Hippo Cattle Truck - orange cab, chassis and hubs, silver trim, light tan back with brown side 
trim and opening rear door - overall condition is generally Excellent still a nice bright example in a Good yellow and red carded 
picture box (one end flap does have marks where labels have been removed). 

 £40 - £50 

3019. FJ Berliet Refuse Wagon - light grey cab with 2 x plastic figures, black chassis, silver tipping back, white treaded tyres 
and Berliet Road Sweeper - grey cab with 2 x plastic figures, black chassis, drab green back - conditions are Good Plus still 
display well. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3020. Budgie Toys a group to include Lewin Sweepmaster - greyish-blue, silver; Leyland Cement Mixer; Refuse Truck plus 
others (many are restored/repainted) - otherwise conditions are generally Fair to Good. (7) 

 £60 - £70 

3021. Dinky 476 Morris Oxford (Bullnose) a pair - (1) yellow body, red wheels, seat and steering wheel, with figure driver, 
blue chassis and (2) same as (1) but black steering wheel - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Excellent Plus 
(couple of small marks on protruding edges) and Convoy Series group to include Fire Rescue Truck, Tipper and another but 
different colour variation - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

3022. Dinky 25v (252) Bedford Refuse Wagon - a pair (1) tan body, green slides and rear hatch, red ridged hubs with black 
smooth tyres - Good (does have some surface rusting to slides) and (2) same as (1) but with treaded black tyres - conditions 
are generally Excellent (couple of small marks on protruding edges); 25m (410) Bedford End Tipper - burnt orange, black ridged 
hubs and smooth tyres - Fair to Good still a bright example and another but green, light green ridged hubs - Fair to Good still a 
bright example. (4) 

 £60 - £70 
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3023. Solido unboxed group to include Rolls Royce Silver Cloud - two-tone grey; Maserati 250 Racing Car - red, silver, 
chrome spun hubs, figure driver; 6-wheeled Low Loader Trailer - yellow including ramps, white tyres and Hawker Hunter Jet 
Fighter - camouflage grey, green "RAF" roundels - conditions are generally Good Plus still lovely bright examples. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

3024. French Dinky 24u Simca Aronde - grey body and convex hubs with white smooth tyres, silver trim - Excellent (couple of 
small marks on roof side edges). 

 £35 - £40 

3025. Dinky unboxed pair (1) 642 "RAF" Pressure Refueller - greyish blue including Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, 
figure driver, metal tow hook, with "RAF" roundel to front - Excellent and (2) Dublo Dinky AEC Mercury "Shell/BP" 
Tanker - green, red, knobbly grey plastic wheels - Good (does have some paint to base). (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3026. Corgi "Original Omnibus" a boxed group to include 41903 Leyland PD3 Queen Mary "Southdown NBC", 41602 Guy 
Breakdown "Southdown", 42101 AEC Tower Wagen "Brighton Hove And District" along with others. Conditions do all generally 
appear Good Plus to Excellent although some models do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have some small 
delicate parts missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer rigid perspex cases. Please note that none of these models 
have been checked for completeness or correctness. (16) 

 £50 - £60 

3027. Corgi "Original Omnibus" a boxed group to include 45304 Bova Futura "Forestdale Coaches Limited", 42715 Van Hool 
Alizee (With Air Con) "Shearings" (500th), 43217 3 Axle Olympian "Stagecoach Hong Kong" (Bus Operators In Britain) along 
with others. Conditions do all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although some models do appear loose inside packaging 
therefore may have some small delicate parts missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer rigid perspex cases. Please 
note that none of these models have been checked for completeness or correctness. (15) 

 £50 - £60 

3028. Corgi, Creative Master Northcord, Solido and similar a boxed bus group to include a Creative Master Northcord 
UKBUS3002 Transbus Mini Pointer Dart, Creative Master Northcord UKBUS3005 Transbus Mini Pointer Dart "Solent Blue 
Line", Corgi (Millennium Collection) 43710 Q1 Trolleybus, a Solido Double Decker Bus in red (Bus Londonien) "Visit Of 
London/Bus Excursions", a Original Omnibus 76DR002 Duple Roadmaster "South Notts" along with others. Conditions all 
generally appear Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging (Please note nothing has been 
checked for completeness or correctness). (11) 

 £40 - £50 

3029. Gems And Cobwebs a boxed 1/43 scale G.C.9 (Old Bill) Jaguar S Type "1967 Metropolitan Traffic Car" in white which 
generally appears Good although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer box with inner foam 
packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

3030. Gems And Cobwebs a boxed 1/43 scale G.C.6 (Majestic) Jaguar Mark VII (Heritage Collection) in metallic maroon or 
similar which generally appears Good although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer box with 
inner foam packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

3031. Gems And Cobwebs a boxed 1/43 scale G.C.17 a Jaguar Mark II Estate (1962) in metallic dark green/emerald green 
which generally appears Fair to Good although does appear this model has axles and wheels detached although present in 
generally Good outer box with inner foam packaging (Please note this has not been checked for completeness or correctness). 

 £40 - £50 
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3032. Lledo & Oxford Diecast a boxed group of promotional models which also includes some multi vehicle gift sets to 
include a Lledo 58009 1950 Morris Z Van "Singer Sowing Machine", Lledo 29007 1942 Dodge 4x4 "San Jose Fire Department", 
Oxford Diecast 4 vehicle gift set "Harry Houdini", Lledo 2 vehicle gift set "North Yorkshire Moors Railway", Lledo 3 vehicle gift 
set "Classic American Motorcycle Marques" along with others. Conditions all generally appear Good to Excellent although 
nothing has been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer packaging/gift packaging. Please note 
there may be duplication in this lot. (60) 

 £40 - £50 

3033. Corgi a boxed military aircraft group which includes series such as "100 Years Of Flight", "90 Years Of The Royal Air 
Force", "Aviation Archive" and similar to include a CSCA01004 (100 Years Of Flight) 4 Aircraft Set, 49101 "Aviation Archive" 
(Battle Of Britain) Hawker Hurricane Mark I, 49201 "Aviation Archive" (Battle Of Britain) Messerschmitt 109, CS90276 "Fighting 
Machines" a BBMF Lancaster Bomber, CS90459 (The Corgi Collection/Helicopters) Sikorsky S-7-A-9 "Black Hawk" (Australian 
Army) along with others. Conditions all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although some models do appear loose within 
packaging therefore may have some more delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer window boxes. 
(18) 

 £40 - £45 

3034. Franklin Mint a boxed 1/43 scale Texaco Tanker with Mack B-61 Tractor "Texaco/Trust Your Car To The Man Who 
Wears The Star" which generally appears Good although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer 
pictorial box and Good inner polystyrene packaging along with a outer white mailer box (Please note this model does appear to 
have been repackaged at some point due to previous display purposes therefore may have some smaller delicate pieces 
missing, broken off or loose). 

 £60 - £70 

3035. Franklin Mint a boxed 1/43 scale Circus Truck "Ringling Bros And Barnum & Bailey". Condition does generally appear 
Good although not checked for completeness or correctness in Good outer mailer box only and Good inner polystyrene 
packaging (Please note this model does appear to have been repackaged at some point possibly due to previous display 
purposes therefore may have smaller delicate parts missing, broken off or loose). 

 £40 - £45 

3036. Maisto, Corgi, Playmobil and similar a boxed mixed interesting group to include 2x boxed Playmobil (Playmobil 
System) sets which comprises of set 3571 & 3530, Corgi (Millennium Collection) 07105 Land Rover, Maisto BMW R1100RT 
Motorcycle, Norev Kawasaki 750H2, Maisto Yamaha TDM850, Oxford Diecast ASH001 Arm Siddeley Hurricane (Open) 
"Gazelle" in Fawn, Oxford Diecast VFE002 Vauxhall Cresta "Friary" Estate in silver grey/black along with others. This is a 
interesting lot with mixed models which also includes some other interesting items comprised of a boxed slim CD boxed radio 
(Untested), a vintage video cassette "BMW Z8" along with a battery operated boxed world globe style clock or similar 
(Untested). This is a really interesting mixed lot and definitely worth a good sort. Conditions all generally range from Fair to 
Near Mint although nothing has been checked for completeness or correctness and nothing has been tested in generally Good 
outer packaging. (QTY) 

 £50 - £60 

3037. Matchbox (Models Of Yesteryear) a boxed group of models which are mainly in maroon and straw window boxes to 
include Y-5 1927 Talbot Van "Taystee/Old Fashioned Enriched Bread", Y-12 1912 Ford Model T "Coleman's Mustard", Y-21 
1930 Model A Ford "Carters Tested Seeds" along with others. Also to include in this lot is a 4 model gift set G3 "World Beaters 
In Action". Conditions do generally appear Good to Good Plus although nothing has been checked for completeness or 
correctness in generally Good outer window boxes. (31) 

 £35 - £40 

3038. A boxed Dinky Toys 622 10-Ton Covered Army Truck (2nd Type) with black treaded tyres and rigid hubs (No driver 
figure) along with tow hook which generally appears Good in generally Fair to Good box (Please note there is some pencil 
writing on the top lid of the box). 

 £40 - £50 
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3039. Scalextric a boxed slot racing set "Scalextric 600" 4 lane which comes complete with 4x slot racing cars, power supply, 
track comprising of straight and curved track, lap counter and other accessories which also includes 4x hand controllers. 
Condition does generally appear Good although this has not been tested or checked for completeness or correctness in 
generally Fair to Good outer pictorial lift off lid box and Good inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

3040. Scalextric a boxed slot car racing set "Scalextric Super Stox" which includes curved and straight track, 2x hand 
controllers, 2x slot stox racing cars and other accessories. Condition appears generally Good although not checked for 
completeness or correctness and has not been tested in generally Fair outer pictorial lift off lid box and Good inner polystyrene 
packing tray. Also to include in this lot is a small amount of unboxed loose curved and straight track along with 3x loose 
unboxed slot cars which comprise of a BMW 3.0, Porsche & TR7. Please note the loose unboxed slot cars have not been 
tested and do generally appear to be Good. (QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

3041. Corgi a group of mainly boxed but does include some unboxed articulated truck/trailer models to include a boxed 
C1238 Seddon Atkinson "Beefeater", C1231 boxed Volvo Globetrotter "Securicor Express", a boxed C1232 Volvo Globetrotter 
"McCain Oven Chips" along with others. Also to include in this lot is a boxed 1120 Fire Engine. Conditions all generally range 
from Fair to Good Plus although some models which are boxed do appear to be loose inside packaging therefore small parts 
may be missing, broken off or loose in Fair to Good outer window boxes (Please note some window boxes are missing their 
cellophane windows along with most suffer from crushing and some having old price stickers attached). None of these models 
have been checked for completeness or correctness. (34 Boxed and 7 Unboxed) 

 £60 - £70 

3042. Corgi, Ixo, Solido, Lledo and similar a group of boxed diecast models which includes a Ixo 1/43 scale RAC039 Datsun 
240Z "Monte Carlo 1972", Oxford Diecast VOL02FR Volvo FH Fridge Trailer "Eddie Stobart" which is special edition Eddie 
Stobart Cancer Research Issue, Solido (Age Dior) 4410 Depanneuse winch truck, Corgi 99801 Morris J Van "Walls Ice Cream" 
along with others. Conditions do all generally appear to be Good to Near Mint although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness in generally Good outer packaging (Please note some packaging does suffer from crushing and 
some have old price stickers attached). (45) 

 £50 - £60 

3043. Matchbox a boxed group comprising of "Models Of Yesteryear", "Superkings" and similar to include Y-25 "Models Of 
Yesteryear" 1910 Renault Type AG "Suchard Chocolat", Y-9 (Special Edition) Leyland 3 Ton Subsidy Lorry x3, K-31 
"Superkings" Refrigerated Truck/Trailer "Christian Salvesen", TC4 (Team Convoy Cargo Set) "TNT-The Express Freight 
System", CY9 (Convoy) Truck/Trailer Freighter "IPEC", CY10 (Convoy) Kenworth Racing Transporter along with others. 
Conditions generally appear Good to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally 
Fair to Good outer packaging (Please note some packaging does suffer from crushing and tearing along with some having old 
price stickers attached). Please Note there is duplication in this lot. (25) 

 £40 - £45 

3044. Corgi Classics a boxed commercial group which includes 97891 AEC Mercury Truck and Trailer "Billy Smarts Circus", 
97366 Atkinson 8 Wheel Rigid With Trailer and Load "Tennant", CC11508 (Road Transport Heritage-The Golden Years) AEC 
Mark V 8 Wheel Platform Lorry "Smiles And Co Limited" along with others. Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus 
to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (Please 
note some boxes do suffer from sun fading and most have old price stickers attached). (7) 

 £40 - £50 
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3045. Corgi a boxed "Heavy Haulage" group comprising of 77501 Scammell constructor "Siddle Cook", 17603 Scammell 
Constructer And 24 Wheel Girder Trailer And Load "Siddle Cook" &18001 Scammell Contractor With Nicolas Bogie And Steal 
Turbine Load "Econofreight Heavy Transport Limited". Conditions do generally appear Good to Good Plus although none have 
been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid boxes (Please note do 
appear to have been repackage possibly due to display purposes therefore may have small delicate parts missing, broken off or 
loose). Also to include in this lot is a Tekno boxed 1/50 scale Tanker only model (Please note truck/cab is missing and only 
consists of tanker) and appears generally to be Fair in Fair outer crushed window box. (4) 

 £40 - £45 

3046. Dinky a boxed 917 Mercedes-Benz Truck And Trailer which come compete with inner plinth and header card which 
generally appears Good but would benefit from a further clean in Fair to Good packaging (Please note outer box does appear to 
suffer from crushing and tearing along with tape repairs and inner plinth and header card appear to suffer from crushing and 
creasing). 

 £40 - £50 

3047. Corgi, Wiking, Roco and similar a small group of mainly boxed 1/76/00 scale models comprising of 3x Roco (Mini 
Tanks) comprising of 291 SL T 50-2 "Elefant", 366 Iveco Magirus 320D & 179 M26 "PZTRANSP", along with Wiking 456 Scania 
LB111-Sattelzug "IPEC-The European Express Freight System", Lledo (Trackside) DG175000 Scammell Handyman Flatbed 
Trailer And Cement Bag Load "Blue Circle Cement", Corgi (Trackside) DG225007 Ruston Bucyrus 19 Face Shovel "Southern 
Railway", Majorette 1/100 scale truck/trailer "McCain Oven Chips" along with others. Conditions all generally appear Good to 
Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Poor to Fair outer packaging/window 
boxes. Also to include in this lot is 1 unboxed Schuco Micro Racer with racing decals number 1 which generally appears Fair. 
(20) 

 £25 - £30 

3048. Bburago, Airfix and similar a small mixed group of boxed model vehicles along with a boxed plastic model kit which 
includes a Bburago (Diamonds) 1/18 scale Dodge Viper RT/10 (1992), Bburago (Diamonds) 1/18 scale Dodge Viper JTS 
Coupe (1996), a Winners Circle 1/24 scale (1997 Stock Car Series) "Dale Earnhardt" & Bburago 1/24 scale Williams FW41 
Formula 1. Conditions all generally appear Good although some models do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have 
delicate parts missing, broken off or loose in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (Please note some of these boxes do 
suffer from crushing and creasing). Also to include in this lot is a Airfix 1/72 scale plastic model kit comprising of a Avro 
Lancaster B. Mark 1/3 (G). which generally appears or is assumed to be Excellent to Near Mint as it is still sealed but has not 
been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box. (5) 

 £20 - £25 

3049. Corgi & Dinky a unboxed group of mainly commercial vehicles which includes a Dinky Supertoys Foden Tanker 
"Mobilgas", Dinky Supertoys Foden Tanker "Tate And Lyle", Dinky Supertoys 651 Centurion Tank, Dinky Supertoys 38-RB 
Excavator, Corgi Major Toys Big Bedford Tractor Unit complete Carrimore Low Loader along with others. Conditions do all 
generally range from Fair to Good Playworn. (13) 

 £50 - £60 

3050. Matchbox a unboxed group of mainly regular wheels to include 17 Hoveringham Tipper, 29 Fire Pump Truck, 34 
Volkswagen Caravette, 60 Morris Pickup "Builders Supply Company" along with others. Please not there is duplication in this 
lot-Please see picture. Conditions do generally appear to range from Fair to Good Playworn. (QTY) 

 £25 - £30 

3051. Corgi a boxed Eddie Stobart group to include 31701 Foden 8 Wheel Rigid Truck with Minivan, 25102 Leyland Beaver 
Platform Lorry, 97327 Atkinson 8 wheel Rigid with Load, 97369 AEC Truck And Trailer along with others. Conditions do all 
generally appear Good to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer 
packaging (Please note some packaging does suffer from crushing along with having old price stickers attached and some 
models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to pervious display purposes there may have small delicate parts 
missing, broken off or loose). (13) 

 £35 - £40 
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3052. A large Quantity of gramophone records (75RPM) which comprises of 10 inch and 12 inch records and comprising of 
Jazz Big Band, Swing, orchestral and other interesting genres on labels such as "His Masters Voice", "Columbia", "Regal 
Zonoaphone", "Decca" and others and includes various artists, groups and bands such as Lou Stone And His Band, Edmond 
Ross And His Rumba Band, Bing Crosby, The Brigg House Rastrick Prize Band and similar. Also to include in this lot are some 
gramophone records which are in original binders. These are all vintage 78RPM gramophone records and are fast becoming 
collectable and this lot is well worth a good sort. Conditions generally appear to be range from Poor to Good although none 
have been checked and due to the age of the gramophone records some may suffer surface scratches, wear etc (Please note 
due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only). (1 Large Pallet) 

 £10 - £15 

3053. A large quantity of 12 inch and 7 inch vinyl records (33 and 45RPM) which also includes box sets which comprises of 
genres such as pop, rock, rock and roll, movie theme tracks, jazz and similar and includes artists such as Buddy Holly, Shirley 
Bassey, Adam Faith, Bobby Vee, The Four Seasons, Hermans Hermits, Connie Francis, Gloria Gayner and other artists and 
includes a 5 album box set "Great Songs From The Movies", a 12 inch album "Love Songs" by Elvis Presley, a 12 inch album 
"Let Me Sing" by Brenda Lee, a 12 inch album "Peter Paul And Mary In Concert" by Peter Paul And Mary along with other 
albums and box sets. Also to include in this lot is a large quantity of 7 inch 45RPM singles and includes "Dancing Master" by 
Johnny Johnson And The Band Wagon, "7 Tears" by The Goombay Band, "It Would Be Worth It" by Connie Francis, "Never 
Can Say Goodbye" by Gloria Gayner, "Don't It Make My Brown Eyes Blue" by Crystal Gayle along with others. Conditions all 
generally range from Poor to Good in generally Poor to Good outer slip sleeves/box sets where applicable (Please note none of 
these records have been checked or tested and due to the age may suffer from surface wear scratches and other defects). Due 
to the weight of this lot shipping is not available there collection only. (Large QTY On 1 Pallet) 

 £10 - £15 

3054. Science Fiction / Fantasy Adventure Subject Type Publications, comprising: "The Martian Chronicles" [Ray Bradbury, 
1951] & 80+ Similar Softback Editions. Generally Excellent to Near Mint overall. [Qty] VENDOR TO BE BOOKED IN VINCENT 
MAUGHAN ID143255 

 £40 - £50 

3055. Hornby, Wrenn, Keilkraft and others a group of Railway related and Model Making related Magazines and Catalogues 
to include Hornby Railways Track Plans 3rd Edition, Wrenn Railways OO/HO Scale Models Catalogue 2nd Edition, along with a 
quantity of Railway Modeller magazines and similar. Also to include in this lot is a small quantity of Hobbies Weekly magazines 
from the early 1950's, Aero Modeller magazines from mid 1960's along with a small quantity of Comics which comprise of 
Beano from the 1970's, The Beezer also from the 1970's and similar. Conditions all appear to be Poor to Fair. (qty) 

 £0 - £5 

3056. A quantity of softback "Giles Cartoon" Books (Express Books Publications) which includes 11th Series, 16th Series, 
17th Series and others. Conditions all generally appear Fair to Good although none have been checked. This is an interesting 
lot and would suit someone who collects Giles (Express Publication) books. (16) 

 £10 - £15 

3057. A Scalextric group to include extra track, power packs, controllers, side railings, lap counters, plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent. (large qty) 

 £10 - £15 

3058. A Soft Toy related group to include a BG Product large soft toy Horse, plus soft toy animals such as Bears, Rabbits, 
Octopus, plus 2 x Dolls. Conditions appear generally Good. (QTY In 2 Large Boxes) 

 £5 - £10 
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3059. Parker, Aurora, Waddingtons and similar a group of boxed board games, puzzles, slot racing and similar which also 
includes a fantasy war game comprising of Aurora (Tomy) slot car racing set "AFX-Computer Challenge" which comes 
complete with curved and straight track, control unit, 2 small micro slot cars and other accessories (Untested), a Waddingtons 
"Dark World" fantasy war gaming set which is very desirable and comes complete with figures, scenery and other accessories 
along with the instruction manual, a Subbuteo table football set, a Parker "Risk" war board game with others. Please note none 
of these boxed items have been checked for completeness or correctness. Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good 
(Unchecked) in generally Good outer pictorial boxes. (7) 

 £35 - £40 

3060. Matchbox a unboxed group to include K-5 (Kingsize) Racing Car Transporter, K-16 (Kingsize) Articulated Horse Van 
compete with Dodge Tractor "Ascot Stables", 15 Merryweather Fire Engine along with others. Please note there is duplication in 
this lot-Please see picture. Conditions all generally appear to be Fair Playworn (Please note most models have old prices notes 
attached). Also to include in this lot is a vintage Matchbox collectors case which comes complete with inner trays (No Models) 
which generally appears Fair and would benefit from a further clean. (QTY) 

 £30 - £35 

3061. Dinky, Budgie, Spot On & Benbros a small group of unboxed diecast models to include a Dinky Toys Triumph TR2, a 
Dinky Toys 259 Fire Engine, a Dinky Toys Sunbeam Alpine, a Spot On 1/42 scale Vauxhall Cresta along with others. 
Conditions all appear generally Poor to Fair Playworn. (14) 

 £30 - £35 

3062. Husky, Brumm, Hot Wheels, Matchbox, Corgi and similar a large quantity of mainly unboxed diecast, plastic and 
tinplate models to include a Corgi TV and Related Starfighter "Buck Rogers", a Brumm Fiat vintage racing car, a Husky Citroen 
Safari Ambulance, a Matchbox Superkings Volvo Estate, a Matchbox Superkings K-69 Europa Caravan, Corgi Rivopak Refuse 
Collector along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot-Please see picture. Conditions all generally appear to 
range from Poor to Good Playworn in generally Fair to Good window boxes/blister packs where applicable. (Large QTY) 

 £35 - £40 

3063. Ideal, Bluebird, MB Games, Tomy and similar a quantity of boxed board games, table football, puzzles and similar to 
include MB Games "Zaxon", Ideal "Mousetrap Game" which is a early 1960s original issue, a Matchbox (Linkits) "Space 
Walkers" link system set, a Subbuteo club edition set along with others. Please note none of these boxed items have been 
checked for completeness or correctness and nothing has been tested. Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair to 
Good in Poor to Good outer boxes. (18) 

 £25 - £30 

3064. A remote control/electronic lot which comprises of battery operated remote control models and games and others 
similar which includes a quantity of Tekstar (Interactive Robotic Puppies), a battery operated grandstand "My First Computer", 
3x battery operated remote control racing cars/trucks (No Remote Controls) along with a battery operated "Star Sound 
Karaoke" which also comes with a microphone. Please note nothing in this lot has been checked or tested. Conditions all 
generally appear Fair to Good. (2 Cardboard boxes) 

 £20 - £25 

3065. A Raleigh Mk2 Chopper Bike which generally appears to be Fair but does appear to have considerable amount of 
pitting and rusting especially to the wheel rims, seat stem, handlebars and other chrome parts. This does come complete with 
original gear stick and control unit. This will be an ideal project for renovation. (1) 

 £80 - £100 
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3066. Britains, Blue Box Toys, Dapol, Italeri and similar a group of boxed and unboxed military and other figures, plastic kits 
and similar which includes a small quantity of pre built/pre painted aircraft which all appear to be in various states of disrepair, a 
quantity of unboxed Britains and similar military figures such as cavalry, knights and similar along with a boxed Italeri (Caesar's 
Wars) "Gaul Warriors" along with various bagged plastic kits such as a OO/HO Scale Trackside model "J.C.B.3", a Dapol 
OO/HO scale Trackside kit "Travelling Crane" along with others. Also to include in this lot is 3x boxed Blue Box Toys (Elite 
Force Aviator) uniforms comprising of a Type G-1 & Type G-8 x2. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Near Mint in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging where applicable (Please not nothing in this lot has been checked for correctness 
or completeness). (QTY) 

 £30 - £35 

3067. A small quantity of boxed and unboxed vintage collectable games which would suit a collector and includes a boxed 
Hasbro "Think-A-Tron" electronic question and answer computer which comes complete with computer question and answer 
cards (Untested), a boxed battery operated "Electric Derby" horse racing game (Untested), along with a unboxed "Football 
Pool" by B.G.L London along with a unboxed battery operated football game "Floodlit Football" along with 2 vintage tin, plastic 
and cardboard constructed kaleidoscopes. Please note nothing in this lot has been tested or checked for completeness or 
correctness. Also to include in this lot is a interesting boxed early issue plastic constructed parachutist and polythene parachute 
"Cometa Paracaidista" juex which generally appears Fair with the polythene parachute decomposed and split in Good outer 
original pictorial box. This is a really interesting vintage lot and would defiantly suit a collector or someone looking for more 
unusual items to place on display. (7) 

 £30 - £40 

3068. A large quantity of diecast, plastic and similar toys, figures, children play items and similar along with a large quantity of 
soft plush children's toys and figures and other interesting items to include a small quantity of 1/24, 1/18 scale and similar 
diecast vehicles comprising of a Maisto 1/18 scale Mercedes-Benz ML320, Bburago 1/18 scale BMW Roadster along with 
others, a small quantity of loose Fisher Price adventure people and accessories, a quantity of loose children's plastic tea set 
accessories along with interesting items. Also to include in this lot is a quantity of large soft/plush "Scary Monster" soft toys also 
to include in this lot is a group of beanie babies. This is a rather large lot and a rather interesting lot and is defiantly worth a 
good sort. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good with nothing checked for completeness or correctness and nothing 
tested. (Large QTY In 6 Cardboard Boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

3069. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd and 1/64th scale Commercial vehicles to include VA3002 Austin A40 Van "AA 
Technical Service", VA7001 Bedford 'S' type Tanker "Shell/BP", VA20000 Leyland Comet Tanker "Power Petroleum Company" 
along with others. Conditions do all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for 
completeness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note most of these boxes do suffer from scuffing along with some 
having old price stickers attached).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

3070. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd and 1/64th scale models which also includes 2 x multi vehicle box sets to include 
MS1002 2-vehicle set "Mackeson Service Vans of the 1950's and 1960's", WV 2002 2-vehicle set "Whitbread Commercial 
Vehicles of the 50's and 60's", VA4001 Ford Anglia Van "AA Road Service" x 2 along with others. Please note there is 
duplication in this lot as stated. Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked 
for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note the majority of these boxes do suffer from scuffing, slight 
tearing and some do have old price stickers attached and marker pen to the bases).  (7) 

 £40 - £50 

3071. Corgi (Fire Heroes Series) a boxed group to include CS90043 1951 Seagrave 70th Anniversary Pumper, CS90044 
1960 ALF 900 Series Pumper, DS90058 1966 Fire Pumper "Baltimore Fire Department", CS90063 1960 ALF 900 Series 
Pumper "Stars & Stripes - Vero Beach" along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot - please see photo. 
Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer window boxes (please note all of these 
window boxes do have a price written on the base in black felt tip pen along with some suffering from slight tearing).  (23) 

 £50 - £60 
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3072. Matchbox a boxed group comprising of Matchbox Models of Yesteryear in mainly maroon straw and earlier yellow and 
pink window boxes along with 2 x Matchbox Collectables models to include Y-9 (yellow/pink box), 1912 Simplex, Y-7 
(yellow/pink window box), 1912 Rolls-Royce, Y-22 (straw), 1930 Ford 'A' "Oxo", Y-27 (maroon) 1922 Foden Steam Lorry 
"Pickfords", YAS06-M (Matchbox Collectables), Atkinson Logger "The Steam Powered Vehicles Collection" along with others. 
Also to include in this lot is 5 x Multi Vehicle Limited Edition gift sets. Please note there is duplication in this lot. Conditions all 
generally Good Plus to Excellent although some models do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have smaller delicate 
pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note all of these window boxes do 
have old price stickers attached and/or prices written in black felt tip pen along with some suffering from creasing and crushing).  
(51) 

 £50 - £60 

3073. Eaglemoss a boxed group of TV Related Star Trek Ship Models which covers series Voyager, The Next Generation, 
Deep Space 9 etc and includes 6165-A-A Moon Transport, 3313-A-A Keldon Class, 8181-A-A Hirogen Holoship along with 
others. Please note there is duplication in this lot - please see photo. Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near 
Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer open display boxes (no lids). Please note all of these boxes do have a written price 
in black felt tip pen on the base and/or an old price sticker attached.  (22) 

 £50 - £60 

3074. Eaglemoss a boxed group of Star Wars Space Ships to include Jabba the Hutts Sail Barge, Droid Starfighter, Anakin's 
Starfighter, Droid Tri-Fighter along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot - please see photo. Conditions do 
generally appear Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer rigid perspex cases.  (18) 

 £35 - £40 

3075. Eaglemoss & DeAgostini a group of boxed and carded/blister packed figures comprising of Eaglemoss DC Comic 
figures, Eaglemoss Marvel Comic figures and DeAgostini Mythos Magical figures to includes Eaglemoss (Marvel Movie 
Collection) "The Mandarin" from Iron Man 3, Eaglemoss "DC Comics" BEL4487 "Green Lantern", DeAgostini (Mythos) "Zeus" 
along with others. Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer open faced window 
boxes (no lids) and Fair card/blister packs (please the card/blister pack packaging does suffer from creasing and crushing along 
with all packaging have prices written in felt tip pen along with some having old price stickers attached).  (32) 

 £50 - £60 

3076. DeAgostini a small quantity Princess Dolls which are accompanied by a Magazine "Disney Princess - The World 
Disney Princess's in Porcelain" which includes Issue 11 "Cinderella", Issue 22 "The Queen", Issue 19 "Snow White", Issue 46 
"Brizella" along with others. Conditions of the dolls do all generally appear to be Good along with Fair magazines (the majority 
of these are still sealed although some packaging has split and all of these would benefit from a further clean).  (16) 

 £25 - £30 

3077. Matchbox Superfast and similar a quantity of boxed models (please note all of the boxes are reproduction) which 
includes 34 Ford RS200 with racing decals No.7, Anew 35 (Rolamatics) "Fandango" with decals No.35, 19 "Road Dragster" 
with racing decals No.8, 46 Mercedes 300SE Coupe in gold along with others. Please note there is duplication in this 
lot - please see photo. Conditions of the models themselves are actually Good to Good Plus in Fair to Good as stated colour 
reproduction boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from crushing).  (52) 

 £80 - £100 

3078. Matchbox a boxed and carded/blister packed group to include 4 '57 Chevy', Anew 7 (Streakers) "Hairy Hustler", Anew 
41 (Streakers) "Siva Spyder", a carded blister packed 51 Combine Harvester, boxed "Mr Juicy", carded/blister packed 32 Field 
Gun along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for 
completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes/blister packs (please note some packaging does suffer from 
creasing and crushing).  (30) 

 £40 - £50 
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3079. Matchbox, Corgi & Ertl a boxed and carded/blister pack group to include Corgi blister pack 214 Bus "PTT" (German 
Issue), Matchbox blister pack 19 Peterbilt Cement Truck, Matchbox boxed K126 (Super Kings) Rescue Set comprising of 
Truck/Trailer and Rescue Helicopter, Ertl (Cars of the World) 1615 USA 'T' Bird along with others. Conditions all generally 
appear Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer window boxes/blister packs (please note some packaging does suffer 
from crushing along with most having old prices stickers attached or prices written in felt tip pen on the backs).  (26) 

 £40 - £50 

3080. Triang and similar a group of cast Waterline Ships which includes some early issues along with some later issues 
which are in later issue boxes (please note some models do not match the boxes they are in) to include M783 HMS Hampshire, 
a boxed (modern issue) N700 HMS Invincible, a boxed (modern issue) N701 HMS Illustrious along with others. Conditions all 
generally range from Poor to Good with some of these waterline ship appear to have been painted.  (qty) 

 £70 - £80 

3081. White Rose Collectables a group of boxed and blister packed models comprising of 12 x boxed (Police Patrol Series), 
8 x blister packed (Major League Baseball Series) & 6 x blister packed (NFL Series and includes a boxed (Police Patrol) 1969 
Plymouth Fury, boxed (Police Patrol) Louisiana State Police Car, blister packed (Major League Baseball) "Giants" (San 
Francisco 2000 1st Season of the New Millennium), blister packed "Oakland Raiders" (NFL Ream Collectables) along with 
others. Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer blister 
packs/clear display boxes (please note there is duplication in this lot - please see photo).  (26) 

 £40 - £50 

3082. Mattel Hot Wheels a group of boxed and carded/blister packed more recent/modern issue collectable models which 
comprises of 16 x (Hot Wheels ID) Series 1 models along with 17 x recent issue carded models to include a boxed 2004 
Corvette C7.R (Hot Wheels ID) Speed Demons 02/05, 2016 Mercedes-AMG GT (Hot Wheels ID Series 1 Speed Demons, '18 
Camero SS (Hot Wheels ID) Series 1 Factory Fresh 04/06, a carded/blister packed Collector 241 "Proper Chopper", carded 
blister packed 23 "Solar Eagle III" along with others. Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer boxes/blister packs (please note there is duplication in this lot along with some of the packaging does 
have prices written on them in felt tip pen).  (33) 

 £60 - £70 

3083. Solido Alfa Romeo & Lancia a boxed group which includes 5915813 Alfa Romeo "Spider", 5915812 Alfa Romeo "GTV", 
203071 Lancia Dialogos along with others. Conditions all generally appear Good to Good Plus and all are in Good outer special 
presentation tins with Good inner felt display packaging and Good outer cardboard slip sleeves.  (5) 

 £30 - £35 

3084. Solido, Brumm, Rextoys and similar a group of boxed diecast models to include Brumm (Aro Series) R94 Ferrari 250 
T.R.S. (1960) in red, Brumm (Aro Series) R101 Jaguar 3.5 litre (1948), Rextoys 12 Cadillac V6 "Torpedo" (1938-1940), Rextoys 
21 Chrysler Touring Sedan (1935), Solido Age D'or 4062 Hispano Phantom along with others. Conditions do all generally 
appear to be Good although some models do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have small pieces missing, broken 
off or loose in generally Good outer packaging where applicable, (please note all of these boxes do have either price stickers 
attached or prices written in felt tip pen).  (17) 

 £35 - £40 

3085. Autoart & Pauls Model Art a boxed group to include Autoart 59762 Volkswagen Polo (black uni), Autoart 60438 Citroen 
Xsara "WRC 2004/S.Loeb/D.Elena Issue III" (Rally of France), Pauls Model Art 1/43rd scale Ford Galaxie x 2 along with others. 
Please note there is duplication in this lot as stated. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases/window boxes (please note all of these boxes do have either old price stickers or 
prices written in felt tip pen).  (7) 

 £40 - £50 
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3086. Tomy (Takara) a boxed group of 1/57 and 1/60th scale models comprising of 111 Audi A1, 23 Mitsubishi RVR, 131 
Mitsubishi Fuso Super Great Transporter, 129 Racing Transporter, 148 Batmobile (4th) along with others. Please note there is 
duplication in this lot - please see photo. Conditions all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint with majority of these models 
still been bagged in Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from slight crushing and all of 
them do have an old price sticker attached).  (17) 

 £40 - £50 

3087. Matchbox (Action) a blister pack/carded group "Lock-ups" which comprises of 3 x Multi Vehicle carded sets (all the 
same) along with 14 x single model blister packs which all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good 
Plus outer card/blister packs (please note there is duplication in this lot and all cards do have old price stickers attached and all 
would benefit from a further clean).  (17) 

 £40 - £50 

3088. Dinky (Atlas/Norev) a boxed group to include 524 Coach Panhard 24C, 25CG Camionnette Citroen 1200kg, 111 
Triumph TR2 Sports along with others. Also to include in this lot is a Dinky "Supertoys" 943 Leyland Octopus Tanker "Esso". 
Conditions all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer packaging (some packaging does suffer from 
slight crushing along with some having old price stickers/notation stickers attached).  (11) 

 £60 - £70 

3089. Dinky (Atlas/Norev) a boxed group to include 24v Buick "Roadmaster", 413 Austin Covered Wagon, 197 Morris Mini 
Traveller along with others. Also to include in this lot is a Dinky "Supertoys" 943 Leyland Octopus Tanker "Esso". Conditions all 
generally appear Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer packaging (some packaging does suffer from slight crushing 
along with some having old price stickers/notation stickers attached).  (11) 

 £60 - £70 

3090. Dinky (Atlas/Norev) a boxed group to include 197 Morris Mini-Traveller x 2, 111 Triumph TR2 Sports in salmon pink, 
104 Aston Martin DB3S along with others. Also to include in this lot is 49d Esso Petrol Pump Set (Poste De Ravitaillement). 
Please note there is duplication as stated. Conditions all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good 
Plus outer packaging.  (13) 

 £60 - £70 

3091. Ertl, Lledo, New-Ray and similar a quantity of boxed models which includes an Ertl (Classic Vehicles) '60 Corvette in 
red, New-Ray 1/32nd scale Dodge Concept Car (1997) in burnt orange, Days Gone CP.1 1984 collector pack x 3 (all different) 
along with others. Also to include in this lot is some Lledo Sets which includes 4-vehicle set "Museum of British Road 
Transport - Coventry", 4-vehicle set "Landspeed Record" along with others. Conditions do all generally appear to range from 
Good to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer window boxes (please note 
some models do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose and 
some window boxes do suffer from crushing and most having old price stickers attached).  (qty) 

 £35 - £40 

3092. Corgi & Lledo a boxed Commercial vehicle group comprising of Steam, Truck/Trailer models, Buses and similar to 
include CC20209 (Vintage Glory of Steam) 1922 Foden Steam Wagon "Whitbread & Co Limited", Lledo (Trackside) DG186006 
ERF LV Low Loader and Boat Load "Robert Walker Ltd", Corgi 59536 Scania Curtainside "Norbert Dentressangle", 98102 
Volvo Container "UTC", Corgi (Corgi Super) 2008 Greyhound MC-8 Americruiser "Greyhound" which is in the earlier issue 
window box, along with others. Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellently in generally Good to Good 
Plus outer packaging (please note some packaging does suffer from crushing along with all having either or price sticker 
attached prices written on in felt tip pen).  (17) 

 £35 - £40 
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3093. Greenlight Hollywood a boxed group of TV Related 1/43rd scale models which comprises of Dom's 1970 Dodge 
Charger R/T (Fast & Furious), Brian's 2009 Subaru Impreza WRX SRi (Fast & Furious) x 2 & 2004 Pontiac Aztek (Breaking 
Bad). Please note there is duplication as stated. Conditions do generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus 
to Excellent outer rigid perspex cases complete with Excellent outer cardboard slip cases (please note all 4 of these models are 
still factory sealed).  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

3094. Modern Products, Merit and similar a small mixed interesting lot which includes 2 x Modern Products Wild West 
Wagons which both come complete with Horses and 1 comes complete with the cloth covering. Please note one of these 
models is the rarer harder to find type with a 6 horse team and comprises of 3 white horses and 3 brown horses along with 2 x 
bagged white metal kits which comprises of 2 x Passenger Jets along with a boxed "The Imp" pocket winder model aeroplane 
and a tube packaged Merit vintage figure craft pieces kit. This is a small interesting lot and well worth a look. Conditions do 
generally appear to range from Fair to Good in Good packaging where applicable.  (6) 

 £25 - £30 

3095. McDonald's Fast-Food promotional toys a large quantity which includes a Ronald McDonald House Charities full set of 
4 comprising of "Erin the Bear", "Britannia the Bear", "Maple the Bear" & "Glory the Bear" along with a large quantity of other 
McDonalds TY related Bears which includes Osito the Bear "International Bears 2", Spangle the Bear "International Bears 2", 
Humphrey the Camel "TY Legends" along with others. Also to include in this lot is Beanie Babies Legends full set x 11 along 
with other interesting McDonalds Fast Food promotional items. Please note the majority of these are still in original bags but 
some have been repackaged in cellophane bags. Condition do all generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although none have 
been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer packs/packaging along with Good outer 
card/blister packs.  (lg qty in 1 cardboard box) 

 £35 - £40 

3096. Corgi, Oxford Diecast, Lone Star, Siku and similar a quantity of boxed/blister packed models to include a Lone Star 
carded 141 Builder Supply Lorry (Commercials) Siku carded 0824 Schulbus, Oxford Diecast AP007 Austin Princess in black, 
Oxford Diecast RD002 1928 Daimler "Queen Mary", Corgi 96757 TV Related Morris Minor from the TV Series "Lovejoy", Corgi 
boxed “Playset" group which includes 8 diecast models along with others. Also to include in this lot is a Action Collectables 
boxed 1/24th scale Ranger Boat. Conditions all appear to be Good to Near Mint with some models appearing to be loose inside 
packaging therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
packaging.  (20) 

 £40 - £45 

3097. Airfix, ESCI and similar a quantity of boxed plastic Military figure sets which includes earlier releases and more recent 
issues to include Airfix 1/32nd scale "German Afrika Korps" x 2, Airfix 1/72nd scale (Series 1) "Waterloo British Cavalry", Airfix 
1/72nd scale (Series 1) "Waterloo French Cavalry", ESCI (ERTL) 1/72nd scale "Warsaw Pact Troops", ESCI (ERTL) 1/72nd 
scale "Modern US Soldiers", ZVEZDA 1/72nd scale "Russian Infantry of WW1 1914-1918" along with others. Please note there 
is duplication in this lot please see photo. Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent with the majority of 
the figure still sealed in bags and still on sprues in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes (please note nothing has 
been checked for completeness and most boxes have either old price stickers attached or prices written on them in felt tip).  
(32) 

 £70 - £80 

3098. Airfix, Matchbox & FROG a boxed group comprising mainly of Military plastic kits but does also include some different 
kits to include a FROG 1/72nd scale Mk.II Torpedo Bomber "Barracuda", FROG 1/72nd scale Javelin all weather Fighter Plane, 
Matchbox 1/72nd scale 40409 Dornier DO18 German Seaplane, Matchbox 1/72nd scale Grumman "Hellcat" Fighter Plane, 
Airfix 1/32nd scale (Series 4) Multi Purpose Figures "German Infantry" 1939-1945, Airfix 1/72nd scale (Series 2) Whirlwind 
Fighter Jet along with others. Also to include in this lot is a small number of none Military Plastic Kits which includes an Airfix 
1/32nd scale (Series 2) Triumph TR4A along with others. Conditions all are generally be assumed to be Good Plus to Excellent 
as most if not all are still in sealed boxes therefore no contents have been checked in generally Good outer pictorial boxes 
(please note some boxes do suffer from crushing and all packaging have either old price stickers attached or prices written on 
in felt tip pen).  (18) 

 £40 - £50 
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3099. Eastern Express, Tuko, Zvezda, Xtrakit and similar a boxed group of mainly Eastern European and similar plastic 
Military Kits comprising mainly of Aircraft and includes a Zvezda 7304 1/72nd scale Focke Wulf/FW-190 A4 German Fighter, 
Zvezda 7301 1/72nd YAK-3 Soviet Fighter, Tuko 1/72nd scale 139 Sopwith 1 1/2 Strutter Single Seat Bomber (WW1), Tuko 
1/72nd scale 114 Bell RP-63G "Pinball" Fighter Plane, Eastern Express 1/72nd scale Bell RP-63G "Pinball" Aerial Target 
Aircraft along with others. Conditions are all generally assumed to be Good Plus to Excellent as most of these boxes if not all 
are still sealed therefore contents have not been checked in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes (please note all 
of these boxes do have either old price stickers attached or prices written on them in felt tip pen).  (20) 

 £40 - £50 

3100. Revell, Hobbycraft, Humbrol and similar a group of boxed plastic model kits comprising mainly of Military Aircraft to 
include Revell 180 scale 00025 Martin B-57B Bomber, Revell H-1804 Nike Hercules Douglas Ground to Air Missile, Humbrol 
1/72nd scale N.A. P-51D Mustang, Hobbycraft 1/72nd scale Canadair CT114 Shooter Aircraft, Master Craft 1/72nd scale MIL 
MI-4 "Hound" Military Helicopter along with others. Conditions are assumed to be Good to Good Plus as most of these boxes 
are still factory sealed therefore none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note 
all of these either have an old price sticker attached or a price written on them in felt tip pen along with most of these boxes 
suffering from crushing).  (22) 

 £40 - £50 

3101. Lindberg a boxed group of 1/48th, 1/72nd and similar scale Military Aircraft Kits to include 70553 1/148th scale F-86A 
"Sabre" Jet Fighter, 70542 1/48th scale F11 F-1 "Tiger" Jet Fighter (Blue Angles), 70515 1/72nd scale Dornier DO-335 German 
Fighter Plane (WW2 Air Power). Please note there is duplication in this lot, please see photo. Conditions are assumed to be 
Excellent to Near Mint as all these boxes are still factory sealed therefore have not been checked for completeness or 
correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes (please note all of these boxes have either old price stickers 
or prices written in felt tip pen on the outer cellophane).  (12) 

 £40 - £50 

3102. Italeri, Novo & Heller a boxed group of mainly 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft Kits comprising of Novo 1/72nd scale 
catalogue 78087 The Harrier V/Stol Ground Attack Fighter, Novo 1/72nd scale catalogue 78090 Canberia Low Level Bomber, 
Heller 1/35th scale French Action Group - Frog Men "Groupe De' Intervention/Grance (Homms Grenoulles"; Heller 1/72nd scale 
M.D450 "Ouragan" Fighter Jet, Italeri 1/72nd scale 176 Havoc MIL-28 Attack Helicopter, Italeri 1/72nd scale 031 Kamov KA-50 
"Hokum" Russian Combat Helicopter, Italeri 1307 1/72nd scale Spitfire Mk.VI (upgraded moulds) along with others. Please note 
there is duplication in this lot, please see photo. Conditions are all assumed to be Good Plus to Excellent as most of these kits 
are sealed and most are still factory sealed therefore none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally 
Good outer pictorial boxes (please note one or two of these boxes do suffer from corner scuffing and tearing along with all 
having either old price stickers attached or prices written in felt tip pen).  (20) 

 £40 - £50 

3103. Italeri, Revell, Dragon and similar a boxed group of Military plastic kits comprising mainly of Military Vehicles and Tanks 
to include a Revell 1/72nd scale 03300 LKW5t.mil gl (4x4 Truck), Revell 1/72nd scale 03198 GTK Boxer GTF Zulu GTFZ A1 
German Military vehicle, Italeri 15651 1/56th scale (Warlord Games) M4 Sherman Tank (75mm), Dragon 1/72nd scale twin 
vehicle kit comprising of M998 Cargo and Troop Carrier with additional armour and M998 Cargo and Troop Carrier, Dragon 
1/72nd scale twin vehicle kit comprising of M998 Fun Truck/Cargo and Troop Carrier with field add-on armour and M998 Troop 
Carrier with canvas tilt along with others. Conditions are all assumed to be Excellent to Near Mint as most of these boxes are 
still sealed therefore none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please 
note some boxes do suffer from crushing and all packaging does have old price stickers attached or prices written in felt tip 
pen).  (11) 

 £30 - £40 
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3104. Italeri, Revell, Dragon and similar a boxed group of Military plastic kits comprising mainly of Military Vehicles and Tanks 
to include Revell 1/72nd scale 03192 Biber & Dingo 1, Revell 1/72nd scale 03128 Warrior MCV Tank, Revell 1/72nd scale 
03175 M60 A3 & M9 Bulldozer Kit, Italeri 1/56th scale 15754 "Warlord Games) a Cromwell Mk.IV Tank, Dragon 1/72nd scale 
twin vehicle kit comprising of M1025 HMMWV W/ASK & M1025 HMMWV along with others. Conditions are all assumed to be 
Excellent to Near Mint as most of these boxes are still sealed therefore none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from crushing and all packaging does 
have old price stickers attached or prices written in felt tip pen).  (11) 

 £30 - £40 

3105. Italeri, Revell, Dragon and similar a boxed group of Military plastic kits comprising mainly of Military Vehicles and Tanks 
to include Revell 1/72nd scale 03136 Fennek, Revell 1/72nd scale 03198 GTK Boxer, Italeri 1/56th scale 15755 PZ-KPFW 
Tiger I Tank along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot. Conditions are all assumed to be Excellent to Near 
Mint as most of these boxes are still sealed therefore none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally 
Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from crushing and all packaging does have old price stickers 
attached or prices written in felt tip pen).  (11) 

 £30 - £40 

3106. Heller, Trumpeter, Academy, Dragon, Revell and similar a group of boxed Military plastic kits which comprise mainly of 
Military Trucks and Tanks to include Academy 1/72nd scale US M977 8x8 Cargo Truck (Ground Vehicle Series-10), Trumpeter 
1/72nd scale USMC LAV AT Anti Tank vehicle, Heller 1/72nd scale VAB 4x4 Machine Gun Troop Carrier, Revell 1/72nd scale 
2-vehicle kit comprising of M998 Cargo Troop Carrier & M1025 Armament Carrier along with others. Please note there is 
duplication in this lot - please see photo. Conditions are all assumed to be Excellent to Near Mint as all of these kits are still 
sealed therefore are not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes (please 
note all of these boxes do have either old price stickers attached or prices written in felt tip pen).  (14) 

 £35 - £40 

3107. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed and unboxed group of Military Aircraft which comprises of 5 x boxed and 4 x unboxed 
to include a boxed AA39210 Spitfire Mk.I, a boxed AA48303 (Military Air Power) Avro Vulcan B2, a boxed AA47302 (Military) 
Avro Lancaster "RAF Coastal Command" along with others.  Conditions of boxed models do generally appear to be Good 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer boxes (please note some of 
these boxes do suffer from creasing and crushing) and the unboxed generally appear Fair with pieces missing, broken off or 
loose. (9) 

 £30 - £40 

3108. Pedigree, Little Tikes, Vtech and similar a quantity of boxed and unboxed items comprising of children's soft toys and 
dolls along with games, puzzles and other interesting items, to include a boxed Pedigree Play Train, an unboxed Vtech "Swirly 
Snail", an unboxed Vtech "Playtime Bus" with phonics, an unboxed Little Tikes Xylophone along with other interesting items.  
Also to include in this lot is some early issue cassette tapes with titles such as "Tapes 'n' Tales Magazine", "Rupert and the Blue 
Star Part 1 & Part 2" along with others.  Please note nothing in this lot has been tested or checked for completeness or 
correctness.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good in generally Fair to Good boxes where applicable (please note 
the Palitoy Talking ZV4 Police Car is box only - please see photo).  (qty) 

 £25 - £30 

3109. Corgi, EFE & Atlas Editions a small boxed Bus group to include a Corgi "Original Omnibus" 43712 Q1 Trolleybus 
"London Transport", Corgi (Tram Lines) Q991/7 Tram "National Garden Festival", Atlas Editions Southdown Bristol Lodekka FS, 
EFE "Exclusive First Editions" 30303 Routemaster Prototype RM2 "London Transport" along with others.  Conditions do all 
generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer window boxes/rigid perspex cases where applicable. 
(11) 

 £30 - £35 
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3110. Corgi, Matchbox, ERTL, Lledo and similar a boxed diecast group to include a Corgi AN01101 (Corgi 50th Anniversary), 
a Ford Consul Saloon in brown, a Corgi (Platinum Detail Cars) ART303 Ford Capri 2300 GT (1969), ERTL (Classic Vehicles) 
'68 G.T.O, Matchbox "The Dinky Collection" DY-20 1965 Triumph TR4A-IRS, Road Signature Collection Studebaker Champion 
(1950), Solido (Age D'or) 4508 Chevrolet "Sedan" (1950) along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good Plus to 
Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer rigid perspex 
cases/window boxes where applicable (please note some models do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have 
smaller pieces missing, broken off or loose).  (29) 

 £40 - £50 

3111. Oxford Diecast, Corgi, Lledo and similar a group of mainly 1/76th and OO Scale models to include a Corgi (Trackside) 
DG17609 Leyland Octopus Platform Lorry/Sacks "Maddox & Marlow", Corgi (Trackside) DG200003 Ford Transit Van 
"Securicor", Lledo (Trackside) DG175007 Scammell Handyman Flatbed Trailer/Steel Load "BRS", Skale Autos (Hornby) R7088 
Bedford TK "British Rail Maintenance" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes/rigid perspex cases where applicable with Good outer cardboard slip 
sleeves where applicable. (30) 

 £35 - £40 

3112. Corgi, Saico, Lindberg, Atlas Editions and similar a quantity of boxed diecast models along with boxed jigsaws, model 
kits and other items to include a Corgi "Original Omnibus" OM99146 "Midland Red Centenary Set 1904 to 2004", Corgi 97824 
Daimler Fleetline Double Decker Bus "Birmingham City Transport", Matchbox (Masterclass Collection) Lamborghini "Diablo" 
1/24th scale, Saico Morris Van "Colmans Mustard", Monogram 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft Kit F-4 Phantom, along with others.  
Also to include in this lot as said is various boxed jigsaws and other items which also includes 3 x glass and wood construction 
Display Cases/Cabinets which measure approximately (1) 52cm wide x 18cm height x 8cm deep, which comes complete with 
three glass cabinets x 2, along with (2) a glass wooden constructed display cabinet complete with plinth which measures 
approximately 58cm wide x 14cm high x 14cm deep.  Conditions of all the diecast models generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging 
with the display cases appearing to be generally Good but do suffer from surface scratches and other slight damage due to 
them being used at some point. (large qty in 2 cardboard boxes) 

 £40 - £50 

3113. Sun Star a boxed 1/24th scale 2908 Routemaster RM870-WLT870 Double Decker Bus (The first production 
Routemaster with a Leyland engine) which generally appears to be Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness 
or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial box. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

3114. A small quantity of Sports Equipment and similar to include 2 x Squash Rackets comprising of a Wilson Marksman and 
a Wilson Sharp Shooter along with a Table Tennis Racket, 3 x Baseball Caps, a small number of loose Shuttlecocks, 2 x Golf 
Balls and some various sports Hip Bags.  Conditions do generally appear to be Good although nothing has been checked or 
tested. (small qty) 

 £10 - £15 

3115. A large quantity of Vinyl which comprises of 12" albums, 12" singles and 7" singles, comprising of genres such as Pop, 
Rock, Disco, Funk, Soul and other genres, which includes 12" albums such as "The Complete Madness" by Madness, 
"Herman's Hermits" self-titled by Herman's Hermits which is a mono pressing on the Columbia label, a 12" single "Relax" by 
Frankie Goes to Hollywood, a 12" single "Two Tribes" by Frankie Goes to Hollywood, a 12" single "Material Girl" by Madonna, a 
7" single "Is There Something I Should Know" by Duran Duran, a 7" single "Dress You Up" by Madonna, a 7" single "Gambler" 
by Madonna, along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to range from Fair to Good although none have been 
checked or tested in generally Fair to Good outer picture sleeves where applicable.  Please note due to the weight of this lot 
shipping is not available therefore collection only. (large qty in 3 plastic tubs) 

 £20 - £25 
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3116. A large quantity of DVDs comprising of genres such as Comedy, Sci-Fi, Space films, Horror and other genres and also 
includes multi DVD box sets to include Star Wars a 4-DVD box set "Star Wars Trilogy", Battle Star Galactica complete series 
which comprises of 7 x DVD discs, a horror film "Creep", a horror film "Girl House", a comedy box set "Charlie Chaplin The 
Essential", Sci-Fi space film "Alien 3", along with others.  This is a really interesting lot and definitely worth a good sort.  
Please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only.  Conditions all generally appear to 
be Good although none have been checked or tested in generally Good outer slip cases. (large qty in 2 cardboard boxes) 

 £15 - £20 

3117. A large quantity of DVDs comprising of genres such as Horror, Comedy, Children's films, Factual and other genres, to 
include a multi DVD box set "Band of Brothers", a TV related 4-DVD box set "UFO" TV series, a comedy box set comprising of 
3 x DVDs for the TV series by Laurel and Hardy which includes "Jitterbugs", "Great Guns" & "The Big Noise", a multi DVD box 
set which is the complete series of "Breaking Bad", along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a Special Edition 8-DVD box 
set "World War II".  Conditions all generally appear to be Good although none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness in generally Good outer slip cases.  Please note due to the sheer weight of this lot shipping is not available 
therefore collection only. (large qty in 2 cardboard boxes) 

 £15 - £20 

3118. Blu-ray a group of discs comprising of genres such as Sci-Fi, Horror, Comedy, Children's and similar, which includes 
Halo "The Fall of Reach", Doctor Who and the Daleks 1965, Doctor Who "Daleks Invasion Earth 2150 AD", Sci-Fi "Alien 
Resurrection", along with others.  This is a really interesting lot and definitely worth a good sort as Blu-ray discs are still vastly 
popular and still very collectable.  Conditions do generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although none have been checked 
or tested in generally Good outer slip cases (please note some of these Blu-ray discs are still factory sealed).  (30) 

 £30 - £35 

3119. Star Trek a large quantity of original early Video Tape Cassettes which comprises of a quantity of Star Trek "Deep 
Space 9", Star Trek "The Original Series", Star Trek "Voyager" along with other Star Trek video cassette issues.  This is a 
really interesting lot of original early video cassette issues and would definitely suit a collector.  Conditions do all generally 
appear Good although none have been checked or tested in generally Good outer slip cases. (large qty in 3 cardboard boxes) 

 £20 - £25 

3120. A large quantity of Music CDs comprising of genres such as Compilations, Rock, Heavy Metal, Pop, Funk/Soul and 
other interesting genres, to include The Rolling Stones "Flashpoint", Queen "Made in Heaven", Meatloaf "Rock 'N' Roll Hero", a 
compilation album "The Best 80's Album in the World - Ever", Pink Floyd "Echoes - The Best of Pink Floyd" along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked or tested in generally Good outer slip cases.  Please 
note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only. (large qty in 2 cardboard boxes) 

 £10 - £15 

3121. Marvel Comics, DC Comics and similar a quantity of early issue and recent issue comics which are all mostly bagged 
to include a Marvel Comics "She-Hulk - The Return of the Blonde Phantom" Part 1 to 3, DC Comics "Judge Dredd" No.14, 
Marvel Collectors Edition "Dare Devil and The Incredible Hulk" (The Mighty World of Marvel), a Marvel Comics "The Incredible 
Hulk" (1st Awesome Issue), DC Comics "Catwoman Defiant", along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a number of 
"Aliens" issues which run from the 1st issue February 1991 through to Volume 2 No.11 May 1993 (not checked for complete 
run).  Conditions all generally appear Good. (qty) 

 £15 - £20 
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3122. A quantity of vintage VHS Video Cassette Tapes which comprise of mainly films with genres such as Science Fiction, 
Horror, Action and other similar genres and also includes multi video box sets which includes a 3-video box set "The 
Adventures of Indiana Jones", "Lethal Weapon 4", "Aliens - Reason to Believe", a 4-video box set "Aliens" which comprises of 
Alien, Aliens, Alien 3 and The Making of Alien, along with others.  Also to include in this lot as stated is science fiction video 
cassettes which includes a number of "Red Dwarf" TV series videos.  Conditions all generally appear Good although none 
have been checked or tested in generally Good outer slip cases. (large qty) 

 £10 - £15 

3123. Star Trek & Star Wars a quantity of hardback and softback Books relating to these two very popular films/TV series and 
includes a Star Wars Haynes Owners' Workshop Manual "Millennium Falcon", a Star Wars Haynes Owners' Workshop Manual 
"Rebel Starfighters" (Alliance and Resistance Models), a softback book "The Making of Star Trek Deep Space 9", a softback 
book "The Star Trek Encyclopedia - A Reference Guide to the Future", a paperback book "Star Wars - From the Adventures of 
Luke Skywalker" by Sphere Books, a hardback book "Star Wars - Incredible Cross-Sections" (The Ultimate Guide to Star Wars 
Vehicles and Spacecraft), along with others.  This is a really interesting lot and is definitely worth a look.  Please note this is a 
very heavy lot and local collection is advised.  Conditions all generally appear Good. (qty) 

 £20 - £25 

3124. A large quantity of softback and hardback Astronomy and Space Related Books which includes a hardback book "The 
Stargazer's Handbook" (An Atlas of the Night Sky) by Giles Sparrow, a hardback book Anton Vamplew's "Stargazing Secrets", 
a softback book "Satellites of the Outer Planets", a hardback book "The Complete Book of UFOs" by Peter Hough and Jenny 
Randles, a softback book "The Roswell Legacy", along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good with Good outer dust 
covers where applicable.  Please note due to the weight of this lot local collection is advised. (qty) 

 £10 - £15 

3125. A large quantity of Military/War Related hardback and softback Books to include a hardback book "Third Reich Cloth 
Insignia" by Davis and Westwell, a softback book "The Illustrated Guide to Tanks of the World" by George Forty, a softback 
book "The Truth About The Wunderwaffe" by Igor Witkosski, a hardback book "German Super Heavy Panzer Projects of World 
War II", a hardback book "German Panzers and Allied Armour in Yugoslavia in World War II" along with others.  Conditions all 
generally appear Good with Good dust jackets where applicable.  Please note due to the weight of this lot local collection is 
advised. (qty) 

 £15 - £20 

3126. A large quantity of Military/War Related hardback and softback Books to include a hardback book "German Panzers" 
by Jorge Rosado and Chris Bishop, a hardback book "The Second World War in the West" by Charles Messenger, a softback 
book "Civil War" by Taylor Downing and Maggie Millman, a softback book "German Tanks of World War II" by David Porter 
along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good with Good dust jackets where applicable.  Please note due to the 
weight of this lot local collection is advised. (qty) 

 £15 - £20 

3127. A large quantity of Military/War Related hardback and softback Books to include a softback book "The SAS Survival 
Handbook" by John Wiseman, a hardback book "Hitler's Elite/The SS 1939 to 1945" by Chris McNab, a hardback book 
"German Armoured Cars of World War II", a softback book "Warships of the World", a softback book "Panther VS Sherman" 
along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good with Good dust jackets where applicable.  Please note due to the 
weight of this lot local collection is advised. (qty) 

 £15 - £20 
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3128. A large quantity of softback and hardback Books and Magazines which are all Military and War Related which also 
includes a number of Haynes Workshop Manuals which are War/Military related to include a softback book "Vulcan" by Duncan 
Kubitt with Ken Ellis, a softback book "Aircraft of World War II", a hardback book Haynes Owner Workshop Manual "Sherman 
Tank 1941 Onwards" (All M4 Variants), a Haynes Workshop Manual "Battleship Bismarck 1936 to 1941", a hardback book 
Haynes Workshop Manual "Hawker Hurricane 1935 Onwards" (All Marks), along with others.  Also to include in this lot as 
stated is some magazines with titles such as "Luftwaffe Fighters - German World War II Designs", "Hitler's Wonder Weapon 
Bomber Projects - Luftwaffe/Secret Bombers of the Third Reich" along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be 
Fair to Good although none have been checked in generally Good outer dust jackets where applicable.  Please note due to the 
weight of this lot local collection is advised. (large qty) 

 £10 - £15 

3129. A quantity of hardback and softback Books, Model Catalogues, General Knowledge, Hobbies/Interests and similar to 
include a softback book "The Complete Book of Drawing Manga" by Peter Gray, a hardback book "The Toy Job - A Lifetime of 
Toys and Trains" by Barry Potter which appears to be hand signed by Barry Potter, a softback book "The Complete 
Fundamentals of Drawing" by Barrington Barber, a hardback book "British Railways Workshops" by Edgar Larkin, along with 
others.  As stated there is some model catalogues which includes Hornby Edition 65 (2019), Airfix Kit Catalogue 16th Edition, 
along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Fair to Good.  Please note due to the weight of this lot local collection is 
advised. (qty) 

 £5 - £10 

3130. Star Trek a large quantity of "Star Trek Fact Files" binders which all includes a large number of inserts.  Conditions do 
all generally appear to be Good although these would benefit from a further clean.  Please note due to the weight of this lot 
shipping is not available therefore local collection only. (19 in 3 plastic tubs) 

 £5 - £10 

3131. A quantity of Fishing Equipment which comprises mainly of vintage and early Fishing Reels which includes a wooden 
constructed large centre pin reel (these reels all appear to be for sea fishing), along with a number of Fishing Rods which are 
mainly all beach casting and sea fishing rods.  This is an ideal lot for someone who is starting to take up to hobby of fishing or 
someone who is looking to add to their fishing equipment.  Conditions all generally appear Fair to Good. (qty) 

 £5 - £10 

3132. A quantity of hardback and softback Books which are all mainly Bus Related along with a quantity of Toy Collecting 
Catalogues and Magazines to include a hardback book "Buses Annual 1984" edited by Gavin Booth, a hardback book "Albion 
and Crossley - Buses in Camera" by Stewart J Brown, a hardback book "An Illustrated History of Trucks and Buses" by Dennis 
Miller, a hardback book "The British Bus Today and Tomorrow" by Gavin Booth, along with others.  Also as stated there is 
some model catalogues which includes a Corgi catalogue January/March supplement 2010, a Corgi catalogue 2007 along with 
others.  Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked.  Please note due to the sheer weight of this 
lot collection only. (large qty) 

 £20 - £25 

3133. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a quantity of Calendars which are mainly Matchbox Models of Yesteryear but also 
includes other early issue calendars detailing American Street Cars, Trams, Trains and other similar themes, to include a 
Chiltern Omnibus Enterprises "Preserve Bus Calendar" 1979, a Glasgow Transport calendar 1985, a Matchbox Models of 
Yesteryear 1984 calendar, Matchbox Models of Yesteryear 1985 calendar, Matchbox Models of Yesteryear 1986, along with 
others.  Matchbox calendars are mainly from the 1980's through the 1990's.  This is an interesting lot and definitely worth a 
sort.  Conditions do all generally appear Good although nothing has been checked. (qty) 

 £10 - £15 

3134. A pair of wooden and glass constructed Display Cabinets both measuring 94cm wide x 80cm high x 9cm deep and 
both come complete with 10 x glass shelves.  Conditions do generally appear Good although they both appear to have wear 
such as scratching, scuffing and chipping and one of the cabinets does require to have the front edging re-glued to the glass.  
Please note due the weight and glass content of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only. (2) 

 £25 - £30 
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3135. A wooden and glass constructed Display Cabinet which measures approximately 63cm wide x 79cm high x 9cm deep 
and comes complete with 7 x glass shelves which generally appears Good but does have some slight scuffing and scratching 
etc. (1) 

 £15 - £20 

3136. Corgi a boxed CC9130 1/50th scale set "Pollock - Scotland's Finest" which consists of three Tractor Units together with 
a Curtainside Trailer and comes complete with numbered certificate which is number 1481 of 2700 produced.  Condition does 
generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
pictorial box and Good inner polystyrene packing tray. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

3137. Corgi a boxed CC99188 1/50th scale set "Stan Robinson Group" which comprises of a MAN TGA, DAF XF, Scania 
Topline, Kenworth Tractor Unit and Curtainside Trailer.  Condition does generally appear Good Plus to Excellent in generally 
Good outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with Good inner gold coloured effect cloth packaging (please note one of the tractor 
units does appear to have a chrome raised exhaust pipe missing therefore this set may also have other smaller delicate pieces 
missing, broken off or loose).  (1) 

 £50 - £60 

3138. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale CC99174 (Hauliers of Renown) "Malcolm Logistics Services" which comprises of an MAN 
TGA XL, Volvo FH Globetrotter, Volvo FM Globetrotter, Curtainside Trailer and Limited Edition Christmas card certificate which 
is numbered 1417 of 2380 produced.  Condition although unchecked for completeness does generally appear to be Excellent 
to Near Mint in generally Good outer pictorial flip up lid box and Good inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

3139. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale CC99165 (Hauliers of Renown) "D.R. Macleod of Stornoway" (Lord of the Isles) set.  This 
set comprises of a DAF 95 XF, Scania Topline, Clayton Tanker & Fridge Trailer.  This set also comes with a numbered 
certificate which is 0473 of 3000 produced.  Condition although unchecked for completeness does generally appear to be 
Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer flip up pictorial lid box and Good inner polystyrene packaging (please note this 
box does suffer from scuffing, corner wear, crushing etc).  (1) 

 £50 - £60 

3140. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale CC99192 (Hauliers of Renown) "Haigh Transport - Scotland/Europe" which comprises of a 
Volvo FH Skeletal Trailer/Container, Renault Premium Curtainside and numbered limited edition certificate which is numbered 
0885 of 2010 produced.  Condition although unchecked for completeness generally appears to be Excellent to Near Mint in 
Good Plus to Excellent pictorial lift off lid box and Good inner polystyrene packaging.  This also comes with brown generic 
outer mailer box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3141. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale CC13912 Foden Alpha Nooteboom Step Frame Trailer, Atkinson Venturer & Ford Transit 
Escort Van "Cadzow Heavy Haulage".  This comes complete with limited edition certificate numbered 0522 of 1510 produced.  
Condition does generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although unchecked for completeness in generally Good to Good 
Plus outer lift off lid box and Good inner packaging, along with Good outer cardboard slip sleeve. (1) 

 £80 - £90 

3142. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial models which comprise of 4 x (Hauliers of Renown) to include 
CC13711 Scania R Series Bulk Tipper "James Innes & Son Ltd", CC13809 Mercedes-Benz Actros Curtainside "Pollock", 
CC13612 DAF CF Curtainside "James S Hislop/Bedmax" & CC19905 Curtainside Trailer "Pollock".  Conditions do all generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 
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3143. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial vehicles (Hauliers of Renown Series) comprising of a CC13225 DAF 
XF Super Space Cab Curtainside "Chamberlain Transport Ltd", CC13409 MAN TGA XXL Curtainside "John Mitchell" & 
CC13229 DAF XF Curtainside "David Murray Transport Ltd".  Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint 
although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3144. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial vehicles comprising of 1 x (Hauliers of Renown) & 2 x (Rigids) 
comprising of CC14802 (Hauliers of Renown) Scania 113/143 Fridge "Thomas Gibb Ltd", CC13521 (Rigids) Volvo FM 
Curtainside Lorry "Highland Haulage" & CC14202 (Rigids) Scania P Box Lorry "Tunnock's".  Conditions do all generally appear 
to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer lift off lid boxes with Good inner 
packaging along with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves where applicable. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3145. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial vehicles (Hauliers of Renown Series) comprising of a CC13619 DAF 
CF Tipper "Tennant Transport Forth Ltd", CC13424 ERF ECT General Purpose Tanker "T.P. Niven" & CC13913 Foden Alpha 
General Purpose Tanker "A&F Grant Ltd".  Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked 
for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer lift off lid boxes and Good inner packaging along with Good outer 
cardboard slip sleeves. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

3146. Corgi a boxed pair of 1/50th scale vehicles (Hauliers of Renown) comprising of CC13715 Scania R Series Topline 
Houghton Parkhouse "The Professional" Livestock Transport "Chris Waite Transport" & CC14801 Scania 113/143 Curtainside 
"McGawn Bros".  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer lift off lid boxes and Good inner packaging along with Good cardboard slip sleeves where applicable. 
(2) 

 £50 - £60 

3147. Corgi a boxed pair of 1/50th scale vehicles (Hauliers of Renown) comprising of CC14008 Volvo FH Curtainside 
"Highland Haulage" & CC15207 MAN TG-X (XL) Fuel Tanker "Eddie Stobart".  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to 
Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer lift off lid boxes and Good inner 
packaging along with Good cardboard slip sleeves where applicable. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3148. Corgi a boxed pair of 1/50th scale vehicles (Hauliers of Renown) comprising of CC13241 DAF XF Super Space Cab 
Curtainside "Macritchie Highland Distribution" & CC13820 Mercedes Actros Fridge "Southbar Transport".  Conditions do 
generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer lift off lid 
boxes and Good inner packaging along with Good cardboard slip sleeves where applicable. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3149. Corgi a boxed pair of 1/50th scale vehicles (Hauliers of Renown) comprising of CC12940 Scania Topline Curtainside 
"Sandy Kydd" & CC15201 MAN TGX Curtainside "Dyce Carriers Ltd".  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint 
although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer lift off lid boxes and Good inner packaging along 
with Good cardboard slip sleeves where applicable. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3150. Corgi a boxed pair of 1/50th scale vehicles (Hauliers of Renown) comprising of CC13239 DAF XF Super Space Cab 
Fridge Trailer "Kinlochbervie Fishselling Co" & CC14031 Volvo FH Flatbed and load "Robert Porter".  Conditions do generally 
appear Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer lift off lid boxes and 
Good inner packaging along with Good cardboard slip sleeves where applicable. (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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3151. Corgi a boxed group of Commercial models comprising of CC12001 MAN Curtainside "John Mitchell Transport", 
CC12905 Scania Topline Sheeted Trailer "Yuill & Dodds" & CC13109 Volvo F88 Tautliner "Andrew Wishart & Sons Ltd".  
Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer window 
boxes (window boxes do suffer from corner wear and slight scuffing).  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3152. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial models (Hauliers of Renown) comprising of CC13803 Mercedes-Benz 
Actros Curtainside "Robert Summers Ltd", CC12920 Scania Topline Fridge Trailer "A.L. Campbell Haulage" & CC12934 Scania 
Topline Fridge Trailer "A.J. Anderson".  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for 
completeness in generally Good outer window boxes (please note these window boxes do suffer from corner wear, slight 
scuffing and slight tearing).  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3153. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial vehicles comprising of CC13234 (Hauliers of Renown) DAF XF 
Skeletal Trailer and Container "John G Russell Transport", CC13614 (Hauliers of Renown) DAF CF Houghton Parkhouse 'The 
Professional' Livestock Transporter "Peter Mckerral & Co" & CC12811 Scania T Cab Curtainside "Oakfield Haulage".  
Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer window 
boxes (please note slight scuffing and slight corner wear to these boxes).  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3154. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial vehicles comprising of CC12903 Scania Topline Curtainside "Currie 
European Transport", CC12806 Scania Log Trailer "J&G Riddell Ltd" & CC12201 Scania Curtainside "Andrew Wishart & Sons 
Ltd".  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer 
window boxes (please note slight scuffing and slight corner wear to these boxes).  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3155. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial vehicles comprising of CC12906 Scania Topline Fridge Trailer "P.& C. 
Hamilton", CC12218 Scania Dropside Crane Trailer "Ian Craig Haulage Ltd" & CC12418 Volvo FH12 Globetrotter Curtainside 
"Harry Lawson Ltd".  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in 
generally Good outer window boxes (please note slight scuffing and slight corner wear to these boxes).  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3156. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial models (Hauliers of Renown) comprising of CC13512 Volvo FM 
Curtainside "Ian Craig Haulage Ltd", CC13705 Scania R Series Topline Fridge Trailer "Scott Trawlers Ltd" & CC13420 MAN 
TGA Curtainside "Woody's Express".  Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for 
completeness in generally Good outer window boxes (please note these window boxes do suffer from slight corner wear and 
slight scuffing).  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3157. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial models comprising of CC12004 MAN Flatbed Trailer with Container 
load "A.R.R. Craib Transport Ltd", CC12414 Volvo FH Bulker "Alex Anderson Sawdust & Woodchip Contractor" & 75205 ERF 
EC Series Curtainside "Pollock".  Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for 
completeness in generally Good outer window boxes (please note these window boxes do suffer from slight corner wear and 
slight scuffing along with some of the windows do suffer from sun fading).  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3158. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group to include 99204 (War Time Buses) AEC STL Class Bus "London 
Transport", 15623 (De-regulation) AEC Routemaster "London Buses", 33601 Leyland STD Bus "London Transport" along with 
others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer window boxes. (16) 

 £50 - £60 
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3159. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group to include 25602 RCL Routemaster Coach "London Country NBC", 
24401 Alexander Fleetline (DMO) "London Transport", 31302 B20 Leyland DMS Fleetline "London Transport" along with others.  
Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness in 
generally Good outer window boxes (please note some of these boxes would benefit from a further clean).  (16) 

 £50 - £60 

3160. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group to include 16702 Leyland National Mk.I Short "Melbourne", 25514B 
RML Routemaster "Golden Jubilee Phoenix", 16526 MCW Atlantean "Eggins" along with others.  Conditions do all generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer window boxes 
(please note some of these boxes would benefit from a further clean).  (15) 

 £50 - £60 

3161. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group to include 18201 Daimler Fleetline "London Country", 27212 Leyland 
TDI Open Stair (Australia Special) "237 Brighton Le Sands", 34201 AEC London RLH Bus "London Transport" along with 
others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally 
Good outer window boxes. (12) 

 £40 - £50 

3162. Corgi (Original Omnibus) a boxed group to include OM46601 New Bus For London "38 Victoria - First Route", 
OM41211 Wright Eclipse Gemini "First London", 43606 (Bus Operators in Britain) Northern Counties Palatine II "Arriva 
Northumbria Ltd" along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a multi vehicle set 45003 comprising of a Leyland 
Olympian/ECW & Van Hool Alizee/Stagecoach.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although some 
models do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally 
Good outer rigid perspex cases and Fair window box where applicable. (12) 

 £50 - £60 

3163. Corgi (Original Omnibus) a boxed group to include OM42103 (The London Scene) AEC Tower Wagon "London 
Transport", OM44103 (Bus Operators in Britain) Optare Solo "First Leeds", OM44106 Optare Solo "Ulsterbus" (Translink) along 
with others.  Also to include in this lot is an OM41304 (Wright Bus Quality by Design) a Wright Eclipse Fusion "First London".  
Conditions do generally appear Good although some of these models do appear to be loose inside packaging therefore may 
have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer rigid perspex cases complete with Good outer 
cardboard slip cases where applicable. (12) 

 £40 - £50 

3164. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial vehicles comprising of 3 x "Rigid Series" plus one other and 
comprising of CC13520 (Rigids) Volvo FM Box Lorry "D.R. Macleod", CC13611 (Rigids) DAF CF Curtainside Lorry "Pollock", 
CC13515 (Rigids) Volvo FM Fridge Lorry "The Real McKay Ltd" & CC12212 Scania 4 Series Bulk Tipper "W H Malcolm Ltd".  
Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally 
Good outer window boxes (please note some windows do suffer from sun fading).  (4) 

 £50 - £60 

3165. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial vehicles comprising of 2 x (Rigid Tippers) plus two others, comprising 
of CC13504 (Rigid Tippers) Volvo FM Aggregate Tipper "W H Malcolm Ltd", CC13508 (Rigid Tippers) Volvo FM Bulk Tipper 
"Yuill & Dodds Ltd", 75806 MAN Curtainside "W.H. Malcolm Ltd" & 76603 Scania Refrigerated Box Trailer "D. Steven & Son of 
Wick Ltd".  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for 
completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 
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3166. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial vehicles (Hauliers of Renown) comprising of CC13228 DAF XF Space 
Cab Curtainside "A.R.R. Craib Transport Ltd", CC13606 DAF CF Fridge Trailer "Drysdale Freight" & CC12934 Scania Topline 
Fridge Trailer "A.J. Anderson - International Refrigerated Transport".  Conditions generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint 
although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer window boxes (please note these window boxes 
do suffer from slight corner wear/scuffing).  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3167. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale CC12210 (Heavy Haulage) Scania Low Loader and Thames Trader Tipper "W.H. Malcolm 
Ltd".  Condition does generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness in generally Good 
outer pictorial box and Good inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3168. Corgi a boxed pair of Corgi 50th Anniversary Commercial models which comprises of AN13805 Mercedes-Benz Actros 
Skeletal Trailer and Container "John Mitchell" which generally appears to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for 
completeness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box and Good inner special cloth presentation packaging, along with 
AN13009 Wright Solar Fusion (Bendybus) "Doig's of Glasgow", which comes with numbered certificate which is 1543 of 2006 
produced and generally appears to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good Plus 
outer pictorial lift off lid box and Good inner special cloth presentation packaging. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3169. Corgi Classics a boxed group of 1/50th scale models (all Brewery related) which includes 21303 (Whisky Collection) 
AEC Ergomatic with Box Trailer "Bell's", 11401 (Whisky Collection) an ERF KV Artic Box Trailer "Black & White Scotch Whisky", 
11801 (Premium Edition) ERF KV 8-wheel Platform Lorry "Scottish & Newcastle" along with others.  Conditions do all generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid boxes with Good outer paper slip 
sleeves where applicable. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

3170. Corgi a boxed group (Truckfest Series) comprising of CC13410 MAN TGA XXL "Pollock", CC13814 (Truckfest 25) 
Mercedes-Benz Actros "Olivers Transport", CC13523 (Truckfest 25) Volvo FM "MM & LM Finnie", CC13702 Scania R Series 
(label states Garn Transport Ltd but does actually have "A&F Grant Ltd" Truck inside) & CC13808 Mercedes-Benz Actros "Yuill 
& Dodds Ltd".  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although one or two of these models do appear 
to be loose inside packaging therefore may have small delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer 
boxes/window boxes with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves where applicable (nothing has been checked for completeness in 
this lot).  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

3171. Corgi a boxed group of Commercial vehicles which also includes some Articulated Truck models to include CC12417 
1/50th scale Volvo FH Globetrotter Tractor Unit "Andrew Wishart & Sons Ltd", CC12904 1/50th scale Scania Topline Tractor 
Unit "D. Steven & Son of Wick", CC10606 Leyland Octopus Platform Lorry "Pollock" (70th Anniversary), CC10309 AEC 
Ergomatic Platform Lorry "Pollock" (70th Anniversary) along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes/window boxes. (9) 

 £60 - £70 

3172. Corgi a boxed group of Commercial vehicles which also includes a Diorama set, to include CC11603 (Cafe 
Connection) Albion Reiver Sheeted Platform Lorry "W.H Malcolm Ltd" complete with diorama "Jungle Cafe" and numbered 
certificate which is 2858 of 4000 produced, 26601 (Passage of Time - Celebrating 70 Years of the Famous Leyland Clocks) 
which comprises of an AEC Mk.V Mammoth Major 8-wheeled Tipper with Coal load and Lea Clock "Anderson of Newhouse", 
55603 (Heavy Haulage) Diamond T Wrecker "Cazdow Heavy Haulage Ltd", CC11608 (Road Transport Heritage) Albion (Lad) 
Cameronian 8-wheeled Tipper "Russell of Bathgate" & CC10503 (Road Transport Heritage) ERF KV 8-wheeled Platform Lorry 
"Pollock".  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes/window boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £60 
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3173. Corgi Classics a boxed Bus & Tram group to include 35008 (The Connoisseur Collection) AEC Routemaster 
"Stagecoach", 35004 (The Connoisseur Collection) Routemaster RM1933 "London Transport", 97177 Burlingham Seagull 
"Northern Roadways", 36705 (Tramway Classics) Fully Closed Tram "Edinburgh" along with others.  Conditions do generally 
appear Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note 
some boxes do suffer from scuffing, corner wear and crushing and one does have writing on the front).  (11) 

 £50 - £60 

3174. Britbus a boxed group to include AS2-03 Short Swift "London Transport" (Route 227), LH-3 Bristol LH (ECW) Single 
Decker Bus "London Transport", AS1-01 AEC Swift (Short) Single Door/Single Decker Bus "London Transport" along with 
others.  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer clear plastic cases with Good outer 
cardboard slip sleeves. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

3175. Britbus a boxed group to include AS2-05 AEC Short Swift "A1 Service", N62-001 MD34 - Metropolitan Double Decker 
Bus "London Transport", N6205 Scania - Metropolitan 2-door Double Decker Bus "London Buses" (Aldenham Open Day June 
1983) along with others.  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer clear plastic cases 
with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

3176. Trux a boxed Bus group (Aussie Big Rigs & Buses) to include TX3E 1929 Leyland Titan TD1 Double Decker Bus 
(World War II camouflage), TX5B 1948 Leyland OPD2 Double Decker Bus (Route 348), TX3 1929 Leyland Titan TD1 Double 
Decker Bus (Metropolitan Omnibus Transport Company - Route 88) along with others.  Conditions generally appear to be Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes with four of these items still in the outer white mailer boxes. 
(5) 

 £60 - £70 

3177. Trux a boxed Bus group (Aussie Big Rigs & Buses) to include TX2C 1939 Albion Venturer Double Decker Bus (World 
War II camouflage) "Palm Beach", TX3B 1929 Leyland Titan TD1 Double Decker Bus "Fred Stewart Bus Company" (Route 
160) along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer 
window boxes with all in original outer cardboard mailer boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

3178. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group to include a twin pack gift set UKBUS3014 "Trans Mini Pointer Dart" (twin 
pack) "Arriva", UKBUS6001 Alexander Dennis "Stagecoach in London" (Enviro 400), AUBUS1001 Scania L94UB CB60-CNG 
Bus "Action - Going Your Way" & UKBUS5102 Mercedes-Benz Citaro "Stagecoach in London" (Bendybus).  Conditions do 
generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although some models do appear loose in packaging therefore may have small 
delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases/window boxes (please 
note nothing has been checked for completeness).  (4) 

 £50 - £60 

3179. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group comprising of AUBUS0001 Mercedes-Benz 0505NH "Sydney Buses", 
UKBUS5001 Mercedes-Benz Citaro "First/Riverside", UKBUS2005 Plaxton President Bodied Dennis Trident "First London", 
along with UKBUS1016 Alexander ALX400 Bodied Dennis Trident "Stagecoach/A1 Service".  Conditions do generally appear 
Good Plus to Excellent although one or two of these models do appear loose in packaging therefore may have smaller delicate 
pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases complete with Good outer 
cardboard slip sleeves. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

3180. Creative Master Northcord a boxed group comprising of UKBUS3015 Mini Pointer Dart "Bus Eireann", UKBUS8001 
Alexander Dennis "Selkent" (Enviro 200 Dart), UKBUS3002 Mini Pointer Dart "First/Trans Bus" & UKBUS5010 Mercedes-Benz 
Citaro "First/Over Ground".  Conditions do generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although one or two of these models do 
appear loose in packaging therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good to Good 
Plus outer rigid perspex cases complete with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves. (4) 

 £50 - £60 
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3181. ABC Models, Kowloon Motor Bus, Asian Bus (China Motor Bus) and similar a boxed Bus group to include ABC Models 
000807 Metro Camel Weyman Metro Bus "Australia City Sightseeing/Sydney Tour", Kowloon Motor Bus KMB DW10302 
"Alexander 3000th" (joins KMB bus fleet), Asian Bus (China Motor Bus) an AS1004 MS Class Scania - Metropolitan Double 
Decker Bus, Best Choose Model Co 03011 Daimler "Fleetline" along with others.  Conditions do generally appear Good Plus to 
Excellent although one or two models do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, 
broken off or loose in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases/window boxes along with Good outer cardboard 
slip cases where applicable. (9) 

 £50 - £60 

3182. Corgi a group of unboxed 1/50th scale Articulated Trucks and Trailers comprising of 6 x loose Articulated Trucks, 9 x 
loose Trailers which include Refrigerated Trailers, Curtainside Trailers and similar to include a Refrigerated Trailer "Gibbs 
Fridge Freight", Refrigerated Trailer "Robert Burns Ltd", Curtainside Trailer "Murdoch Haulage", a Tractor/Truck Unit "Keith 
Murray", a Tractor/Truck Unit "Malcolm Logistics" along with others.  Please note although all of these models are all unboxed 
and loose some of them are housed in blister packs but no boxes.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good. (15) 

 £50 - £60 

3183. Corgi, Matchbox, Atlas, Vanguards and similar a quantity of boxed and unboxed diecast models comprising mainly of 
Vans/Buses and similar to include Matchbox "The Dinky Collection" a DY-S10 1950 Mercedes-Benz Diesel Omnibus Type 
O-3500 "Reiseburo Ruoff", Vanguards 1/43rd scale VA3000 Austin A40 Van "Ransome's Lawn Mowers", Corgi C675/6 Metro 
Bus "Fife Scottish", Oxford Diecast "Walls" Ice Cream Van, Vanguards 1/43rd scale VA14005 Mini Cooper Van "Cooper" 
(Special Edition produced for the magazine Model Collector), along with others.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to 
Near Mint in generally Good outer packaging (please note some packaging is still factory sealed while some does suffer from 
crushing and creasing).  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

3184. Teddy Ruxpin a unique Shop Display which is plastic in construction which appears to be wired up underneath to be 
connected to some sort of power source and on the back there is on/off switch, volume, fuse holder and similar, along with 
stating Input Power 9 volt DC.  This also has an opening compartment at the back which gives access to what looks like a 
taped message which is presumed the bear will say or speak if it is turned on (this has not been tested).  The measurements of 
this shop display are approximately 90cm wide x 32cm deep at its widest x 12cm in height and is in a half circle shape.  On top 
of the plastic shop display is a Teddy Ruxpin bear which appears to have a compartment in its back which houses wires, again 
this is untested.  There is writing on the front which states "A friend for life has come to life".  This is a unique shop display and 
would benefit from a further clean possibly due to previous storage.  Conditions do generally appear Fair and does require 
some refurbishment. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3185. A mixed lot comprising of Diecast models and TV Related items which includes an Autoart unboxed 1/18th scale 
Jaguar XKSS in blue, a Road Signature 1/18th scale unboxed 1961 Aston Martin DB4 GT "Zagato", along with 4 x unboxed 
Oxford Diecast models which includes a Jaguar Mk II in cream with racing decals number 85, a Bentley S1 Continental 
Fastback, along with others.  Conditions of these models all generally appear Fair to Good with one larger scale model having 
two wheels broken off although present.  Also to include in this lot as stated is a small TV related quantity which includes 3 x 
Top Trumps games cards comprising of "Star Wars Episodes IV-VI", "Transformers" & "Indiana Jones", along with a Doctor 
Who Tardis model (BBC 2004).  Conditions of the cards all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint and all appear to be 
still sealed along with the Doctor Who Tardis appears to generally be Good. (small interesting qty) 

 £20 - £25 

3186. Round Town Promotions 1969 a group of 8 x cardboard Board Games (all the same) entitled "Round Town 
Bournemouth Game" (Sun Spot of the South Coast) which are housed in full colour envelopes and each envelope although the 
same game contains a cardboard board game, rules and other accessories.  This is an interesting game and would definitely 
suit someone who lives in Bournemouth.  Conditions all generally appear Excellent although none of these sets have been 
checked for completeness in generally Good outer full colour envelopes.  Please note there is duplication as stated. (8) 

 £10 - £15 
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3187. Sony PlayStation 4 group to include a boxed PS4 Games Console which comes complete with 2 x controllers and 
other accessories, which generally appears Excellent although not checked or tested in Fair outer box, a boxed PlayStation 
"DualSense" Wireless Controller which generally appears Good although not tested in Good box, along with a PS4 boxed Hand 
Controller Charger Unit which generally appears Good although not tested.  Also to include in this lot is 15 x PS4 Games 
comprising of Grand Theft Auto 5, Star Wars "Battlefront", Call of Duty "Infinite Warfare", Call of Duty "Modern Warfare 
Remastered", Metal Gear Solid "Ground Zeroes" along with others.  Conditions of the games generally appear Good to 
Excellent although they have not been tested or checked in generally Good outer slip cases.  This is an interesting lot for 
gamers. (18) 

 £40 - £50 

3188. Sony PlayStation a group of PS3 Games which includes Call of Duty "Black Ops II", Medal of Honor "War Fighter", 
Sniper 2 "Ghost Warrior", Call of Duty 4 "Modern Warfare", Aliens Vs Predator, along with others.  Conditions do all generally 
appear to be Good to Good Plus although none have been checked or tested in generally Good outer slip cases (please note 
the majority of these slip cases do have old price stickers attached).  (46) 

 £40 - £50 

3189. Sony PlayStation (PS2) a group of Games to include Grand Theft Auto "Vice City Stories", Ghost Recon 2, Call of Duty 
"World at War/Final Fronts", Star Trek "Shattered Universe", Aliens VS Predator "Extinction" along with others.  Conditions do 
generally appear Good although none of the discs have been checked for completeness or tested in generally Good outer slip 
cases (please note some slip cases do have old price stickers attached and all of these cases would benefit from a further 
clean possibly due to previous storage. (58) 

 £40 - £50 

3190. Sony PlayStation a group of (PS1) Games to include Tomb Raider "Chronicles", Alien "Resurrection", Disrupter "The 
Mother Of All Shoot 'em Ups", Tenchu "Stealth Assassins", Tomb Raider II, Grand Theft Auto "Gran Turismo" along with others.  
Conditions do generally appear Good although none have been tested or checked for completeness in generally Fair to Good 
outer slip cases (please note the majority of these slip cases do have old price stickers attached and the majority of these would 
benefit from a further clean possibly due to previous storage).  (70) 

 £40 - £50 

3191. Sony PlayStation, Bush, Motorola and similar a quantity of electronic items along with Games Consoles to include 2 x 
Sony PlayStation 1 vintage games consoles, a Sony PlayStation PS3 games console, an LG DVD Player, a Bush Digital Radio, 
along with other interesting items and electronic cables and accessories.  Please note nothing in this lot has been tested or 
checked for completeness and all of these items are in certain states of disrepair.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to 
Good.  (qty) 

 £15 - £20 

3192. Waddingtons, Ideal, MB Electronics, Airfix, MB Games and similar a quantity of boxed board games along with 
electronic board games to include a Monopoly "Star Wars Collectors Edition", MB Games "Tank Battle", MB Electronics a 
computerised "Battleship" game, along with others.  Also to include in this lot is an earlier Airfix "Air Traffic Control" game.  
Conditions generally appear Fair to Good in generally Fair to Good outer boxes.  Please note none of the electronic games 
have been tested and nothing in this lot has been checked for completeness or correctness. (large qty) 

 £30 - £35 

3193. MB, Ravensburger and similar a quantity of mainly boxed Jigsaw Puzzles which also includes some 3D puzzles to 
include MB 3D puzzle "Brandenburger Tor", a Thunderbirds jigsaw puzzle "International Rescue" by Haynes, a TV related 3D 
puzzle "The Lord of the Rings/The Two Towers" along with others.  Please note none of these boxed puzzles have been 
checked for completeness or correctness.  Conditions all generally appear to be Fair to Good in generally Fair to Good outer 
boxes. (qty) 

 £10 - £15 
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3194. Omega a group of boxed Omega compatible Games which are compatible with Omega 500, 500+, 600, 1200 and 
other Omega consoles, which includes Sim City Deluxe, Thunder Hawk, Frontier Elite, Campaign (Tactical and Strategic War 
Simulation), Pacific Islands, Dawn Patrol, Alien 3 and similar.  Early vintage Omega games are fast becoming very collectable 
and this lot may include some rarer and harder to find releases - please see photo.  Conditions are all generally Good although 
no boxes have been checked for completeness and no games have been tested in generally Good outer pictorial boxes. (Qty in 
2 cardboard boxes) 

 £40 - £50 

3195. A large quantity of Computer Games, Programs, Utilities and similar which comprises of mainly PC CD-ROMs and 
includes Warrior Kings "Battles", Blitzkrieg "Attack is the Only Defence", Blitzkrieg 2 "Anthology", Football Manager 2007, 
Panzers "Phase 2", Grand Theft Auto III, Sim City 3000, Star Trek "Star Fleet Academy" along with others.  Please note some 
of these games are compatible with Sega games systems and also compatible with Microsoft Windows and other similar PC 
systems.  Conditions all generally appear Good although nothing has been checked for completeness or tested in generally 
Good outer slip cases/pictorial boxes. (large qty in 2 cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

3196. Commodore, Omega & Atari and similar a vintage gaming lot which comprises of 2 x Commodore Omega Gaming 
Consoles which are an Omega A600 and Omega 1200, which also includes a disc drive, power packs and other accessories 
which all generally appear Fair in Poor box (please note this has not been tested or checked for completeness and it appears 
that the games consoles and disc drives are all discoloured possibly due to age and smoke environment), along with a quantity 
of Omega, Atari and similar vintage boxed/packaged games which include an Atari "Star Raiders II" (Atari XE video game 
cartridge), Atari "Food Fight" (Atari XE video game cartridge), Omega "Hill Street Blues", an Omega "Universal Warrior", an 
Omega "Grandstand" along with others.  Please note as stated the majority of these games are compatible with Atari games 
systems and Omega games systems such as Omega 500 and similar.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good although 
none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer boxes/packaging. (qty) 

 £35 - £40 

3197. Chess a small group of interesting items which includes metal, zinc alloy and similar construction mixed scale Chess 
Pieces/Sets along with a couple of ornamental glass/ceramic or similar Chess Boards.  Please note some of these chess 
pieces are quite weighty and don's resemble traditional chess pieces as they are all based around gaming/warriors/fantasy 
figures - please see photo.  Please note some of the chess pieces do appear to be incomplete.  Conditions do generally 
appear to be Good in Poor to Fair packaging where applicable. (small qty) 

 £15 - £20 

3198. A quantity of loose Model Making Tools and Accessories which includes a boxed Airbrush Spray Set by Badger, a 
boxed Airbrush Accessories Set, a Blackspur Mini Drill Set with 60 Accessories in plastic case, along with other loose 
interesting model making items such as drill bits, scissors, soldering iron and stand and other similar items.  Please note 
nothing in this lot has been checked for completeness or tested.  Also to include in this lot is a large quantity of model making 
Acrylic and similar Paints which includes a boxed paint set "Rust, Stain and Streaking" which contains acrylic colours for 
painting models and miniatures and other various colours/paints in plastic and glass bottles and tubes.  Please note none of 
these paints have been checked or tested.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good Plus. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

3199. Oxford Diecast a boxed Military group (Oxford Military) to include 76DOR004 Dorchester ACV Max (Rommel) Germany 
1941, 76DOR001 Dorchester ACV (8th Armoured Division 1941), 76MP001 CMP (1st Canadian Infantry Division Italy 1944), 
76BF003 Bofors 40mm Gun/Light Stone (Desert), along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions do 
all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in 
generally Good outer rigid perspex cases complete with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves (please note almost all of these 
cases do have old price stickers attached and all would benefit from a further clean possibly due to previous storage).  (58) 

 £60 - £70 
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3200. Oxford Diecast a mixed group of boxed diecast models comprising of Oxford Commercials, Oxford Showtime, Oxford 
Haulage and similar along with some Coca Cola Special Editions to include 76RRP3002 (Oxford Automobile Company) Rolls 
Royce Phantom III in fawn/black, 76CWT004 (Oxford Commercials) Commer Walk Through Van "Scottish & Newcastle", 
76AEC001 (Oxford Haulage) AEC Matador Wrecker "Wynns", 76ALB001CC (Coca Cola Special Edition) an Albion Victor Box 
Van "Coca Cola" along with others.  Please note there may be duplication in this lot.  Conditions do all generally appear to be 
Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer rigid 
perspex cases along with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves (please note some may have old price stickers attached and all of 
these cases would benefit from a further clean possibly due to previous storage).  (64) 

 £60 - £70 

3201. Corgi, Atlas, Dragon, Solido and similar a large quantity of mainly boxed but does include some unboxed Military 
Related models to include Dragon Models (Dragon Armor) Panther Ausf.D early production Tank (Kursk Series), Dragon Model 
(Dragon Armor) Maus Super Heavy Tank (mock-up turret), Solido (War Master Series) Flakpanzer 341 Tank "Coelian" 
Germany 1945, Solido (War Master Series) Famo + AH116+ Airplane Germany 1945, Solido (War Master Series) Famo + Flak 
36/37 88mm Germany 1945, along with others.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to Near Mint in generally Good outer 
packaging where applicable (please note some packaging does have old price stickers attached along with most would benefit 
from a further clean possibly due to previous storage).  (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

3202. Matchbox a boxed group comprising of Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, Super Kings, The Dinky Collection and similar 
to include Y-19 (Models of Yesteryear) 1929 Morris Cowley Van "J. Sainsbury", Y-5 (Models of Yesteryear) 1927 Talbot Van 
"Taystee", Y-21 (Models of Yesteryear) 1930 Ford 'A', DY-12 (The Dinky Collection) 1955 Mercedes Benz 300 SL Gullwing, 
K147 (Super Kings) BMW 750IL, along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although 
some models do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in 
generally Good outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do have old price stickers attached and some windows 
do suffer from crushing along with most would benefit from a further clean possibly due to previous storage).  (51) 

 £40 - £50 

3203. Corgi a boxed TV Related group to include 05701 Mercedes Saloon "007 The Definitive Bond Collection from the film 
Octopussy", 04701 Lotus Esprit Turbo "007 - The Definitive Bond Collection from the film For Your Eyes Only", CC07002 1/36th 
scale Aston Martin DBS with Lord Brett Sinclair resin figure from the TV series "The Persuaders", TY96501 Red Dwarf Set from 
the TV series "Red Dwarf" along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer packaging. (9) 

 £50 - £60 

3204. Corgi, Dinky & Matchbox a mainly unboxed group of diecast models to include a Dinky Toys TV related Shado 2, Dinky 
"Super Toys" 20-ton Lorry-Mounted Crane, Corgi Toys Dropside Trailer, Matchbox "Battle Kings" K-110 Recovery Vehicle, 
along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to range from Poor to Good in generally Good outer packaging where 
applicable. (7) 

 £25 - £30 

3205. Corgi, EFE, Solido, Saico, Matchbox, Hot Wheels and similar a mixed boxed and carded group of models to include 
Corgi Classics 27602 (The Showmans Range) an Atkinson 8-wheel Rigid Truck and Trailer with loads set "Billy Crow & Sons", 
Corgi Classics 19702 (The Brewery Collection) in a Bedford S Canvas Back set "Tetleys", Corgi (The Original Omnibus 
Company) OM41404 AEC Regent V/Roe "Felix Motors Ltd", Mattel Hot Wheels Roger Dodger (Hot Wheels 50th), Mattel Hot 
Wheels 67 Camaro (Hot Wheels 50th), Mattel Hot Wheels 75/250 (HW City) "USS Vengeance" from the TV series "Star Trek", 
along with others.  Conditions all generally range from Good to Near Mint although some models do appear loose inside 
packaging therefore may have some smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose) in generally Fair to Good outer 
packaging/blister packs (please note some packaging does have old price stickers attached and some suffering from crushing 
along with most of this lot would benefit from a further clean possibly due to previous storage and nothing in this lot has been 
checked for completeness).  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 
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3206. Maisto, Rextoys, Lledo, Atlas and similar a quantity of mainly boxed (does include some unboxed) diecast models to 
include a Rextoys 42 1935 Fordor Touring Sedan "Conduite Interieure", Maisto 1/24th scale Jaguar XJ220 (1992), Matchbox 
DY-22 (The Dinky Collection) 1952 Citroen 15CV, Atlas Editions (Great British Buses) London Transport RTW Double Decker, 
Atlas Editions (Classic Sports Cars) Jaguar E-type, Lledo Days Gone DG043040 15CWT Delivery Van "Wizard", along with 
others.  Conditions do all generally range from Fair to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness in generally Fair to Good outer packaging (please note the majority of this packaging does suffer from crushing and 
most having old price stickers attached and all would benefit from a further clean possibly due to previous storage).  (qty) 

 £35 - £40 

3207. MPC Model Kits a boxed TV Related plastic model kit "Bionic Repair" from the TV Series "The Bionic Woman!" which 
generally appears that the parts are still bagged and appear generally to be Good although unchecked for completeness with 
most parts still being on sprues in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box (please note there is 2 old price stickers to the 
box lid and the box does suffer from slight crushing). These earlier TV model kits are becoming harder to find. 

 £20 - £25 

3208. Airfix a boxed HO/OO Scale plastic Military Models. This lot comprises of 10 x D.U.K.W. Military models (please note 
as stated all models are the same). Conditions generally appear Good although unchecked for completeness in generally Good 
outer pictorial boxes (please note some boxes do have old price sticker attached).  (10) 

 £20 - £25 

3209. Amusing Hobbies, Takom, IBG Models & Hobby Boss a boxed group of 1/35th scale Military plastic kits which includes 
a Hobby Boss German VK4502 (P) "Hintern" Tank, Amusing Hobbies 35A018 Panzer II German Tank, Takom Frieskran (16T 
Strabokran) 1943/1944 production (Armoured Tank Crane), IBG Models Einheitsdidsel with Bilsten Recovery Crane, Amusing 
Hobbies German Tiger Tank "Truppenubungsfahrzeug". Conditions do all generally appear to be Good with some parts still 
being bagged in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes (please note none of these kits have been checked for 
completeness or correctness and may have pieces missing).  (5) 

 £30 - £35 

3210. Matchbox, Tamiya, Revell, Trumpeter and similar a group of mixed scale plastic Military Kits which includes a 
Matchbox 1/76th scale "Challenger" Tank x 2, Trumpeter 1/35th scale M983A2 Hemtt Tractor with M870A1 Semi Trailer, Revell 
1/72nd scale SLT 50-3 "Elefant" Leopard IIA4, ARV Club AF35157 a 1/35th scale M151 Remote Weapon Station, Tamiya 
1/35th scale Military Miniature Series No.91 German 20mm Flakvierling. Conditions do all generally appear Good with some kits 
still in bags in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note none of these kits have checked for completeness or 
correctness and there is duplication as stated).  (6) 

 £20 - £30 

3211. Revell a boxed Military plastic kit group which comprising mainly of Military Aircraft but does include other models to 
include 03944 1/32nd scale P-51D-5NA Mustang (early version), 03851 1/32nd scale Hawker Tempest Mk.V Fighter Plane, 
04869 1/42nd scale Focke Wulf FW190F-8 German Fighter Plane, 04961 1/32nd scale Messerschmitt German Fighter Plane 
along with others. Conditions all generally appear Good with most kits still being bagged generally Good outer pictorial boxes 
(please note none of these kits have been checked for completeness or correctness and some boxes do suffer from crushing 
and all having old price stickers attached).  (10) 

 £40 - £50 

3212. Monogram, Academy & Airfix a group of Space related plastic model kits comprising of Academy model kits 1/288th 
scale Space Shuttle and Booster Rockets, Monogram 1/48th scale First Lunar Landing (Apollo 11 Astronauts on the Moon/July 
20, 1969 - 15th Anniversary), Monogram 1/32nd scale (Heritage Edition) Apollo Spacecraft Command/Service Module (15th 
Anniversary) & an Airfix 1/72nd scale A50106 "One Small Step for Man" which comprises of a Lunar Module, Moon Diorama 
Base and 16 x Astronauts with equipment (40th Anniversary Apollo 11 Moon Landing 1969 to 2009).  Conditions all generally 
appear Good with most kits still being bagged although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally 
Fair to Good outer pictorial boxes (please note these boxes do have old price stickers attached and also suffer from slight 
crushing).  (4) 

 £25 - £30 
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3213. Tamiya a boxed group of 1/35th scale Military plastic kits which comprise mainly of Military Vehicles and Tanks to 
include a Japan Type 1 Self-Propelled Gun (with 6 figures), a British Universal Carrier Mk 2 (European Campaign), Japanese 
Medium Tank Type 97 (Chi-Ha), Ford GPA Amphibian 1/4 ton 4x4 Truck, along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to 
be Good with the majority of these kits still being bagged in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes (please note all boxes 
have old price stickers attached with some boxes suffering from crushing and tearing and nothing in this lot has been checked 
for completeness or correctness).  (9) 

 £40 - £50 

3214. Tamiya & Italeri a boxed group of mainly 1/35th and 1/72nd scale Military plastic kits (does include one non military kit), 
to include a Tamiya 1/35th scale German Self-Propelled Howitzer "Wespe", Tamiya 1/35th scale S.GL. Einheits Personen 
Kraft-Wagen (Horch 4x4 Type 1A) Personnel Carrier, Italeri 1/35th scale 6565 German Tiger Tank "Tiger Ferdinand", Italeri 
1/35th scale 6575 Opel Blitz Radio Truck, along with others.  Also as stated this lot does include one non military kit which is 
an Italeri 1/24th scale 3654 Lancia Stratos HF.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good with some kits still being bagged in 
generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from crushing and all have old price stickers attached 
with none being checked for completeness or correctness).  (9) 

 £40 - £50 

3215. Airfix a boxed group of mixed scale mainly Military plastic kits to include A03090 1/72nd scale Messerschmitt 
ME262A-2A German Fighter x 2, A06304 1/72nd scale World War II USAAF Bomber Re-supply Set, 04738 1/72nd scale Battle 
of Waterloo Farmhouse, A03381 1/76th scale Forward Command Post, A02320 1/76th scale Sherman Crab Tank, 05003-4 
Fokker F27 Troop Ship, along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a large quantity of bagged plastic kits (no boxes) which 
are unsorted or unchecked for completeness and include a Tamiya bagged German 8-ton Semi Track, a bagged German 
Panzerkampfwagen (Military Miniatures Series 209), along with other loose bagged kits.  As stated the loose bagged kits with 
no boxes have not been checked for completeness or correctness but may well suit someone who is looking for spares.  
Conditions of the boxed kits generally appear Good with some still being bagged although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes with the conditions of the loose bagged kits with no boxes 
all generally appear Good. (11 boxed kits & qty of unboxed bagged kits) 

 £30 - £35 

3216. Tamiya a boxed group of 1/35th scale Military plastic kits comprising mainly of Tanks comprising of Military Miniatures 
Series 274 Challenger 2/British Main Battle Tank, Military Miniatures Series 154 Challenger 1 (Mk 3) British Main Battle Tank, 
Military Miniatures Series 164 German King Tiger Tank (Production Turret), Military Miniatures Series 210 British Infantry Tank 
Mk IV "Churchill", Military Miniatures Series 203 German Tank Destroyer "Jagdpanther" (late version), along with others.  
Conditions do generally appear to be Good with some model kits still bagged although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes (please note some box lids do have old price 
stickers attached).  (9) 

 £50 - £60 

3217. Revell, Airfix, Hasegawa, Heljan and similar a mixed group of mixed scale boxed plastic model kits comprising of 
Military Kits, Railway related and others to include a Mini Art 35004 1/35th scale Polish City Building, a Mini Art 35015 1/35th 
scale Belgian Village House, Revell 1/72nd scale Spitfire, Heller 1/43rd scale Austin Mini, Heljan HO-1/87th scale Global Van 
Lines Tractor and Trailer, JB Models 1/76th scale JB1001 LWB Land Rover (soft-top) with G.S. Trailer, JB Models 1/76th scale 
JB1002 Armoured Cavalry Assault Vehicle, Airfix OO Scale Mineral Wagon, Tamiya 1/24th scale (Sports Cars Series 358) 
Lotus Europa Special along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good with some kits still in bags in generally 
Good outer boxes (please note some boxes do have old price stickers attached and nothing in this lot has been checked for 
completeness or correctness).  (25) 

 £35 - £40 
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3218. Revell, Airfix, Tamiya, Matchbox, FROG and similar a group of boxed earlier edition/series plastic mainly Military Kits 
and also includes some Railway Kits to include Airfix bagged kits to include a FROG 1/72nd scale Hunter F.G.A.9 Ground 
Attack Fighter, FROG 1/72nd scale Messerschmitt BF.110G "Night Fighter" German Bomber, Tamiya 1/700th scale (Waterline 
Series) No.104 British Battle Ship "Nelson", Novo Air Kits 1/72nd scale F163 Vickers "Vimy" Mk.IV Heavy Bomber, Revell (Air 
Power) B-47 6-engined Jet Bomber along with others. Also to include in this lot is 3 x Airfix bagged early series 1/72nd scale 
Messerschmitt BF109G-6 Kits along with 4 x Airfix boxed (Airfix Bachmann) Military Aircraft (Mini Planes Series) which includes 
1920 Lancaster, 1900 Spitfire, 1901 Messerschmitt & 1906 P-40 Flying Tiger. Conditions do generally appear to be Good 
although nothing has been checked for completeness or correctness with some kits still bagged in generally Good outer 
pictorial boxes/bags (some boxes do have old price stickers attached with some suffering from slight crushing). Please note the 
Airfix bagged kits still have their original header cards.   (29) 

 £40 - £50 

3219. Tamiya, Hobby Boss, Merit International, Eduard and similar a group of boxed mixed scale Military plastic kits 
comprising mainly of Military Aircraft to include Tamiya 1/48th scale (Aircraft Series 67) Bristol Beaufighter TF. Mark.X, Tamiya 
1/48th scale (Aircraft Series 65) Gloster Meteor, a Hobby Boss 1/48th scale Messerschmitt 262 A-2A/U2, a Hasagawa boxed 
twin kit set which comprises of a Messerschmitt 262A & FW190D-9 "JV44 Combo", Eduard 1/48th scale Tempest Mk V Fighter 
Plane, along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a Merit 1/35th scale British HMS X-Craft Submarine.  Please note there 
is duplication in this lot - please see photo.  Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness but some kits do appear to be still bagged in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note 
some boxes do suffer from crushing and some have old price stickers attached).  (16) 

 £40 - £50 

3220. Tamiya a boxed group of mainly 1/35th scale Military Miniatures Series and similar which comprises of figures, 
accessories and similar to include 247 German Field Kitchen Scenery "Feldkuche", 47 7.5cm Anti-Tank Gun (PAK40/L46), 180 
German Tank Engine Maintenance Crew Set, Brick Wall Set, 186 German Fuel Drum Set, along with others.  Please note 
there is duplication in this set - please see photo.  Conditions all generally appear Good although not checked for 
completeness or correctness, although some kits are still bagged in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some 
boxes do suffer from crushing and some having old price stickers attached along with as stated there is duplication in this lot).  
(27) 

 £40 - £50 

3221. Tamiya, Zvezda, Mini Art, Broncho Models, Trumpeter, Dragon and similar a boxed group of mainly 1/35th, 1/72nd and 
similar scale Military plastic kits comprising of mainly Military Miniatures, accessories, figures and other similar kits to include a 
Tamiya 1/16th scale (World Figure Series 10) World War II Wehrmacht Tank Crewman (Africa Corps), Tamiya 1/16th scale 
(World Figure Series) German Luftwaffe Ace Pilot, Tamiya 1/35th scale (Military Miniature Series 180) German Tank Engine 
Maintenance Crew Set, Mini Art 1/35th scale (World War II Military Miniatures Series) German Soldiers with Fuel Drums, 
Dragon 1/35th scale German Sturmpionier (Kursk 1943), Zvezda 1/72nd scale German Heavy Anti-Aircraft Gun, Zvezda 1/35th 
scale German Sniper Team (World War II) along with others. (25) 

 £40 - £45 

3222. Star Trek, Star Wars, Doctor Who and similar a TV Related mainly boxed lot comprising of figures, collectable models 
and similar to include a blister packed Berserker Predator from the film "Predators", a blister packed Warrior Alien from the film 
"Alien Vs Predator", a boxed Lego Star Wars Stormtrooper Head which appears to be partly built although this has not been 
checked for completeness, a boxed DC Comics Harlequin from "Suicide Squad", a boxed Coal Hill School Collector Figure Set 
from the TV series "Doctor Who", Eaglemoss a Star Trek boxed model number 5363-A/B "The Intrepid", along with others.  
This is an interesting lot of TV related collectables.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Near Mint in generally Good to 
Good Plus outer packaging where applicable. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 
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3223. Star Wars a boxed group of plastic model kits, board game, collectable figures and other items comprising of 2 x 
Bandai plastic model kits comprising of  two models, Death Star 2 and Star Destroyer, along with a 1/72nd scale B-Wing 
Starfighter, Revell Millennium Falcon, Revell Darth Vader's Tie Fighter Kit, 4 x boxed Disney Store "Star Wars Elite Series" 
figures which comprising of Captain Phasma, Imperial Stormtrooper, Darth Vader & First Order Trooper, along with a boxed 
Star Wars Episode I Chess Set and other boxed Star Wars collectables.  Conditions all generally appear to range from Good to 
Near Mint although nothing has been checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial/window boxes.  Also to 
include in this lot is 8 x full colour "Return of the Jedi" Lobby Cards which generally appear Good although all have a central 
crease. (qty) 

 £60 - £70 

3224. A small group of boxed and unboxed Plastic Kits comprising of a Bburago 1/18th scale boxed Mercedes SSK "Monte 
Carlo" which generally appears part built and has not been checked for completeness or correctness in Fair pictorial box, a 
boxed Airfix Ship in a Bottle kit "Cutty Sark" which again has not been checked for completeness or correctness and generally 
appears to be Good in Fair outer box along with a small quantity of loose plastic part built kits in various states of disrepair 
which all generally appear Poor comprising of Aeroplanes, Motor Vehicles and similar. (small qty) 

 £10 - £15 

3225. DVDs a large quantity of DVDs comprising of Feature Films, Music, Comedy and similar which also includes Box Sets 
to include a sealed Box Set "Ashes to Ashes" the complete series 1, boxed set "The Tudors" the complete edition, tin box (Steel 
Book) "Rambo", sealed box set "Lost" Season 1 along with boxed set "Lost" Season 2 "The Extended Experience" along with 
others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good although none have been checked or tested in generally Good outer slip 
cases.  (lg qty in 2 cardboard boxes) 

 £10 - £15 

3226. Meccano, Matchbox, ERTL (Thomas the Tank Engine) and similar a mixed lot comprising of a large quantity of 
Meccano and similar battery operated radio control vehicles which are all in different states of disrepair and all generally appear 
Fair to Good (nothing has been tested) which also contains a number of plastic Meccano radio controls (again untested) along 
with a large quantity of spare plastic and rubber wheels. Also in this lot is a small number of unboxed diecast and plastic models 
which includes 16 x "Thomas the Tank Engine" models, Matchbox Double Decker Bus "London Tour Bus", Matchbox Model A 
Ford "Fresh Dairy Cream" along with others. Conditions of these unboxed do generally appear Fair to Good. Along with the 
items in this lot is a small number of model making blades and tools which are all sealed in strong sturdy blister packs and all 
appear new condition (unused). Please note due to the blade content of this lot over 18s only to bid and/or collect.  (lg qty in 3 
cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £35 

3227. Dinky, Corgi, Matchbox, Tonka and similar a quantity of unboxed diecast models to include Dinky Toys 290 SRN6 
Hovercraft, Dinky Toys 279 Aveling Barford Diesel Roller, Dinky Toys Fire Engine, Dinky Toys 217 Alfa Romeo, Corgi 
"Whizzwheels" Toyota 2000GT, Matchbox Merryweather Fire Engine, Matchbox Series 7 Refuse Truck along with others. 
Conditions do all generally appear Poor to Fair play worn.  (qty) 

 £30 - £35 

3228. Corgi, Dinky & Britains a small quantity of mainly unboxed Military Vehicles but does include one boxed Dinky Military 
vehicle to include a boxed Dinky 696 Leopard Anti Aircraft Tank which generally appears Good to Good Plus in Fair to Good 
crushed/split blister pack with Fair to Good cardboard base along with 8 x unboxed Military models to include Berliet Gazelle, 
Corgi Toys Chieftain Medium Tank, Corgi Toys Centurion Mk.III Tank, Britains Kettenkrad along with others. Conditions of the 
unboxed do generally appear Poor to Good play worn.  (9) 

 £40 - £50 
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3229. Britains, Timpo, Airfix, Denys Fisher and similar a large mixed lot comprising of Britains, Timpo and similar loose 
figures such as Cowboys & Indians, Cavalry and similar along with a small number of unboxed loose pre-built and pre-painted 
Airfix Spitfire Aircraft which are all in various states of disrepair, a boxed Airfix 1/72nd scale Mosquito & ME262 Dog Fight 
Double Kit, boxed Airfix 1/72nd scale Supermarine Spitfire Mk.I Kit, boxed large 24th scale Airfix Hurricane Mk.II plastic kit 
along with a boxed Denys Fisher (Haunted House) board game, small quantity of loose Lego and other similar items. Also to 
include in this lot is a small number of Children's Annuals, Comics along with collecting magazines such as Shoot Annual 1983, 
The Beano Book 1978, Dennis the Menace Book 1978, The Dandy Book 1978, Marvel Treasury Special "Giant Super Hero 
Holiday Grab-Bag" large format comic along with various Shoot magazines, Match Weekly magazines, Beano, Roy of the 
Rovers and similar comics etc. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good in generally Fair to Good outer 
boxes/packaging where applicable. (Please note nothing in this lot has been checked for completeness or tested).  (qty in 2 
cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £35 

3230. Sony Playstation a Gaming group comprising of Consoles, Hand Controllers/Accessories, Games and similar to 
include Sony Playstation I Game Console with 2 PS1 hand controllers, Sony Playstation 2 Games Console, quantity of PS1 and 
PS2 Games to include PS1 "Rayman", PS1 "Planet of the Apes", PS2 "Silent Scope", PS2 "From Russia with Love" (007), PS2 
"FIFA 06" along with others. Also to include in this lot as stated is a small number of accessories and other controllers. Please 
note nothing in this lot has been checked for completeness or tested. Conditions generally range from Fair to Good in generally 
Fair to Good outer packaging where applicable.   (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3231. Sega, Sinclair, Commodore and similar a vintage gaming group which comprises of vintage gaming consoles, games 
which also includes PC ROM Disc Games which are compatible with MS Doss and similar to include Sega hand held "Game 
Gear" Console, Sinclair ZX Spectrum plus Games Console, Commodore, Omega A600 Game Console, quantity of boxed 
Computer CD ROM/Disc Games which are compatible with MS Doss and similar which includes "Crusader Collection", "Fields 
& Glory" and similar along with a number of boxed Omega Games which includes "Mortal Kombat 2", "Zool/Ninja of the 'nth' 
dimensions" and others. Also included in this lot is a number of Sinclair ZX Spectrum Games and Sega Game gear games 
which includes "The Simpson's Bart vs The Space Mutants" (Sega), "Predator II" (Sega), "Make-a-Chip" (ZX Spectrum), 
"Computer Scrabble" (ZX Spectrum) along with others. This is a really interesting vintage gaming lot and is well worth a good 
sort. Please note nothing in this lot has been checked for completeness or correctness and nothing has been tested. Also to 
include in this lot is a Nintendo "Game Boy" hand held games console which again has not been tested, conditions all generally 
range from Poor to Fair in generally Poor to Fair packaging where applicable.  (qty in 2 cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

3232. A pallet lot of Children's Bicycles which includes A BMX "Action 2000" Bike, Peugeot "Nouveau" style along with 2 
others. Conditions all generally appear Poor and all are in need of renovation. Please note due to the weight and size of this lot 
shipping is not available therefore collection only.  (4) 

 £10 - £150 

3233. Display Cabinets - a quantity of wooden and glass constructed display cabinets comprising of (1) a wooden and glass 
display cabinet with 2 x sliding glass front doors and complete with 6 x glass shelves and measuring approximately 92cm wide 
x 72cm height x 16cm depth, (2) wood and glass display cabinet measuring approximately 53cm wide x 83cm height x 9cm 
depth with 8 x shelves already fitted (not glass) with green felt back, (3) wood and glass display cabinet measuring 
approximately 97cm wide x 72cm height x 12cm depth with 5 x glass shelves and green felt back.  Conditions of all three are 
generally Good although one does require some repair work and all three do have signs of scratching and wear and tear.  
Please note due the weight, size and glass content of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only as this lot is on 
one large pallet. (3 on 1 pallet) 

 £40 - £50 
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3234. Display Cabinets - a quantity of seven wooden and glass display cabinets which all measure approximately 72cm wide 
x 79cm height x 10cm deep and all come complete with fixed shelving (not glass) and all have a front glass picture frame style 
slot-in slot-out door (not hinged).  Two cabinets have 8 x shelves with three cabinets having 7 x shelves and two cabinets 
having 6 x shelves.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good although they do all have slight wear and tear.  Please 
note due to the sheer size, weight and glass content of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only. (7 cabinets on 
1 pallet) 

 £60 - £70 

3235. Bronze Age Comics - a quantity of "Spider-Man Comics Weekly" (Marvel Comics Group) which run from numbers 1 
through to the late 100's (from years 1973 through to 1974).  Included in this lot is issue number 1, issue number 2 "The 
Enforcers", issue number 3 "Turning Point" featuring the return of Doctor Octopus, issue number 4 "Unmasked by Doctor 
Octopus" and others.  Conditions do generally appear Fair to Good with some comics appearing to have splitting and tearing 
along with the majority having either a name or address written on the front top right or a sticker with name on front.  Please 
note none of these comics have been checked and there is not complete runs. (170+) 

 £30 - £40 

3236. Bronze Age Comics - a quantity of comics "The Avengers" which also includes "The Avengers and the Savage Sword 
of Conan" & "The Avengers starring Shang-Chi... Master of Kung Fu" (Marvel Comics Group) which runs from years 1974 
through to 1976 and includes early numbers (there is not a complete run).  There is comics such as issue number 3 "The 
Mighty Avengers Meet The Masters of Evil", issue number 4 "Their Darkest Hour", issue number 6 "The Coming of the Wonder 
Man" along with others.  Conditions of all these comics do generally appear to be Fair to Good with none of these comics being 
checked and this lot is unsorted. (130+) 

 £25 - £30 

3237. Bronze Age Comics a quantity "The Mighty World of Marvel" Comics (Marvel Comics Group) which ranges from 1972 
through to 1976 (no complete run), which also includes early numbers such as issue number 4 "Spiderman Battles The 
Fantastic Four", issue number 6 "The Ringmaster and His Circus of Crime" along with others.  Please note none of these 
comics have been checked.  Conditions do all generally range from Fair to Good with some comics appearing to have slight 
tears etc and some have a name of a recipient on the front top right. (approx. 190) 

 £40 - £50 

3238. A quantity of Edgar Rice Burroughs' "Tarzan" hardback and softback Comics/Graphic Novels and Reference Books 
comprising of 8 x "Tarzan In Colour" (Hogarth) hardback books which is published by Nantier Beall Minoustchine (New York), 
comprising of Volumes 7 to 14 (1937 to 1945).  These hardback books comprise of reprint Tarzan comics from those years and 
are highly sought after, along with Jungle Comics No.23 featuring Kaanga Jungle Lord, a 1951 issue of a 68-page comic 
"Tarzan" (No.4), a softback book "Jungle Tales of Tarzan" by Burne Hogarth, along with others.  Conditions generally range 
from Fair to Good with nothing being checked. (13) 

 £30 - £35 

3239. A group of early vintage Children's Annuals and more recent children's annuals which comprises of Knockout Annuals 
from the 1940's and 50's, along with early and recent "Bubble and Squeek" Annuals and others to include Knockout Fun Book 
1949, Knockout Fun Book 1946, Knockout Fun Book 1947, Knockout Fun Book 1952 and others, along with Playbox Annual 
1951, Bunty for Girls 1975, Action Annual 1979, Star Trek Annual, Judy for Girls 1980, along with others.  Conditions generally 
range from Fair to Good with some earlier annuals suffering from slight spine wear, creasing, splitting and general age related 
wear and tear (please note nothing in this lot has been checked).  (qty) 

 £30 - £35 

3240. The Dandy, The Beano - a quantity of vintage early issue and more recent issue Annuals which includes The Dandy 
Book 1955, The Dandy Book 1956, The Beano Book 1955, The Beano Book 1956, along with other Beano and Dandy books 
ranging from the 1970's through to the 2000's.  Also to include in this lot is a Special Facsimile Edition The Dandy 1939 which 
comes complete with a special slip case.  Conditions of the more recent annuals all generally appear Good to Good Plus along 
with the earlier vintage annuals generally appearing Poor to Fair, along with the early issues appearing to suffer from spine 
damage, corner wear, splitting and other age related wear. (38) 

 £30 - £40 
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3241. Large quantity of hardback and softback Books which comprise mainly of a quantity of "The Magnet" hardback books 
by Frank Richards, along with a small quantity of "Fosdyke Saga" by Bill Tidy, along with other interesting comical related 
softback and hardback books, along with a small number of collectable magazines to include The Magnet "Greyfriars on Safari", 
The Magnet "Billy Bunter in Brazil", The Magnet "Christmas at Wharton Lodge", The Magnet "The Ghost of Polpelly", a softback 
book Fosdyke Saga 5, softback book Fosdyke Saga 9, along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a Doctor Who Special 
Radio Times original 1st edition magazine which is hard to find and fast becoming collectable, along with others.  Conditions all 
generally range from Fair to Good with nothing being checked. (qty) 

 £20 - £25 

3242. Silver Age, Bronze Age and similar a Comic lot comprising of Marvel Comics Group, DC Comics, Batman, Comet, 
Vulcan, Weird Tales and similar to include DC Comics "Action Comics" No.181 (1953), Captain Midnight No.100, Captain 
Marvel Adventures 62, Super Boy No.92, The Marvel Family No.79, No.67, No.56 and others along with other early vintage 
comics, also to include in this lot is a small quantity of "Weird Tales", small number of "Savage Sword of Conan" (Marvel Comic 
Group), a quantity of DC Comics including "The Brave & The Bold" No.40 (1962), "The Invincible Iron Man" (Marvel Comic 
Group) No.63 (1973), "The Amazing Spiderman" No.285 (1987) which is a Marvel 25th Anniversary, "Amazing Adventures 
featuring Kill Raven" No.29 (1974) along with others. This is an interesting lot and does include some vintage early hard to find 
issues and is definitely worth a good sort. Conditions generally appear to be Poor to Good (please note some of the very early 
vintage comics do suffer badly from tearing and decomposition along with most having the usual age related creases, spine 
wear, corner wear and other similar defects. Please note nothing in this lot has been checked and there may be duplication.  
(qty) 

 £30 - £35 

3243. The Beano, Knock-Out, The Dandy, The Crunch, Sun Comics, Buster and similar a quantity of early and recent issue 
comics dating mainly from he 1950's through to the 1990's but does include a large quantity of 950's early issues to include 
"The Beano" No.404 (1950), "The Beano" No.353 (1949), "The Beano" (1947" along with a large quantity of "Knock-Out Comics 
which range from the 1940's through to the 1950's" along with a quantity of "The Crunch" Comics from the 1970's along with a 
quantity of "Shiver & Shake" from the 1970's along with others. Again this is a really interesting lot of early vintage British 
Comics and is definitely worth a good sort. Nothing has been checked in this lot. Conditions do generally appear to range from 
Fair to Good with the majority of these comics suffering from age related damage which is normal of comics of this age.  (qty) 

 £20 - £25 

3244. A quantity of hardback and softback Comic related Books and early Annuals which includes 4 x early Superman and 
Super Boy Annuals comprising of Super Boy Annual 1956/57, Superman Annual 1957/58, Superman Annual 1957/58, 
Superman Annual 1956/57 and Super Boy Annual 1957/58 along with a quantity of softback and hardback graphic novels as 
stated which includes "Tales of the Dark Knight" (Batman's First 50 Years 1939-1989), a softback "Superman from the 1930's to 
the 1970's" book detailing early Superman Comics, "Batman with Robin the Boy Wonder from the 1930's to 1970's" which 
details early Batman Comics, a softback Book "Origins of Marvel Comics" by Stan Lee, "The Greatest Batman Stories Ever 
Told" a softback comic reference book "Great British Comics" along with others. This really is an interesting lot. Conditions do 
all generally appear to be Fair to Good. Conditions do all generally appear to be Fair to Good (the early Superman and Super 
Boy books do suffer from spin wear and age related damage as normal with books of this age). Please not nothing in this lot 
has been checked.  (qty) 

 £20 - £25 

3245. Waddingtons, Ambassador, Kellogg's and similar a large quantity of vintage and recent issue Jigsaws. This lot does 
include some very early hard to find vintage examples which includes 3 x boxed Waddingtons "Jigsaw" still in original (milk 
carton) shaped coloured boxes, an early Lumar Jigsaw 59 "The Fjord", early boxed "Cavalcade of Travel" Jigsaw, Waddingtons 
Giant Jigsaw, along with others. Please note as stated this lot does include some very early hard to find examples. Conditions 
in general do appear to be Poor to Good in generally Poor to Good outer packaging (please note nothing in this lot has been 
checked for completeness or correctness and the majority of the packing does suffer from age related damage such as 
crushing, tearing deterioration and other similar damage of jigsaws of this age).  (qty in 2 cardboard boxes) 

 £20 - £30 
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3246. Dinky, Matchbox, Corgi and similar a quantity of unboxed diecast models, which also includes a number of Military 
vehicles to include a Dinky Supertoys 651 Centurion Tank, Dinky Toys 155mm Mobile Gun, Dinky Supertoys 972 20-ton Lorry 
Mounted Crane, Corgi Major Toys Carrimore Car Transporter complete with Big Bedford Tractor Unit, along with others.  Also 
to include in this lot is an unboxed Sutcliffe "Nautilus" Submarine.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair play worn. 
(small qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3247. Aurora, Keilkraft, Britains Deetail and similar a small group of boxed and unboxed plastic Figures, Slot Racing Game, 
Model Aircraft Kits to include a quantity of Britains (Deetail) loose plastic figures comprising of Cavalry, Cowboys and Indians 
and similar, which generally appear Fair to Good unchecked for completeness, a boxed Aurora Slot Racing Set 
"GX3000 - World Championship Motor Racing" which generally appears Good although not checked for completeness in Fair 
outer pictorial box (torn lid), along with 2 x Keilkraft balsa wood Aeroplane kits comprising of a Spitfire & a Dolphin Performance 
Glider, which generally appears Good although not checked for completeness in Good outer pictorial boxes.  Also to include in 
this lot is a small number of Keilkraft Handbooks which include Handbook 1956 and similar.  A small interesting lot. (qty) 

 £15 - £20 

3248. Rupert a quantity of early issue Children's Rupert Annuals which includes Rupert Annual 1949, 1945, The New Rupert 
Book 1946, More Adventures of Rupert 1947, Rupert 1948 & Rupert 1949, along with a quantity of Rupert books from the 
1950's, 1960's and 1970's, to include a Rupert Annual 1950, The New Rupert Annual 1954, Rupert 1964, 1967, along with 
others.  Conditions do generally range from Poor to Good with nothing being checked (please note some of these earlier 
issues do suffer from the usual age related damage such as spine damage, corner wear, splitting and other similar).  Please 
also note this lot may include duplication. (44) 

 £35 - £40 

3249. Rupert a large quantity of more recent issue Annuals which also includes some limited edition reproduction annuals in 
commemorative binders, which includes a binder edition "Rupert a Collection of Favourite Stories" by Alfred E Bestall which 
comes with a special binder, a reproduction limited edition Rupert Annual 1963 "Rupert Classics" in binder, limited edition 
Facsimile 1955 Annual which comes in a binder, an authentic 1941 Facsimile Edition "The Rupert Book" which comes in binder, 
along with other limited edition facsimile productions of early Rupert books, along with a large number of modern larger style 
Rupert books including Rupert Annual 1981, Rupert Annual 1986, Rupert Annual 1983, along with others.  This lot is more 
recent Rupert annuals and limited edition reproduction issues.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good in Good limited 
edition binders where applicable. (large qty in 2 plastic tubs) 

 £30 - £35 

3250. A large quantity of vintage early issue Cigarette Cards (the majority are loose but some are stuck on pages), along with 
a large quantity of early Postcards.  Cigarette cards includes themes and genres such as Boxing Personalities, Butterflies and 
Moths, Wild Flowers, Garden Flowers and other similar genres from makers such as Gallaher, Park Drive, John Player, WD & 
HO Wills and similar.  The postcards date from the early 1900's onwards and comprise of photographic postcards, cartoon 
postcards, general interest and similar and these postcards would be of special interest to Philatelists as there is some really 
interesting and original early postal stamps on the rear of the majority of these postcards.  This lot is definitely worth a good 
sort.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good with nothing being checked or sorted. (large qty in 2 cardboard boxes) 

 £20 - £25 

3251. Britains a group of mainly Tractors including Massey Ferguson, Ford 7710; Deutz; Mercedes Unimog Maintenance 
Truck; Sanderson Fork Truck plus others, also includes some "Autoway" Figures - conditions are generally Fair to 
Excellent - see photo.  (24 plus loose figures) 

 £80 - £100 

3252. Herpa (1/87th scale HO) a group of plastic Commercials including 869000 DAF Truck; 864003 MAN "Texaco" Tanker 
and Trailer; 806047 Mercedes Refuse Truck; 826026 Mercedes "Shell" Tanker plus others - conditions appear to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Mint window boxes.  (16) 

 £70 - £80 
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3253. Matchbox Superfast a group of Railway related to include 25 Flat Car/Container; 43 Steam Locomotive, 24 Diesel 
Shunter; 47 Pannier Locomotive plus others - conditions appear to be generally Fair to Excellent Plus (come with 5 x window 
and carded boxes) - see photo.  (51) 

 £40 - £50 

3254. Corgi/Corgi Classics group to include 98103 Volvo "Ferrymasters" Truck and Trailer; C91 3-piece Morris Van Set; 
97395 AEC Ladder Fire Vehicle; 20901 AEC Chain Wagon "Truman's"; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Good (slightly grubby) to Excellent Plus boxes.  (14) 

 £60 - £70 

3255. Corgi group to include 1109 Mercedes Truck and Trailer with 2 x "Sealink" Containers; Super Juniors 2019 Scania Silo 
Truck "British Sugar"; 91630 Ford Transit "British Gas"; 94045 Ferrari 308GTS with badge plus others, also includes a quantity 
of Buses mainly Metro - conditions are generally Good to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes.  (54) 

 £60 - £80 

3256. A mixed group to include Matchbox King Size K7 Refuse Wagon; Corgi 431 US Custom Van; "Mobil" Astra Rally Car; 
Budgie Toys London Transport Routemaster Bus; Lledo Pro-Movers; Matchbox Superfast mainly early 1980's issues plus 
others - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (apart from a couple which are only Fair to Good) in generally Fair to 
Excellent packaging.  (42) 

 £70 - £80 

3257. Buses a group to include EFE Routemaster "Duracell"; Matchbox Superfast 17 "Chesterfield"; Corgi 469 Routemaster 
"Woolworth"; Plaxton Coach "Air France"; Majorette "Cornwall Holiday Express" Coach plus others - conditions are generally 
Good to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent packaging.  (23) 

 £50 - £60 

3258. Minichamps (Paul's Model Art) - a pair of (1/24th scale) Motorcycles (1) BMW R1100 GS - blue, yellow, black and (2) 
same as (1) but yellow, black - conditions appear to be generally Mint polystyrene trays and outer carded boxes are Near Mint 
to Mint.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

3259. Siku large unboxed group to include Renault Articulated Truck & Trailer "King of the Road"; Mercedes Box Truck "IR 
International Rescue"; Front Loader; Volvo "Siku" Articulated Tanker plus others - conditions vary from Poor to Excellent 
(comes with one empty box which is Fair) - see photo.  (24) 

 £70 - £80 

3260. Dinky unboxed group to include Leyland Octopus Chain Wagon; Vega Major Coach; Mini "Vote for Somebody" Van; 
AEC "Esso" Articulated Petrol Tanker; Ford Transit "Fire Service" plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair, also 
includes 1029 Ford D800 Tipper Truck (Dinky Kit Issue) - Good in a Fair presentation packaging.  (5) 

 £70 - £80 

3261. Dinky unboxed group to include Ford Transit "Police" Van; ERF Airport Fire Engine; Military Mighty Antar Tank 
Transporter; AEC Car Transporter; Bedford TK Crash Tender; plus others - conditions are Poor to Fair.  (43) 

 £80 - £90 

3262. Dinky unboxed group to include AEC Articulated Petrol Tanker; Aveling Barford Tipper Truck; Ford Road Sweeper; 
Bedford Refuse Truck; Leyland Octopus Wagon; plus others - conditions are Poor to Fair.  (25) 

 £70 - £80 
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3263. Matchbox King Size/Super Kings a unboxed group to include Scammell Truck with 2 x Container load; Ford Articulated 
Tipper; Peterbilt Low Loader; Foden "Hoveringham" Tipper; Porsche 944 plus others - conditions are generally Poor to 
Good - see photo.  (qty) 

 £70 - £80 

3264. Matchbox Super Kings unboxed group to include Ford "U-Haul" Delivery Truck; Peterbilt Articulated Truck & Trailer 
"Euro-Express"; Scammell Wrecker; Bedford Fire Engine; Land Rover "Heathrow Airport"; Bridge Layer plus others - conditions 
are generally Poor to Good Plus.  (qty) 

 £70 - £90 

3265. Large unboxed group of mainly Majorette/Corgi Juniors to include Ford Capri; Range Rover Fire Appliance Truck; 
Articulated Tanker "Mobil"; "Superman" - Supermobile; Ford Transit Wreck Truck; Ford Sierra; plus others - conditions are 
generally Poor to Excellent - see photo.  (approx 85) 

 £60 - £80 

3266. Corgi unboxed group to include Ford Transit Wreck Truck; Matra Rancho "Team Corgi"; American La France Aerial 
Fire Truck; Mercedes Snow Plough; Ford Articulated Truck with 2 x container load; Rascal; Ford Sierra "Taxi" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Poor to Good.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

3267. Corgi unboxed group to include Commer "Hammonds" Delivery Van; Tri-Decker Trailer; Bedford TK "Chipperfield 
Circus" Horse Transporter; Volkswagen Driving School Car; "The Man from UNCLE Thrushbuster plus others - conditions are 
generally Poor to Fair.  (20) 

 £50 - £60 

3268. Large group which includes Action GT Construction Set; Meccano Action Pack Super Dragster; Tractor and Trailer, 
Pocket plus others - conditions are generally Good to Excellent in generally Fair to Poor boxes (none are checked for quantity) 
plus a large quantity of unboxed including (approx 1/24th scale) Bburago Land Rovers; (1/18th scale) Jaguar SS; Corgi Refuse 
Wagon; Range Rover; Routemaster Bus plus many others, also includes a small quantity of Construction and Tractors including 
Siku Massey Ferguson; Joal Caterpillar; plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Good Plus (all contained in 4 open 
trays) - see photo.  (qty) 

 £80 - £90 

3269. Corgi unboxed group to include Ford Box Van "Best Scotch"; Ford Articulated Tanker "Guinness"; Mercedes Security 
Truck; Ford Transit "Shell" plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Excellent.  (19) 

 £30 - £40 

3270. Revell H-364995 plastic Kit "Cutty Sark" - contents appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint (most items appear to be 
attached to sprues) - (not checked for correctness) with instruction leaflets in a generally Good lift off lid box (does have scuffs 
around edges). 

 £30 - £40 

3271. Merit (J&L Randall Ltd) - "The Merit Chemistry Outfit" Set - contents is generally Excellent to Near Mint (appears to be 
unused) with correct booklet in a generally Good Plus lift off lid box with paper label, also comes accompanied with some 
original and facsimile leaflets - see photo. 

 £20 - £30 

3272. Alberon & The Doll Art Workshop a small group of modern Bisque Dolls to include "Shay" by The Doll Art Workshop 
along with others.  Please note some of these dolls are already on stands and they all come dressed in period costumes.  
Conditions do generally appear Fair to Good with generally Fair to Good costumes (please note the costumes and the dolls 
would all require a further clean possibly due to storage).  (5) 

 £5 - £10 
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3273. Matchbox large unboxed group to include Regular Wheel 22a Vauxhall Cresta; 27c Chevrolet Impala; 45a Vauxhall 
Victor; 26b Foden Concrete Truck; Major Pack M6 "Pickfords" Low Loader; Accessory Pack A2 Car Transporter; plus 
others - conditions are generally Poor to Good - comes with 4 x reproduction boxes - see photo.  (lg qty in 2 x trays) 

 £80 - £100 

3274. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y13 Santa Fe Locomotive - green, maroon, gold trim and boiler door, black metal 
wheels - Good Plus to Excellent (does have some small marks around edges) in a generally Good Lesney carded picture box. 

 £20 - £30 

3275. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group to include YPP01 Renault Van; YY18 Atkinson Steam Wagon; Y36060 
Fordson Van; 2 x YPP02 Morris Courier and Y20 Mercedes (comes with plain white mailaway box and outer blue and yellow 
carded box "MICA" Exclusive Issue - conditions are generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint blue and yellow carded boxes (unless 
stated).  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

3276. Corgi "Vintage Glory of Steam" group to include 80205 Foden Dropside Wagon "Pickfords"; 80010 Sentinel Flatbed 
Wagon "Guinness"; 80108 John Fowler "Wolverhampton Wanderers” plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint 
to Mint in Excellent to Mint boxes.  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

3277. EFE (1/76th scale) a group of Buses to include E31904A Routemaster "Shinsheim Museum 2007"; 27808B SLT "North 
Wealed Bus Rally 2002"; 27302 Leyland TD1 "Grosville" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good (some slight discoloration to perspex to Near Mint window boxes - see photo.  (22) 

 £80 - £90 

3278. EFE (1/76th scale) group of Buses to include 27807 London STL "London Transport"; 27805 "London Transport"; 
27806 "Premier Travel"; 27807A Cobham Bus Museum" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Good (slight 
discoloured perspex) to Near Mint window boxes.  (22) 

 £80 - £90 

3279. EFE (1/76th scale group of Buses to include 25603A AEC Routemaster "Ramblers Holidays"; 27301 Leyland TD1 
"Ribble"; 16406A AEC RT "Coronation Day"; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Good (slight discolouration 
to perspex) to Near Mint window boxes.  (22) 

 £80 - £90 

3280. EFE (1/76th scale) group of Buses to include 25507 Routemaster "London Transport"; 25503/4 "LBRT"; 30303 
Routemaster "London Transport"; 99201 AEC Regal "US Army" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Good 
Plus to Near Mint window boxes (some have slight discolouration to perspex).  (21) 

 £80 - £90 

3281. EFE (1/76th scale) a group of Gift Sets to include 99917; 99919; 99921 and 99927 - all appear to be generally Mint 
including boxes, all come with outer transit cartons plus 4 x "London Bus Repaints" limited editions LE8 "Shillibeer"; LE9 "Route 
149"; LE14 "Route 482" and "LE16 Route 8" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent plain white 
presentation boxes with label on lid.  (8) 

 £50 - £60 

3282. Reference Books a group to include "British Diecast"; "British Diecast Model Toys" a 1st edition "John Ramsey"; "A 
History of Meccano Ltd"; "Britains Toy Car Wars" and "Post-War Tin Toys" - conditions appear generally Good to Excellent.  (5) 

 £20 - £30 
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3283. Dinky group to include 152 Rolls Royce Phantom V Limousine - navy, cast spun hubs - Excellent Plus in a Good rigid 
perspex case; 716 Westland Sikorsky Helicopter - red, cream, silver - Excellent in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box; 
French Dinky 60a Jet - Excellent in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box; plus a quantity of unboxed Dinky to include Talbot 
Lago Racing Car; Petrol Pump Forecourt Set and pre-war/post-war Ships - conditions are generally Fair to Good.  (qty) 

 £60 - £70 

3284. Dinky unboxed group to include 3 x Standard Atlas Bus; 4 x Daimler "Ambulance"; 6 x Studebaker Tanker plus 
others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair.  (5) 

 £70 - £80 

3285. A large miscellaneous group which includes Corgi and Dinky reproduction spares plus boxes; Models of Yesteryear 
plastic canopies and loads - some models ready for restoration plus a quantity of white metal replacement parts - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

3286. Morestone/Budgie unboxed group to include Land Rover "AA"; Wolseley "Police" Car; "RAC" Motorcycle and 
Sidecar - lot also includes Husky model - conditions are generally Poor to Good Plus - see photo.  (17) 

 £40 - £50 

3287. Corgi CC14201 Scania "Roland Young"; Lledo/Vanguards VA28004 Austin A35; Matchbox Superfast MB17 "MICA" 
Bus; Dinky (Atlas Editions) 920 Guy "Heinz" Van; 943 Leyland Octopus "Esso" Tanker; Hog - Mikrostirling plus 
others - conditions are appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Mint boxes - see photo.  (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

3288. NZG 1748S Mercedes 1748 Articulated Truck and Trailer - finished in dark with silver, red and blue side 
flashes - overall condition is generally Excellent in a Good carded box and unboxed early issue Mercedes Covered Truck with 
Openback Trailer - turquoise, brown, red, black - Good.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

3289. Dinky/Corgi/Spot-on group of empty boxes to include Corgi 200 Ford Consul Saloon; 246 Chrysler Imperial; Dinky 562 
Dumper Truck; 699 Military Vehicles Gift Set; 480 Bedford "Kodak" Van; Triang Spot-on 212 Dingy and Car Trailer 
Set - conditions are generally Poor to Fair.  (15) 

 £30 - £40 

3290. Matchbox empty boxes a group to include Regular Wheel 2a Dumper Truck; Major Pack M2 Bedford Articulated Truck; 
Major Pack M2 Bedford Articulated Truck; Superfast 2 Mercedes Covered Trailer; 3 Mercedes "Ambulance"; 24 Team 
Matchbox plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Good - see photo.  (54) 

 £25 - £35 

3291. Empty Bus Boxes to include Gamda "Israel" Coach; Metosul 5 x 23 Double Decker; Tekno 950 Mercedes Coach; 
Tomica Dandy 015/056; plus others - conditions are generally Good to Excellent.  (14) 

 £50 - £60 

3292. Empty Boxes a large group to include Milton 318 Estate Car; Lion Car 38 DAF Bus; Rio 66 Bugatti Royal, Lego 384 
Double Decker Bus; Eagle Ocean Going Type IX; Seerol London Taxi plus others - conditions vary from Fair (including some 
reproduction) to Excellent - see photo.  (lg qty) 

 £40 - £50 
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3293. Britains and similar a large quantity of unboxed to include Farm Animals, Wildlife Animals, Soldiers, Cowboys & 
Indians, Romans, plus some Farm Accessories - see photo - conditions vary from Fair to Excellent.  (lg qty) 

 £70 - £80 

3294. Britains or similar a large quantity of Lead Farm Animals including Sheep, Horses, Pigs, Turkeys, Cows, Geese, plus 
others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair.  (lg qty) 

 £50 - £60 

3295. Mettoy "Walt Disney" - Movie Viewer a group of 5 Super 8 colour cassettes which include Three Little Pigs, Dumbo, 
plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent packaging; Galoob "Star Wars" 
Action Fleet "Darth Vader's" TIE Fighter - Mint in a Fair (crushed) window box and Zee (Girl Power Toys) - "Spice Girls" figures 
including "Scary, Baby" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Excellent to Near Mint blister cards all contained 
in a Poor to Fair counter dispenser box - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

3296. Matchbox/Dinky/Corgi a group of empty Bus Boxes including Corgi 469 London Routemaster; Dinky 289 Routemaster; 
Matchbox Super Kings K15 The Londoner plus others - also includes Corgi 424 Security Truck - conditions are generally Fair to 
Excellent (some flat packs) - see photo (much duplication).   (20) 

 £20 - £30 

3297. Majorette large plastic/perspex header display (would normally slot into metal gondolier or similar - overall condition is 
generally Good to Good Plus - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

3298. Dinky unboxed group to include Dodge Tipper - orange cab, chassis, mid-green back and ridged hubs, Austin 
Openback Wagon - blue, mid-blue ridged hubs; Electric Dairy Wagon "Express Dairy"; "Post Office Telephones" Service Van; 
Land Rover "Mersey Tunnel Police" plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair.  (17) 

 £70 - £80 

3299. Dinky 33w Scammell Mechanical Horse and Trailer a group to include 3 x brown including trailer, black ridged hubs; 
yellow trailer with blue smooth hubs, plus others - some trailers and units are separate, see photo - conditions are generally 
Poor to Fair. (qty) 

 £70 - £80 

3300. Charbens Delivery Van - a pair (1) "Police" - blue, black wheels and (2) "Carter Patterson" - green including metal 
wheels - conditions are Fair.  (2) 

 £10 - £20 

3301. Pathfinder Models PFM14 Riley 1.5 1958 - black body, darker beige interior, silver and chrome trim (front bumper does 
require attention to repair) otherwise condition is generally Near Mint in a Good to Good Plus carded box with certificate - see 
photo. 

 £40 - £50 

3302. Playart 7940 (Fast Wheel) Tractor - blue, orange, green, chrome trim - Near Mint in a Good Plus window box (does 
have price labels attached to front). 

 £20 - £30 

3303. Benbros Tractor - yellow, bare metal wheels, silver trim, with figure driver - Good to Good Plus still a bright example. 

 £20 - £30 
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3304. Colour Slides (copyright not included) mainly Cruise Liners - all are contained in 3 plastic cases.  (qty - see photo) 

 £10 - £15 

3305. Dinky/Corgi unboxed group to include Dinky Foden (1st type) Diesel Wagon; Commer Breakdown Lorry, Leopard 
Tank; "Star Trek - USS Enterprise"; Corgi "The Incredible Hulk" Mazda Pick-up, the lot also includes some other 
manufacturers - see photo conditions are generally Poor to Fair.  (30) 

 £80 - £90 

3306. Mattel Hot Wheels Redline - a group of vintage tinplate Badges to include Python; Custom Eldorado; Snake; Custom 
Volkswagen; Mustang Boss Hoss plus others - includes duplication - conditions are generally Fair to Excellent (some have 
rusting to backs) - see photo.  (approx 200). 

 £60 - £70 

3307. A boxed group to include Lledo/Vanguards VA3000 Austin "Ransom's"; Corgi "Fighting Vehicles" Series 66601 King 
Tiger Tank; (1/43rd scale) Volkswagen Minibus "Lufthansa"; "James Bond" 05101 BMW taken from the film "Tomorrow Never 
Dies" - "Routemasters in Exile"; "The South 4-piece set plus others by other manufacturers - conditions are generally Excellent 
to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging.  (15) 

 £50 - £60 

3308. Dinky/Corgi Military unboxed group to include Dinky Jeep; Honest John Missile Launcher; Corgi Mack Tank 
Transporter; Half Track with Trailer; Tiger Tank plus others - conditions vary from Fair to Good Plus - see photo.  (11) 

 £50 - £60 

3309. Unboxed group to include Dinky Land Rover "Fire Service"; Bedford Refuse Collector, Maisto (1/18th scale) Ferrari 
F50; Mira (1/18th scale) Ford Mustang Fastback; Corgi Classics Jaguar XK120 plus others - conditions vary from Fair to 
Excellent Plus (some could be better if slight time spent in cleaning).  (5) 

 £40 - £50 

3310. Airfix plastic Kits a group to include 08173-1 (1/144th scale) Boeing 747 "Braniff International"; 06177 DC10 "British 
Caledonian"; 06171-9 Lockheed Tristar "Air Canada" plus others - conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint (unchecked for 
correctness) in generally Good (slightly grubby and faded) to Good Plus boxes - still bright examples see photo.  (5) 

 £50 - £60 

3311. Plastic Kits a group to include Matchbox PK-571 (1/144th scale) Dronier; Revell 4223 Boeing 747 "KLM"; Imai B1391 
(1/200th scale) Tug Boat; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for 
correctness) in generally Good (slightly crushed) to Near Mint boxes (some still in factory wrap) - see photo.  (150 

 £70 - £80 

3312. Mattel Hot Wheels a group of "Spiderman & Guardians of the Galaxy" issues including Rocketfire; Quicksand; Fast 
Fish; Golden Arrow; Power Bomb plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Near Mint to Mint blister cards (all are 
ex-shop stock) - duplication.  (40) 

 £50 - £60 

3313. Mattel Hot Wheels a group of "Spiderman & Guardians of the Galaxy" issues including Rocketfire; Quicksand; Fast 
Fish; Golden Arrow; Power Bomb plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Near Mint to Mint blister cards (all are 
ex-shop stock) - duplication.  (40) 

 £50 - £60 
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3314. Mattel Hot Wheels a group of "Spiderman & Guardians of the Galaxy" issues including Rocketfire; Quicksand; Fast 
Fish; Golden Arrow; Power Bomb plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Near Mint to Mint blister cards (all are 
ex-shop stock) - duplication.  (40) 

 £50 - £60 

3315. Mattel Hot Wheels a group of "Spiderman & Guardians of the Galaxy" issues including Rocketfire; Quicksand; Fast 
Fish; Golden Arrow; Power Bomb plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Near Mint to Mint blister cards (all are 
ex-shop stock) - duplication.  (40) 

 £50 - £60 

3316. Mattel Hot Wheels "Spiderman and Guardians of the Galaxy" group to include Power Bomb; Sling Shot; RD-08; 
Golden Arrow; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint on Near Mint to Mint blister cards (ex-shop 
stock) - duplication.  (6) 

 £30 - £40 

3317. Matchbox Convoy Series a group to include Peterbilt Articulated Truck & Trailer 7 x "Crown" - red, white and blue; 7 x 
"Happy Valley Express" - white, blue and 7 x "Goodwrench Racing Team" - conditions are generally Mint in Excellent to Mint 
boxes (some boxes require slight attention in dusting).  (21) 

 £50 - £60 

3318. Matchbox Convoy Series Peterbilt Articulated Truck & Trailer to include 9 x "Crown" - red, white and blue; 5 x 
"Goodwrench Racing Team" and 8 x "Happy Valley Express" - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint 
window boxes (some require slight attention in dusting).  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

3319. Dinky/Corgi unboxed group to include Dinky Field Marshall Tractor; Electric Articulated Delivery Van "British Railways", 
Centurion Tank; Land Rover; Corgi to include Priestman Shovel plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Good.  (18) 

 £70 - £80 

3320. Dinky/Corgi unboxed group to include Dinky Rolls Royce Silver Wraith, Plymouth Estate Wagon; Austin Healey Racing 
Car; Daimler "Ambulance"; Corgi to include Ford Cortina "Graham Hill"; Volvo P1800 "The Saint" plus others - conditions are 
generally Poor to Good.  (18) 

 £60 - £70 

3321. British made unboxed group to include Britains Guns; Charbens Delivery Van; Crescent Toys Mercedes Racer; 
Morestone Military Police Land Rover plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair.  (18) 

 £70 - £80 

3322. Charbens "GWR" Articulated Unit with Trailer - finished in brown, cream, silver radiator and bumper - plus 2 x extra 
trailers - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus.  (5) 

 £70 - £80 

3323. Charbens "GWR" Articulated Unit with Trailer - finished in brown, cream, silver radiator and bumper - plus 2 x extra 
trailers - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus.  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

3324. Charbens Military Armoured Car - finished in green including metal wheels - conditions are generally Good Plus to 
Excellent Plus.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 
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3325. Charbens Military Armoured Car a group of 5 finished in green including metal wheels - conditions are generally Fair 
(one missing wheels) to Excellent - see photo.  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

3326. Corgi Classics "Chipperfield Circus" set of 12 (circa 1995 issue) to include Bedford type O Articulated Truck; Bedford 
Horse Transporter; ERF Flat Truck; Scammell Breakdown Truck; Bedford Mobile Booking Office plus others - conditions appear 
to be generally Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint boxes (many are still in factory shrink-wrap) - see photo, the lot also includes 
correct issue colour pull-out catalogue.  (13) 

 £120 - £140 

3327. Corgi Classics "Chipperfield Circus" group to include "Mary Chipperfield" Performing Horses; Foden Articulated Tank 
Trailer; 4-piece gift set; 2 x figure sets; Land Rover and Human Cannon- conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent 
Plus to Mint boxes (many are still factory sealed).  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

3328. Corgi Classics "The Showmans" Range set of 12 (circa 1995/96 issues) includes "John Codona's" AEC Truck & 
Trailer; "Crow's" Scammell Breakdown Truck; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint boxes 
(many are still in factory tissue wrap) - also comes accompanied with correct pullout colour catalogue and "The Showmans 
Range" wall mounted cabinet with 9 x shelves - see photo. 

 £150 - £200 

3329. Lledo a group of Gift Sets to include 3-piece "Anadin"; "Pan Am"; "Hershey's"; "Vintage Rolls Royce Car Collection" 
plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus (small scuffs of 
edges) boxes.  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

3330. Corgi Classics "D-Day" 4-piece Gift Set; "London 2012" Olympic Games issues; "Promod" 3-piece Morris set; Lledo 
Thrust SSC; "Only Fools & Horses" Reliant Van plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (28) 

 £50 - £70 

3331. Glass/wooden Display Case, this professionally made display case comes with mirror back (would have been done at 
extra cost), 5 x glass shelves (approx 95cm x 65cm) - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

3332. Large free-standing wooden and glass Display Cabinet with plug-in light, 4 x glass shelves (Argos Exclusive 
Issue) - approx (5cm x 70cm x 34cm) - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

3333. Wooden and Glass Cabinet formica style with locking front doors, 8 x shelves - (approx 110cm x 69cm x 18cm) - see 
photo, this professionally made shop sold cabinet display superbly - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

3334. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear unboxed Giftware to include Mercedes; Crossly; Thomas Flyabout plus 
others - finished in chrome and gold plated - some are missing seats - otherwise conditions are generally Good to Excellent 
Plus - see photo.  (13) 

 £40 - £50 
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3335. Matchbox large unboxed group mainly Models of Yesteryear to include Thomas Flyabout; Jaguar SS; Ford Model T; 
Rolls Royce; Mercedes; also includes some Major Packs, Regular Wheel and Super Kings - conditions vary from Poor to 
Excellent Plus.  (lg qty contained in 2 trays - see photo) 

 £60 - £80 

3336. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear boxed group to include 2 x Y16 Spyker - pale yellow and deep yellow examples; 3 x 
Y7 Rolls Royce; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good (slightly grubby) to Excellent 
boxes - plus a large quantity of mainly empty boxes to include Lledo, Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, Superfast, plus much 
more - see part photo.  (lg qty) 

 £40 - £50 

3337. Aircraft unboxed group to include Dinky Seaplane; Giant Mono - Speed Plane; plus other manufacturers and Solido 
Vintage Car - conditions are generally Poor to Fair.  (6) 

 £20 - £30 

3338. Britains large unboxed group to include Volvo BM Tractor; various Trailers and Implements; plus a large quantity of 
Animals and Figures including cows, pigs, sheep etc - lot also includes Corgi Toys Furrow Plough - conditions are generally 
Fair to Excellent. (large qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3339. Dinky/Tekno a very large quantity of empty reproduction boxes including 434 Bedford TK Crash Tender; 274 Mini Van 
"Joseph Mason Paints"; 917 Guy "Spratts" Van; Tekno to include Fire Engine, Delivery Truck plus others - some duplication, 
conditions are generally Good to Mint.  (lg qty contained in 2 trays - see photo). 

 £70 - £80 

3340. Meccano Magazines - a large quantity dating from 1947 to 1970 - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus.  (lg qty) 

 £60 - £70 

3341. A pair of glass and wooden Display Cabinets approx (26" x 14" x 4") - both come complete with glass and shelf 
pins - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus (well constructed) - one has "Lancia" badge attached to front - see photo. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

3342. Toybiz "Lord of the Rings" - "Arwen" figure which is generally Good Pus in a Fair to Good presentation box; Lledo 
Morris "PP" Van - Mint including window box; Oxford Diecast "British Railways" Delivery Van; plus others, also includes a small 
quantity of green, red and white Bayko, includes some photo-copied sheets and pins - conditions are generally Good to Good 
Plus.  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

3343. Unboxed group to include Matchbox Super Kings Security Truck "Group 4" with gold bullion on trolley; Matchbox 
Convoy Series "NASA" Low Loader; Corgi "London Transport" Routemaster Bus; Galoob "The A Team" Van and "Face" 
Corvette plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Excellent.  (40) 

 £30 - £40 

3344. Hot Wheel (Mattel) - "Batman - a group of mainly Batmobiles, also includes a 5-piece set - all are different variations 
including model and cards - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint including blister cards - see photo.  (40) 

 £60 - £70 
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3345. Dinky "War Chariot" - finished in blue, white, red and dark blue plastic with firing missile - Mint on a Good Plus (factory 
sealed) blister card. 

 £20 - £25 

3346. Pedigree "Sindy" 44544 Shower Unit - finished in blue, white, with sealed accessories, instruction leaflet - condition is 
generally Near Mint in an Excellent carded box (ex-shop stock) and Marx 5390 plastic friction drive Fire Engine - red, white, 
yellow ladders, blue roof light - Mint including inner packing pieces in a Good Plus carded picture box (ex-shop stock).  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

3347. Matchbox Convoy Series/Superfast a group of 4 to include "Big Top Circus" Truck & Container Trailer; Peterbilt 
Articulated Truck & Trailer "Goodwrench Racing Team"; "Indy 500" 2-piece Racing Set and "Lance Racing" 2-piece 
set - conditions appear to be generally Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (4) 

 £20 - £30 

3348. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) BMW 635CSI - Mint including rigid perspex case in a Excellent box; Corgi 291 Austin Metro 
"Datapost" - white, blue - Near Mint in a Fair to Good orange, yellow and black window box; 1005 "Corgitronics" Land Rover 
"Police" - Mint in a Good presentation window box and Corgi Classics AN01101 Ford Consul Saloon - brown - Mint in a 
Excellent presentation box.  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

3349. Garth/Garth Related Cartoon Strips and similar a large quantity of photocopied Garth photo strips which are all mainly 
in folders and each folder contains the full cartoon strip of each particular story.  Cartoon strip stories include "Children of the 
Dawn", "The Rebels", "The Big Game", along with others.  Each folder contains a photocopy of the page which contained the 
Garth comic strip along with other comic strips such as Buck Ryan, The Larks, Belinda, The Flutters and similar.  Also to 
include in this lot is a large quantity of Daily Mirror pages containing Garth comic strips, along with other comic strips such as 
The Perishers, Buck Ryan, Andy Capp and similar.  This is a large collection and has been painstakingly been put together and 
although there is no original comics in this lot relating to Garth (photocopied and newspaper copies) this is an extremely good 
reference to the comic strip Garth.  Also to include in this lot is a hardback book "The Mirror Classic Cartoon Collection" which 
details yet again Garth comic strips, Andy Capp and other similar comic strips.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to 
Good.  Please note due to the sheer weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only.  As stated this lot is 
ideal for reference. (large qty in 4 plastic tubs on 1 pallet) 

 £10 - £15 

3350. A large quantity of mainly Aircraft/Military Aircraft, Modelling Magazines and similar in binders comprising of titles such 
as Air Plane, Combat Aircraft Monthly, Scale Aviation Modeller, Model World and similar.  Also to include in this lot is a small 
number of hardback books entitled RAF In Action 1939 to 1945, The Apollo Missions by David Baker, Vulcan God of Fire by 
Tim McLelland, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good although not checked.  Please note due to the weight 
of this lot collection only as shipping is not available. (large qty on 1 pallet) 

 £15 - £20 

3351. A large quantity of mainly Aircraft/Military Aircraft, Modelling Magazines and similar in binders comprising of titles such 
as Air Plane, Giant War Planes, World Aircraft, and similar.  Conditions all generally appear Good although not checked.  
Please note due to the weight of this lot collection only as shipping is not available. (large qty on 1 pallet) 

 £15 - £20 

3352. A Railway related lot comprising of a boxed Tesco 56-piece plastic and wooden constructed Train Set along with a 
large number of loose wooden track and trains which again are possibly the same Tesco train set as the boxed item, which 
generally appears Good in Good outer box. (1) 

 £5 - £10 
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3353. Thomas Salter Hobbies, Keilkraft and similar a small group of mainly boxed plastic and metal Tram kits which all 
generally appear to be mainly partly built/partly painted.  Conditions do generally appear Poor to Fair in generally Good outer 
packaging.  Also to include in this lot is a small quantity of softback and hardback books comprising of hardback book "Military 
Vehicles of World War II" by John Church, hardback book "Buses, Trolleys and Trams" by Chas. S. Dunbar, hardback book 
"Blackpool by Tram" by Steve Palmer and Brian Turner, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Fair  
Also to include in this lot is a boxed Thomas Salter Hobbies Link Model Building System "Stonework Set" which generally 
appears Good although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer box (please note nothing in this lot has been 
checked for completeness or correctness).  (qty) 

 £10 - £15 

3354. MB Games, Waddingtons and similar a mixed lot of boxed and unboxed board games, puzzles, wooden toys and 
similar to include MB Games "Bali", MB Games boxed "Battleship", a Waddingtons boxed "Blockbusters (The ITV Quiz Game) 
along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a wooden construction Sailing Boat, a wooden construction Children's pull-along 
Train with Carriages and other items such as books, blister pack magazine issue Military models and similar.  This is a mixed 
interesting lot and well worth a good sort.  Please note nothing in this lot has been checked for completeness or tested.  
Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good in generally Poor to Good outer packaging where applicable. (large qty) 

 £10 - £15 

3355. Picture Pride or similar a pair of glass and wooden constructed hinged door Wall Display Cabinets which measure 
approximately 73cm wide x 87cm height x 12cm depth and both come with 8 x glass shelves.  SHIPPING IS NOT AVAILABLE 
FOR THIS LOT DUE TO WEIGHT AND SIZE ALONG WITH GLASS CONTENT THEREFORE LOCAL COLLECTION ONLY.  
Conditions generally appear Good. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3356. Picture Pride a group of wooden/glass constructed wall mounted Display Cabinets which each having a hinged front 
opening glass door and the first one measuring 85cm wide x 85cm height x 12cm depth and comes complete with 6 x glass 
shelves along with two other cabinets which both measure approximately 76cm wide x 85cm height x 9cm deep with one 
coming complete with 8 x glass shelves and the other coming complete with 9 x glass shelves.  PLEASE NOTE DUE TO THE 
SIZE AND WEIGHT ALONG WITH THE GLASS CONTENT OF THIS LOT SHIPPING IS NOT AVAILABLE THEREFORE 
LOCAL COLLECTION ONLY.  Conditions of these cabinets generally appear Good. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

3357. Timbercraft a glass and wooden constructed wall display cabinet (manufactured by David Cooper) which measures 
approx 123cm wide (approx 4') x 89cm in height (just under 3') by 15cm deep and also comes with 8 glass shelves. Condition 
does look generally to be Good although would benefit from a further clean possibly due to previous storage. PLEASE NOTED 
DUE TO THE SIZE AND WEIGHT AND GLASS CONTENT OF THIS LOT SHIPPING IS NOT AVAILABLE THEREFORE 
COLLECTION ONLY. 

 £30 - £40 

3358. Pedigree, Meccano, Palitoy and similar a large quantity of boxed Board Games, Childrens Play Toys, Jigsaws and 
other similar items to include a Palitoy boxed "New Faces Game", a Pedigree boxed Sindy "Sindy's Bathroom Gift Set" a Holly 
Hobby boxed "Secret Doll House", a boxed Meccano 2000 Construction Set along with others. Please note nothing in this lot 
has been checked for completeness or correctness and nothing has been tested. Conditions all generally range from Poor to 
Good in generally Poor to Fair outer packaging (please note the majority of this packaging does suffer from crushing, tearing, 
creasing etc along with some packaging does suffer from water damage and mould).  (qty in 2 large cardboard boxes) 

 £20 - £30 

3359. Matchbox Beers of the World a complete set including YGB1 to YGB24, models do come loose and will need re-boxing 
but there is still a full set. The models still appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (24) 

 £40 - £60 
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3360. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed Taste of France group to include the full set from YTS1 to YT6, the models 
are loose and do need re-boxing, conditions appear generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint 
boxes.  (6) 

 £30 - £40 

3361. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include YSH2 London Omnibus 1986, YSH3 Wells Fargo 
Stagecoach 1875, YSH1 Gypsy Caravan 1900, models are unboxed and will need repackaging. Conditions appear generally 
Excellent to Near Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

3362. Debo Toys The Perfect Toy large scale Horsedrawn Milk Cart (copy of the original early Lesney Toy) in orange with 
white letters "Pasteurised Milk" with brown horse and white driver with 6 x white crates, conditions appear generally Good Plus 
in generally Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

3363. Hebo Toys a boxed large scale Horsedrawn Rag & Bone Merchants Cart (copy of the original early Lesney Toy) in 
yellow with red wheels, graphite grey horse with tan driver, the lot comes with 7 x silver pieces. Conditions appear generally 
Good Plus in generally Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

3364. Matchbox Collectables a boxed set including YMS01-M to YMS08-M a complete set. Conditions appear Mint in 
generally Good to Excellent postage boxes.  (8) 

 £30 - £50 

3365. Matchbox Collectables a boxed set to include VEM01-M to VEM07-M a complete boxed set. Conditions appear Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent outer postage boxes.  (7) 

 £40 - £50 

3366. Matchbox Collectables a boxed set group to include YET01-M to YET06-M. Conditions appear Mint in generally Good 
to Excellent postage boxes.  (6) 

 £30 - £50 

3367. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include 1829 Stephensons Rocket, YY66 Her Majesty's Golden State 
Coach, Y16 1923 Scania-Valis Post Bus, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to 
Near Mint boxes.  (10) 

 £40 - £50 

3368. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear unboxed/empty boxed group to include in woodgrain/straw boxes, this lot comprises of 
a large quantity of unboxed models including 1912 Ford Model T "Sunlight", 1912 Ford Model T "Express Dairy" and others, this 
lot also comes with a large quantity of straw/woodgrain boxes, boxes are not checked but assumed to match. Conditions 
appear generally Good to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes.  (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

3369. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a unboxed/empty boxed group to include a large quantity of unboxed Models of 
Yesteryear including Y-21 1926 Ford TT Van "Osram", 1920 Mack Truck "Kiwi Boot Polish" plus others, also includes a large 
quantity of 70 unboxed Models of Yesteryear (red box), models are unchecked but are assumed to match boxes. (lg qty) 

 £40 - £60 
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3370. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear/Matchbox Dinky a boxed group to include DY-9 1949 Land Rover, Y-21 1957 BMW 
507, Y62 1932 Model AA Ford 1 1/2-ton Truck plus others. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to 
Near Mint boxes.  (37) 

 £40 - £50 

3371. Matchbox a mainly boxed group to include YY60-27426 Set, unboxed Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Preston 
Tramcar, wooden/glass cabinet plus 1 x 1980 Matchbox Calendar. Conditions appear Excellent to Mint.  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

3372. "The Thing" from The Addams Family a Coin Bank in original box from mid 1960's (not tested).  Conditions appear 
generally Near Mint, box is generally Good Plus but does show signs of wear and would benefit from a clean, box does have 
inner packaging however one inside flap is off but is still present. (1) 

 £30 - £40 

3373. Corgi a boxed 266 Chitty Chitty Bang Bang includes all four figures (1967).  Conditions appear generally Excellent in 
Good Plus box, does have a crease on the back. (1) 

 £80 - £100 

3374. Corgi Tramlines a boxed group to include C992/6 Southampton Corporation, C990/2 Sheffield Corporation Tramways, 
C991/3 Bath Corporation.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £40 - £60 

3375. Corgi a boxed Eddie Stobart group to include 23101 Ford Transcontinental Tilt Trailer "Eddie Stobart", 59601 Ford 
Cargo Box Van, 19306 Bedford S Box Van, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. 
(12) 

 £40 - £50 

3376. Corgi Classics a boxed Bus group to include 97741 two Jersey Bedford OB Coaches The Island Set, Corgi 97064 The 
Blackpool Set with Plaxton Paramount, AEC Routemaster and Metro Bus, The Buses of Yellow Way, one AEC Regal and one 
Bedford OB Coach with certificate.  Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (12) 

 £40 - £50 

3377. Corgi a boxed group to include AEC 508 Forward Control 5-ton Cabover, 474 reproduction Walls Ice Cream Van on 
Ford Thames "Musical", 94145 Mini Limited Edition in red with white roof, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally 
Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (27) 

 £40 - £60 

3378. Corgi Classics a boxed set group to include 4755 The Whitbread Set with AEC Cabover and Thornycroft Beer Truck, 
97698 Metropolitan Police Set with Bedford OB Coach and Morris Minor, Corgi Transport of the 30's Set, plus others similar.  
Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (16) 

 £50 - £70 

3379. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 50601 M.K.T. Mack AC, 05603 Bedford CA Van "KLG Plugs", 58003 Taxi and 
figure "The Beatles", plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint 
boxes. (14) 

 £50 - £60 
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3380. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 4 x Golden Oldies models, 97891 The Billy Smart's AEC Mercury Truck and 
Trailer, 97701 Seddon Atkinson Horse Transporter Set "Whitbread".  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Near Mint boxes. (13) 

 £50 - £70 

3381. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 97942 ERF Flatbed with Chains/Barrels "Flowers", 97372 Atkinson Cylindrical 
Tanker "Mackeson", 97318 Scammell Scarab "Websters", plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint in Good Plus to 
Near Mint boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £60 

3382. Corgi an unboxed/empty box Bus group to include Bedford Type OB Coaches 17 x unboxed models with 10 x empty 
boxes (models assumed to match) plus Corgi Thornycroft Buses including 8 x unboxed models with 7 x empty boxes (assumed 
to match), plus 13 x unboxed AEC Buses with 11 x empty boxes with 1 x boxed.  Conditions appear generally Good to Near 
Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (large qty in 3 cardboard boxes) 

 £40 - £60 

3383. Corgi an unboxed/empty box group to include 4 x Corgi unboxed/empty boxes Mini, plus 3 x unboxed/empty box 
Scammell Scarabs, plus 1 x Thames Trader Box Van, plus others (some models do not have a box).  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3384. Corgi an unboxed group to include a quantity of Morris Minor/Morris Minor Vans to include 23 x unboxed Morris 
Minor/Vans, plus 23 x empty boxes, plus 3 x already boxed Morris Minor Vans.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to 
Near Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3385. Corgi a boxed empty box/unboxed Bedford/Renault/Mack Truck/Van group to include 36 x unboxed models, plus 29 x 
empty boxes, plus 2 x already pre-boxed models.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint in Good to Excellent 
boxes. (Large qty in 2 large cardboard boxes) 

 £40 - £50 

3386. Corgi an empty box/unboxed group to include a full set of Her Majesty the Queen's 40th Anniversary plus The Corgi 
Royal Anniversary Collection wooden cabinet, plus 2 x pre-boxed models, also includes a Thornycroft boxed Vans/Beer Trucks, 
a total of 42 unboxed models with 10 empty boxes.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint in Good to Excellent 
boxes.  (large qty in 3 large cardboard boxes) 

 £40 - £60 

3387. Corgi a boxed/unboxed Ford group to include Ford Popular Van, Ford Model T, Ford Popular 103E models and empty 
boxes including 31 x unboxed models with 31 x empty boxes (boxes are assumed to match).  Conditions Good Plus to Near 
Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (31) 

 £30 - £40 

3388. Corgi a boxed/empty box group to include Bedford O Series Pantechnicons, AEC 508 Forward Control 5-ton Cabovers 
to include 13 x unboxed Bedford O Series Pantechnicons, plus 9 x empty boxes, plus 2 x already boxed models including 
Limited Edition 1961 Blackpool Tower Circus model and Limited Edition Brewer & Turnbull model, also includes 19 x unboxed 
AEC Forward Control 5-ton Cabovers with 7 x empty boxes with 1 x already pre-boxed model.  Conditions appear generally 
Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

3389. Rio, Majorette, Solido a boxed group to include 64 Mercedes Personal A H Car 1942, boxed Majorette 600 Shell 
Tanker with Dual Trailer, plus Solido Budweiser Cargo Truck, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint 
in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £30 - £40 
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3390. Franklin Mint a boxed group to include 4 x Franklin Mint models within perspex cases including 1932 Ford Deuce 
Coupe, Mercedes Benz 770K Pullman, 1962 Volkswagen Micro Bus, 1910 Cadillac Model 30, also with this lot is an outer 
postage mail box Franklin Mint which is a 1964 Jaguar E-type Coupe in red.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent 
(delicate parts may be broken or missing) in generally Excellent boxes (perspex cases could benefit from a clean).  (5) 

 £60 - £80 

3391. Franklin Mint a perspex case/wooden glass cabinet group to include perspex case models such as 1967 Volkswagen 
Beetle, 1957 Mercedes 300 SC, 1938 Alvis, 1949 Ford Woody Wagon, also includes in wooden/glass cabinet a 1905 Rolls 
Royce.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint (some models appear to have damage to delicate parts and maybe 
wheels off but are still present within the lot) in generally Good to Excellent perspex cases that could benefit from cleaning. (5) 

 £60 - £80 

3392. Franklin Mint an unboxed group - this lot includes a Franklin Mint Precision Models display wooden cabinet and 
includes 9 x Franklin Mint unboxed models such as the 1955 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud I, 1967 Morris Mini Cooper, Citroen 2CV 
1951, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent (some delicate parts may be missing, broken off or loose).  
(10) 

 £60 - £80 

3393. Lledo, Matchbox and similar a mainly boxed group to include K15 Berlin Bus, The Royal Wedding 1981 KRW-15 Bus, 
The Dam Busters 50th Anniversary Lledo Set, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Fair 
to Near Mint boxes. (large qty) 

 £40 - £50 

3394. Maisto, Polistil a mainly larger scale Car group to include Tonka Polistil Citroen 2CV, 3008 Bburago Alfa Romeo 2300 
Spider, plus 3 x glass made vehicles on plaques which include VW Beetle, Jaguar XK120, Jeep Renegade, plus others.  
Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (9) 

 £20 - £40 

3395. Oxford Diecast a boxed Haulage/Construction group to include MB010 Mercedes Actros Semi Low Loader "JCB", 
76DF001 DF85 40' Box Trailer "Royal Mail", 76JS001 JCB JS220 Trax Excavator "JCB" plus others similar. Conditions appear 
generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (17) 

 £60 - £80 

3396. EFE, Atlas Edition, Oxford Diecast a boxed group to include a MAN Pump Ladder Fire Engine, 76FT002 Royal Mail 
New Ford Transit Van, 29807 Wright SLP Dennis Lance Southend Transport 6 Eastwood Kent ELMS plus others. Conditions 
appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes.  (approx 50) 

 £70 - £90 

3397. Maisto/Shell, Airfix, Life-Like Trains and similar a mainly boxed group to include 18 x Shell MP, Maisto, Shell, Sport 
Cars collection models including 1 x Sports Car Collection Booklet, 1 x boxed Life-Like Trains 461 Cattle Car, 2 x 24 Airfix 
Couplings, 2 x Airfix Motor Racing Track Officials and Spectators, 3 x HO Scale Trucks, 2 x HO Scale Trailers. Conditions 
appear generally Good to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes.  (29) 

 £40 - £50 

3398. TV & Film Related group to include a Matchbox Stingray Marineville Headquarters Action Playset plus some unboxed 
McDonald's Happy Meal Toys, 1 bag of Watchmen Memorabilia such as badges, pens and others similar. Conditions appear 
generally Excellent to Mint.  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 
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3399. Corgi, Triang, Matchbox, Dinky, Atlas a partially boxed group to include 1 x boxed 28 State Landau, 1 x boxed Corgi 
Original Omnibus, 1 x boxed Corgi Golden Oldies Bedford CA Van, Triang Minic Price Guide, Matchbox boxed 43 Steam 
Locomotive, 44 Passenger Coach plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes.  (13) 

 £30 - £50 

3400. Matchbox, Dinky, Atlas Editions and similar a mainly Military related group to include Matchbox Superfast/Rola-Matics, 
unboxed Military Vehicles such as Tanks, Personnel Carriers, also includes some Atlas Edition Aviation models such as The 
Battle of Britain Supermarine Spitfire, also includes 2 x Atlas Edition or similar Boats including the HMS Hood and the Bismarck 
plus Dinky and Matchbox Planes. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent (some models have delicate parts missing, 
broken off or loose.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3401. Corgi, Matchbox, Oxford Diecast, Lledo and others a mainly boxed group to include a boxed Corgi Battle of Britain 
Memorial Flight 3-piece Set 49501, unboxed Norev Simca Plein Ciel, unboxed Dinky 236 Connaught, plus others.  Conditions 
appear generally Poor to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (14) 

 £30 - £40 

3402. Matchbox/Lesney a mainly boxed Regular Wheels group to include 1 Mercedes Truck x 2, 2 Mercedes Trailer x 2, 40 
Hay Trailer, 49 Unimog, 72 Standard Jeep, 2 x 30 8-wheel Cranes, empty box 74 Daimler Bus, boxed K-12 Scammell Mobile 
Crane.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent in generally Poor to Good boxes. (11) 

 £50 - £70 

3403. Lesney/Matchbox an unboxed group to include Accessory Pack No.2 Matchbox Car Transporter in grey/red, 7 4-ton 
Leyland Truck "W & R. Jacob & Co. Ltd", 6 AEC 1916 to 21, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Good Plus. (12) 

 £50 - £60 

3404. Matchbox/Lesney/Husky an unboxed group to include Forward Control Land Rover, 10 Leyland Pipe Truck, 13 Wreck 
Truck, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Poor to Good. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

3405. Corgi a mainly unboxed Chipperfield's group to include 1 x Corgi Classics boxed 31708 Land Rover, Morris Minor 
Pick-up, Thames Trader and AEC Fire Engine Set, Bedford Tractor Unit with Articulated Horse Box, International 6x6 Truck, 
Circus Animal Cage, Bedford Tractor Unit, Land Rover 109 W.B x 2, Platform Trailer, plus 1 x Elephant, 2 x Horses, plus 1 x 
Lion figures.  Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Excellent box. (12) 

 £50 - £60 

3406. Corgi a boxed 267 Batmobile which includes Batmobile with 1 x Batman figure and 1 x Robin figure, model comes with 
inner packaging, outer box does have its end flaps detached but are still present and conditions appear generally Good Plus to 
Excellent in Fair box. (1) 

 £60 - £70 

3407. Triang Hornby The Flying Scotsman Locomotive and Tender, model is within inner packaging and one half of its outer 
box.  Conditions appear generally Excellent. (1) 

 £10 - £15 

3408. Corgi Classics Heavy Haulage 1/50th scale 31013 Scammell Contractor x 2, Nicholas Trailers and "Slug Catcher" load, 
generally Near Mint in a Good box (does have some creases and scuffs to edges). 

 £40 - £50 
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3409. Mixed group of 1/50th scale items (1) Corgi Classics Hauliers of Renown CC13406 MAN TGA XXL Box 
Trailer - "Saints Transport"; (2) Joal 1/50th scale Articulated Truck and Trailer - white/black; (3) Cararama (Oxford Diecast) 
1/50th scale Curtainside Trailer - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (3) 

 £30 - £50 

3410. Corgi a mixed group to include Corgi Classics Buses and Coaches including 97197 AEC Regal Western Welsh, 97875 
Bristol K Utility Bus - Cardiff Corporation, 97171 Burlingham Seagull - Neath & Cardiff, one unboxed Coach (front tyre is 
damaged), 97840 Scammell Highwayman Tanker - Shell Mex BP and a 1/76th scale CC18003 Volvo FH Curtainside with fridge 
unit - Mansell Davis & Sons Ltd - generally Near Mint to Mint apart from loose model which is Good Plus.  (6) 

 £30 - £50 

3411. A mixed group of white metal models and others to include Leyland Octopus - British Road Services - red (missing cab 
mirror), AEC Mammoth or similar - dark blue, Scammell Contractor - Econofreight - blue/white, Budgie Toys Scammell 
Scarab - maroon/cream (repainted) plus other Corgi items white metal Trailers, Tractor Units etc - Fair to Good Plus unboxed.  
(9) 

 £30 - £50 

3412. A mixed group of white metal tractor units and trailers including Scammell, Scania and ERF - generally Poor to Fair, 
good lot for spare parts etc. 

 £10 - £20 

3413. A mixed group of Articulated Trucks and Trailers including Hot Wheels x 3, Kenworth Exxon Tanker, Oxford Diecast 
Trucks including "Knauf" plus others and one boxed 1/87th scale Iveco Stralis - Good to Excellent unboxed.  (9) 

 £30 - £50 

3414. Mixed group of models to include Vanguards VA11802 Subaru Legacy RS, Starline Models Fiat 124 Spider - blue x 2, 
Minichamps 400086100 Ford Taunus 12M 1963 - turquoise, 2 x Minichamps 1/43rd scale Racing Cars - Jaguar Racing R4 and 
McLaren Mercedes MP4-16 plus a Magazine Issue McLaren MP4/4 - Ayrton Senna - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
packaging.  (7) 

 £30 - £40 

3415. Mixed group of Buses and Coaches to include Corgi US54319 GM5300 Fishbowl Bus - Chicago Transit Authority, 
US53411 Greyhound Lines Destination Washington DC, Corgi Original Omnibus Plaxton Premier - Skills Motor Coaches Ltd 
(fading to inner packing), Corgi Tramlines and a Solido Renault TNC6 Bus - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus 
packaging.  (5) 

 £30 - £40 

3416. Corgi a mixed group to include 97932 AEC Cylindrical Tanker - North Eastern Gas Board, 97162 Atkinson Elliptical 
Tanker - Pollock of Musselburgh, 72011 Burger Collection - Bernard, 300 Ferrari Daytona - green with multi coloured decals 
and a number of Corgi Classic Cars and Vans - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good Plus packaging.  (13) 

 £30 - £50 

3417. Group of Dinky reissue models to include Dinky Supertoys 920 Guy Van "Heinz", 943 Leyland Octopus Tanker - Esso, 
555 Ford Thunderbird Cabriolet and 5 x Matchbox the Dinky Collection Models including DY19 1973 MGB GTV8 and DY1 1968 
Jaguar E-type plus others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint packaging.  (9) 

 £30 - £50 
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3418. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include Y17 Hispano Suiza - two-tone green, Y37 Garrett Steam 
Wagon - Chubbs, Y22 Ford A Van - Crawfords Biscuits Code 3 model, Y8 Yorkshire Steam Wagon - Johnny Walker Whisky, 
Y24 Bugatti T44 - black with yellow door panels, MB17 MICA Commemorative Bus, a number of MB38 Ford A Vans and a 
Matchbox Originals 40th Anniversary 5-model set, plus others - Good to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (31) 

 £30 - £50 

3419. Lledo Days Gone a mixed group to include Horse Drawn Bus, Horse Drawn Fire Engine, Ford Model T Vans including 
Jameson Irish Whisky and John Smiths Ales Tadcaster, various Buses and Commercial vehicles - generally Near Mint to Mint 
in Fair to Excellent packaging. (47) 

 £30 - £50 

3420. A mixed group of models including Lledo Days Gone "The Golden Days of the Film Industry" 24 carat gold plated 
4-model set, Royal Air Force Ground Support 3-model set, LP06053 Morris Van - Jameson Irish Whisky, 3 x Fire Engines 
including Green Goddess or similar, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (38) 

 £30 - £50 

3421. A mixed group of modern diecast models including Rastar Lamborghini RC Model, Corgi London Taxi, Corgi 100 Years 
of Flight - Concorde, Cararama 1/43rd scale Mini Cooper, 4 x boxed 1/18th scale Motorcycles, Hornby Skaledale 1/76th scale 
Van, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (30) 

 £30 - £50 

3422. A mixed group of boxed models to include Corgi DC 1960's Batmobile, 4 x other Batmobile models (one is missing 
outer case), James Bond Lotus Esprit - The Spy Who Loved Me, Hot Wheels Star Wars Snowspeeder, Cararama VW Beetle, 
1980 Tuk Tuk Bangkok, Eastern Europe Military Vehicle by Lledo, New York Checker Taxi, plus others - Excellent to Mint in 
Fair to Good Plus packaging. (25) 

 £30 - £40 

3423. A mixed group of Buses and Coaches to include Oxford Diecast 165815 Oxford LT Bus Set x 5, plus duplicate set - all 
Mint in Good to Excellent packaging, 2 x EFE models Leyland Titan 2-door - Cambridgeshire Police and Lodekka 
Bus - Brighton and Hove Festival, a number of unboxed models including OB Coaches, a few small scale models including 
Graham Farish by Bachmann Guy Arab, a large modern issue Bendybus, plus others - Fair to Mint in Fair to Excellent 
packaging. (34) 

 £30 - £50 

3424. A mixed group including Reference Books - Dinky Toys by Edward Force, Matchbox Toys by Charlie Mack, Regular 
Wheel Years and similar The Superfast Years, a number of old Tax Discs, some modern issue Dinky Toys Badges by Atlas 
Editions. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

3425. An unboxed group of early Dinky model Cars including Lagonda - maroon, Armstrong Siddeley - grey with blue interior, 
Chrysler - blue, Packard - brown, Triumph TR2 - blue, racing number 25 with red ridged hubs, plus others - Fair to Good does 
include repaints. (8) 

 £30 - £40 

3426. A mixed group of Dinky Commercials including 25a Wagon - green with black chassis, 25c Flat Truck - white, 25c 
Market Gardener's Van - green and 25c Flat Truck - dark fawn with black chassis, 151b Covered Wagon, plus others - Fair to 
Good does include some repaints, unboxed. (8) 

 £30 - £40 
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3427. Majorette and others an unboxed group to include Simca 1100 - metallic blue, Gulf Petrol Tanker, Coca Cola Delivery 
Van, Refuse Truck, various Caravans and Trailers - Fire Engine in grey, SS Camargue - bronze/yellow, other continental makes 
including Siku Low Loader, plus many others - Fair to Good unboxed. (70+) 

 £30 - £50 

3428. Hot Wheels unboxed group Lotus Turbo - metallic red with Redline wheels, also Python - metallic red with black roof, 
69 Mercury Cyclone - yellow, some Thailand and Malaysia metal based issues, plus others - Fair to Excellent unboxed. (80+) 

 £40 - £60 

3429. A mixed group of models to include Matchbox Superfast MB44 Skoda 130 LR - white/blue/red, racing number 44, 
MB48 Vauxhall Astra GTE/Opel Kadett GSI, Corgi Juniors 124 Mercedes 500 SL - metallic green, Hot Wheels Custom 64 
Galaxy 500 and 3 x Dune Buggies - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (7) 

 £30 - £50 

3430. Matchbox Superfast large unboxed group to include 20 Range Rover - Police and Site Engineer, 9 AMX 
Javelin - metallic green with yellow interior, 1 Mod Rod, 40 Vauxhall Guildsman, 74 Toe Joe, 46 Stretcha Fetcha Ambulance, 14 
Mini Ha-Ha, 38 Jeep Gliding Club, plus others - Fair to Good unboxed. (80+) 

 £40 - £60 

3431. Matchbox Superfast large unboxed group to include 1 Mod Rod - yellow with red wheels, 69 Turbo Fury, 60 Lotus 
Super Seven, 3 x 61 Blue Shark, 11 Flying Bug, 70 Dodge Dragster, plus others - Fair to Good unboxed. (80+) 

 £40 - £60 

3432. Matchbox Regular Wheels to include 2 x 14 Lomas Ambulance, 2 x 47 Commer Ice Cream Canteen, various 
Commercial vehicles including Cement Mixer Tanker, Mobile Crane, Tractor, Horse Box, does include a few Superfast 
issues - Fair to Good unboxed. (80+) 

 £40 - £60 

3433. A mixed group of issues mainly China bases, models include Matchbox Superfast Peugeot 205, MB17 Bus - MICA, 
other modern Matchbox Superfast issues, other manufacturers include Real Toy various models including Police Vans, Saloon 
Cars, Commercial vehicles - Fair to Excellent unboxed. (80) 

 £30 - £50 

3434. Corgi Juniors and others a large unboxed group to include Batman Helicopters x 2, Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, Citroen 
2CV - yellow - James Bond, also James Bond's Aston Martin Corgi Whizzwheels, various Commercial vehicles including Tipper 
Trucks, Gravel Trucks etc - Fair to Good unboxed. (80+) 

 £40 - £60 

3435. Mixed group of models mainly Corgi to include Morris Mini Cooper - Rally Monte Carlo, Porsche Carrera, Chevrolet 
Corvette Stingray Coupe, Bertone Shake Buggy - candy pink with green interior, Aston Martin DB4 Competition, Land Rover x 
2, Racing Cars, Britains Motorcycle and Sidecar, plus others - Fair to Good unboxed. (40) 

 £30 - £50 

3436. A mixed group of TV Related models including 2 x Corgi Batmobile includes one Batman figure, Shado 2, James Bond 
Aston Martin DB5 in silver, another modified one in metallic gold, Oldsmobile Super 88 "Thrushbuster" Man from UNCLE, Volvo 
P1800 "The Saint", plus Corgi Noddy Car and others - Fair to Good unboxed. (10) 

 £40 - £60 
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3437. Matchbox King Size and similar to include DAF Car Transporter - metallic blue cab with gold trailer, Matchbox Super 
Kings Car Transporter - metallic blue/white, various Breakdown Trucks including Highway Police and Battle Kings, other models 
include Fire Engines, Tipper Trucks, Mobile Crane etc - Fair to Good unboxed. (30) 

 £30 - £50 

3438. Matchbox Super Kings and others including K9 Fire Tender, K64 Range Rover - Fire Control, K32 Shovel Nose Fire 
Chief, K51 Barracuda - metallic blue, Milligans Mill Hot Rod, 2 x K20 Mercedes Benz Binz Ambulance, plus Construction 
models and Fire Engines - Fair to Good unboxed. (35) 

 £30 - £50 

3439. A large unboxed group of models to include Corgi Holmes Wrecker, Corgi Hyster Challenger 500 Forklift Truck, 
Crescent Toys Breakdown Truck, Corgi Major Car Transporter, Corgi High Speed Van Ambulance, various Trailers including 
Caravans, Horse Boxes, Articulated Trucks - Fair to Good unboxed. (40+) 

 £40 - £60 

3440. Mixed group of models including Corgi Mercedes Benz 300 SL - red, Jaguar XJS - white/red, Lotus Elite - black, 
Superior Ambulance on Cadillac Chassis, various Racing Cars including Shadow Ford, Corgi Semi Track Rocket 
Launcher - German Military vehicle, plus others - Fair to Good unboxed. (33) 

 £30 - £50 

3441. Dinky Toys a mixed group to include AEG Tanker - Esso, Merryweather Marquis Fire Tender, SRN6 Hovercraft, Ford 
Transit Van - Police, Johnson Road Sweeper, Leopard Tank, vintage Dinky Toys 10-ton Army Truck - military green, various 
Aircraft and other vehicles - Fair to Good unboxed. (20) 

 £40 - £60 

3442. Mixed group of tinplate and pressed steel models including Tonka Articulated Front Loader, Buddy L Tipper Trucks, 
Tonka Low Loaders with Bulldozer, reproduction tinplate Car and Motorcycle and Sidecar, Triang Breakdown Truck 
(incomplete), Hornby Railways Tank Locomotive, plus others - Fair to Good unboxed. (16) 

 £30 - £40 

3443. A large unboxed group consisting of Corgi State Coach, various Models of Yesteryear including Y5 Bentley, Y20 
Mercedes, Y24 Bugatti T44, Y11 Lagonda, Y18 Atkinson Steam Wagon - Bass with harder to find olive green barrels, various 
unboxed Lledo Days Gone model Vans, plus many others - Fair to Excellent unboxed. (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

3444. A large group of unboxed diecast models mainly modern issues including Bburago Maisto Ferraris, a few models 
attached to plastic plinths, Citroen 2CV - white in blister pack, plus others - Fair to Good unboxed. (70+) 

 £30 - £50 

3445. A mixed group of diecast and plastic toys including Disney Pixar Cars, Hot Wheels Truck, Toy Story Figure and Car, 
various Police vehicles, VW Camper Vans, various scales and types - Fair to Excellent unboxed. (70+) 

 £30 - £50 

3446. A mixed group of large scale models including 1/18 and 1/24th scales to include Maisto Jaguar XJ220 - blue, Mercedes 
Benz SSK - cream/brown, Lexus LS400 - black with tan interior, Bugatti Atlantic - blue, Bburago AC Cobra - orange, plus 
others - Fair to Excellent unboxed. (23) 

 £30 - £50 
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3447. Large mixed group to include Bburago 1/18th scale Ferrari 350 Modena, Corgi Ferrari F40, large RC 4x4 Truck with 
controller, cold cast large scale Ferrari Racing Car with driver figure, Rolls Royce Solid State Radio Player, various Racing Cars 
and a small group of unboxed Aircraft and Motorcycles - Fair to Good unboxed. (qty) 

 £30 - £50 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25     %).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE. Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable
which will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods
can only be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been
made. We reserve the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most
major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as
possible, allowing for other bids. 
Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be
decided by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification
relates to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of
any item. It must be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be
regarded as opinion only, and cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such
faults does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free
of faults. Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in
the event that an item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this
is proven to the Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days
of the sale in the condition it was sold.

4 TELEPHONE BIDDING
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for
telephone bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any
missed calls due to human or technical errors.

4 BANK TRANSFER
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: 
Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 3EX.

Account Name: Vectis Auctions Limited 

Sort Code: 40-51-62

Account: 42076703 

IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703

Swift Code: HANDGB22



CONDITIONS OF SALE: CONTINUED

4 ESTIMATES
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

4 RESERVES
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a
reserve on a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the
placed reserve. The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed with
Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

4 LATE WITHDRAWALS
(A) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top
and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(B) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the mid
point between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

4 PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS OF AUCTION
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the
right to withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the
calendar month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable
in respect of the amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each Lot.
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each Lot might realise.

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.

BACK ISSUES OF CATALOGUES

We have a good selection of back catalogues going back many years. 
Each catalogue costs £3.50.

To order your copies or for further information 
please contact the Vectis office.

Vectis Auctions, Fleck Way, Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 9JZ.
Telephone: 0044 (0)1642 750616 - Fax: 0044 (0)1642 769478.

e-mail: admin@vectis.co.uk 
website: www.vectis.co.uk
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or view the auction live via
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and www.invaluable.com

To enable this system to operate successfully, the following bidding
increments will apply:

Images of all Lots can be viewed at 

WWW.VECTIS.CO.UK

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for
this sale that contain odd figures will be rounded up to the nearest
bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for
£222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some
further information about participating in this auction, please
contact us on 01642 750616.
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